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(ABOVE) MODEL 581 Signal Generator
$54.95
Dealer's Net Wholesale Cash Price
On S. I. C. Payment Plan: $6.00 Cash and 10 monthly payments of $5.44

SUPREME'S newest contribution to radio science
-the new 581 Signal Generator! Full of the outstanding precision features found only in laboratory
types selling as high as $600! Over 8 feet of actual
scale length! New razor -edge shadow tuning eliminates all possibility of Parallax error!
Includes an all -wave R. F. oscillator -125 K. C.
to 60 MC; a 400 cycle modulating oscillator, a beat
frequency audio frequency oscillator, an electronic
frequency modulator or "wobbulator ", and dozens of
other exclusive, outstanding Supreme features. Complete with four tubes, shielded dummy antenna, calibrated screen for 3" C. R. tube and accessories.
Dimensions: 14 "x 10% "x6% ".
SOLD ON SUPREME S.

MODEL 502 Tube and Radio Tester
Imagine having five tests for every tube PLUS nineteen
additional ranges and functions of 0.2 to 1400 A. C.
volts in four ranges; 0.1 ohms to 20 megohms in five
ranges; 0.2 to 1400 A. C. volts in four ranges; 0.2 to
1400 A. C. volts in four output ranges PLUS an Electrostatic capacity leakage test on a neon bulb and PLUS
an Electrolytic filter capacity leakage test on a "Good Bad" English reading scale. A Complete quality tube
tester and set tester in a space 105i in. x 5 in. weighing
only 16 lbs. at this new low price!
549.95
Dealer's Net Cash Price
Or, $5.50 cash and 10 monthly payments of $4.95

I. C. TERMS -THE WORLD'S EASIEST INSTALLMENT TERMS. WRITE

FOR LITERATURE DESCRIBING COMPLETE SUPREME

UNE.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
EXPORT

DEPT.,

GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI, U. S. A.
ASSOCIATED EXPORTERS CO., 145 W. 45th STREET, NEW YORK CITY. CABLE ADDRESS: LOPREH, NEW

YORK
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WILL T RMN YOU
TO START A SPARE TIME OR FULL

TIME

RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS
1. E. SMITH
President
National Radio
Institute
Established 1914
The man who lias
directed
the
home study training
more
for h
Industry than any
other Marl
in

WITHOUT CAPITAL
Do you want to make more money? The worldwide use of Radio has made many opportunities
for you to have a spare time or full time Radio

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES
OF THE KIND
I

OF MONEY

TRAIN MY MEN TO MAKE
1

$200 TO $300 A MONTH

IN OWN

BUSINESS

"For

the last 18 months I have been In
business for myself, making between $200
and $300
month. I have N.H.I. to thank
for my start in this field. " -ARLÁE J.
1'ItOEIINER, 224 W. Texas Ave., Goose
Creek, Texas.

$1.000 BEFORE GRADUATING
"Before completing half the N.R.T. Course
OVER

I ass servicing

sets,

and

I

to $1.200 be:ore graduating.

made $1.000
I am doing

-

Redo service work for myself now."
ASHLEY G. ALDRIDGE, 1228 Shepherd
St., Petersburg, Ve.

CHIEF

OPERATOR BROADCASTING
STATION
20 lessons, I obtained my ltadlo Broadcast Operator's
I. ten o and immediately joined Station
RVMI'q where I am now Chief Operator."
I IOLLIS
F. HAZES, So Madison St.,
Lope er, Mich.

"When

I completed

EARNINGS TRIPLED BY N.R.I.

TRAINING
have been doing nicely, thanks to
N.R.I. Training. My present earnings are

"I

about th-ee

times what

they were

be-

fore I took the Course. I consider N.R.I.
Training the finest in the world. " -BERNARD COSTA, 201 Kent St., Brooklyn.

Get My LESSON on
Radio Servicing Tips FREE
I'll prove that my Training gives practical,
money -making information, that it is easy to understand- -that It is just what you need to master

Radio. My sample lesson text, "Radio Receiver
Troubles -Their Cause and Remedy" covers a
long list of Radio receiver troubles in A.C.. D.C.,
battery, universal, auto, T. R. F., superheterodyne, all -wave, and other types of sets. And a
cross reference system gives you the probable
cause and a quick way to locate and remedy these
set troubles. A special section is devoted to receiver check -up, alignment, balancing, neutralizing. testing. You can get this lesson Free by

mailing the cupon.

MAIL
COUPON
NOW

pay, see the world besides. Automobile,
police, aviation, commercial Radio, loud speaker
systems are newer fields offering good opportunities. Television promises to open many good jobs
soon. Men I have trained are holding good jobs
in these branches of Radio. Read their statements
in my 64 -page book. Mail the coupon.
I GIVE YOU A PROFESSIONAL
SERVICING
INSTRUMENT
good

service business of your own. Three out of every
four homes in the United States have Radio sets
which regularly require repairs, servicing, new
tubes, etc. Servicemen can earn good commissions selling new sets to owners of old models.
I will train you at home in your spare time to
sell, install, service, all types of Radio sets to
start your own Radio business and build it up
on money you make in your spare time while
learning, Mail coupon for any 64 -page book. It's
Free
shows what I have done for others
what I am ready to do for you.
Many Make SS, $10, S15 a Week Extra
in Spare Time While Learning
Almost every neighborhood needs a good spare
time serviceman. The day you enroll I start sending you Extra Money Job Sheets. They show you
how to do Radio repair jobs, how to cash in
quickly. Throughout your training I send you
plans and ideas that have made good spare time
money -from $200 to $500 a year -for hundreds
of fellows. I send you special Radio equipment
and show you how to conduct experiments and
build circuits which illustrate important Radio
principles. My training gives you PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE while learning.
There's a Real Future In Radio
For Well Trained Men
Radio already gives jobs to more than 300,000
people. And in 1936, Radio enjoyed one of its
most prosperous years. More than $500.000,000
worth of sets, tubes and parts were sold -an increase of more than 60% over 1935. Over a million Auto Radios were sold, a big increase over
1936. 24,000,000 homes now have one or more
Radio sets, and more than 4,000,000 autos are
Radio equipped. Every year millions of these
sets go out of date and are replaced with newer
models. More millions need servicing, new tubes,
repairs, etc. A few hundred $30, $50, $75 a week
jobs have grown to thousands in 20 years. And
Radio is still a new industry-growing fast!
Get Ready Now for Your Own Radio Business
and for Jobs Like These
Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers,
operators, station managers and pay up to $6,000
a year. Spare time Radio set servicing pays as
much as $200 to $500 a year -full time jobs with
Radio jobbers, manufacturers and dealers, as
much as $30, $50, $75 a week. Many Radio Experts own and operate their own full time or part
time Radio sales and service businesses. Radio
manufacturers and jobbers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying
up to $6,000 a year. Radio operators on ships get

-

-it

GOOD FOR BOTH

64

Here is the instrument

ever) Radio entert needs

and wants -an All -Wave, AllPurpose. Set Servicing Instru-

It contains everything nere:saq' to measure A.C. and D.C. voltages and current; test tubes, resistance; adjust and
allot
any set, old or new. It Satisfies your needs for brofrSmul servicing after you graduate-can help you make
ment.

-

extra money servicing sets while training.

Save Money -Learn At Home
Money Back Agreement Protects You
I am sure I can train you at home successfully. I
will agree in writing to refund every penny you
pay me if you are not satisfied with my Lessons
and Instruction Service when you finish my
Course. I'll send you a copy of this agreement
with my Book.
Find Out What Radio Often You
Get My 64-Page Book Free Now
Act Today. Mail the coupon now for my Free
Lesson and my book. "Rich Rewards in Radio.
Both are free to anyone over 16 years old. My
book points out Radio's spare time and full time
opportunities and those coming in Television ;
tells about my Training in Radio and Television;
shows you letters from men I have trained, telling what they are doing and earning. Find out
what Radio offers YOU! MAIL THE COUPON
in an envelope, or piiete it on a Penny post card

-NOW!

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute,

THIS
FREE BOOK
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HAS HELPED
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HUNDREDS
MAKE
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MORE
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Dept. 7N X
Washington, D.

IESSON

FREE
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J. E. SMITH. President. National Radio Institute. Dept. 7NX.
Washington. D.C.
Without obligating nie. send your Lesson "Radio Receiver Troubles
Their 'Buse and Itemedy and
and
free
born spare time and full time
Radio opportunities and how ` can train for them
at home In my spare
Set
iartieularly interested l in e I,r: ,chn Radio checked below. me. I mn
Radio Service Business of M Own
parc Time Radio
enice work
( ) Loud Speaker Systems. Innta cat ions and Service
Retail
les Of Radio Sts anti Equipment
( ) Auto Radio Installation and
Service
ervice Expert for Retail Stores
( ) Television Station Operator
I
Broadcasting Station Operator
Service r:xlert with Radio Factory
Aviation Radio Operator
( ) Commercial Radio Station Operator
)
.nip Radio Operator
( ) All -around Servicing
Expert
Of you have not decided which branch you prefer-snail coupon now. for information to help you
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Another year rolls by and once again we dedicate the
January issue of Radio -Craft to all short -wave enthusiasts,
-not neglecting however the technicians in all the other
branches of radio. Thus, a famous author (well known to
our readers) in a special exclusive article, will give a very
complete and interesting review of all the developments
in short waves which have occurred during the year 1937.
Many other articles of considerable importance will also
Don't miss the January issue!
appear in that issue.
-on the newsstands December Ist.
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MANY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE

COYNE TRAINED

RADIOMAN

Are You Ready fora Better Job -More Pay?
Don't be an untrained man. Let me show you how to get your start
in Radio
fast growing, live money -making industry.
Prepare for jobs as Assembler, Inspector and Tester -Radio Sales or
Service and Installation Work- Broadcasting Station Operator-Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane or Sound Work HUNDREDS
OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in radio!

-a

12 Weeks of Shop Training

We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television
and Sound equipment -on scores of modern Radio Receivers, actual Broadcasting
equipment, Television apparatus and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code and
Telegraph equipment, etc. You don't need advanced education or previous experience.
We give you
RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS the actual practice and
experience you'll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all
useless theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 12
weeks. Mail coupon for all facts about my school and training methods.

-

-

ondpUBLIC ADDRESS
TELEVISION
to
Television is sure
come as a commercial industry. Rapid progress is now being made in
developing this new field. It will offer opportunities to the man who is trained in Radio. Here at
Coyne you learn Television principles, and work on actual Television equipment. Public Address
Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new Radio field which
is rapidly expanding. Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn Radio Sound
Work at COYNE on actual Sound Reproduction equipment. Not a home study course.

SEND FOR DETAILS OF MY

"PAY AFTER
GRADUATION" PLAN

Mail the Coupon below and I'll tell you about my "Pay After
Graduation" Plan which has enabled hundreds of others to get
Coyne training with very little money. On this plan you can get
your training first, then take 18 months to complete your small
monthly tuition payments starting 5 months after you begin
training. Not a home study course.
Mail the coupon for all details of this "Tuition Payment Plan."

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AIR CONDITIONING
AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL WORK

Instruction now included at no extra cost. Here is your opportunity
to learn thesé valuable allied lines without extra tuition charge.

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT TO
HELP YOU "EARN WHILE LEARNING"

If you are short of money and need part time employment to help
pay for your room and board while

training, my Employment Department will help you geta part time job.

GET THE FACTS

PRACTICAL WORK
at COYNE

Don't let lack of money prevent
your sending in the Coupon. Mail
the Coupon today and I Will send
you the Big FREE Coyne Book

in Chicago

ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build and service radio sets.
You get training on real Broadcasting equipment. You construct
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television images over our Television equipment. You work on real

Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on Actual Code
Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless theory. We
give you the practical training you'll need for your start in Radio
-in 12 short weeks. If you desire code, this requires additional
time for which there is no extra charge.

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS.

Pres.

RADIO DIVISION

Founded 1899

Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Paulina St., Dept.

97 -8H,

Chicago, Ill.

full of FACTS.
H. C. LEWIS, Pres.

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

'

500 S. Paulina St., Dept- 97-8H, Chicago, III.
Dear Mr. Lewis: -Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all

I
I

details of your "Pay After Graduation" Plan including valuable
instruction in Electric Refrigeration, Mr Conditioning and Automobile Electrical Work.
Name

I

Address
City
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In the manufacture of receiving sets
the publishing
business -yes, even in the servicing of radio sets, it's the
extra services which put some businesses far above and

away out in front of competition.
Today's radio sets are far more complicated than those
of three years ago, especially in the construction outside
of the radio circuit itself. Such things as motorized tuning, automatic frequency control and other standard improvements require information you must have if you are
to be in a position to deliver the "extra" services which
will get you the better-the more profitable business of
your neighborhood.
So -this year with each copy of Volume VIII Rider
Manual -with its over 1600 pages of circuit information
on the sets of over o hundred manufacturers-there is
supplied at no additional cost a section entitled "How
It Works." This supplement is devoted to explanations
of the mechanical as well as the electrical operations of
the more complicated 1938 receivers and instruments.
Other needed information supplied by the Manual
covers the installation and servicing of intercommunica-

JOHN
1

F.
4 4

tion systems, electronic musical instruments, and new
P. A. amplifiers of all types.
To make all the facts of Volume VIII instantly available, the Index of about 118 pages covers all the information in all 8 volumes of Rider Manual.
And all this extra information is yours at no increase
in price over last year's volume!
Check your Rider
Volumes and order any missing numbers today!

EXTRA PAGES-Over 1600 pages of complete servicing
data on 1937 -38 home and auto receivers. Complete because
everything is included that more than 100 manufacturers gave us.
For COMPLETENESS and COVERAGE -there's none better
than Rider's Volume VIII.

1.

-A

2.

EXTRA SUPPLEMENT -"How It Works "
64 -page
special section of Rider's Volume VIII devoted to explanations of
the electrical and mechanical operations of the more complicated
1938 receivers and instruments
Principles and theory you need
for profitable servicing.

...

3. EXTRA FACTS -Installation and servicing instructions for
many types of intercommunication systems will be found in Rider's'
Volume VIII
Also servicing data on the electronic musical
New
instruments (has never appeared in any other manual)
Public Address Amplifiers of all types are included.
.

.

.

RIDER, Publisher
0 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

YOU NEED ALL

8
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"Takes the Resistance out of Radio"
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MODERN RADIO EXPERIMENTATION
An Editorial 6y HUGO GERNSBACK
I HAVE mentioned often before, there is a good
amount of amusement by adapting their own sets to 2-way
deal of confusion in the minds of many experimenters
communication, without making many changes in the existas to what modern "radio experimentation" really
ing circuits of their home radio receivers.
consists of.
The branch of radio called electronics, particularly that
Many newcomers jump to the conclusion that it means
portion of it which concerns photoelectric cells, for some
only the constructing of radio sets for either broadcast or reason or other has been sadly neglected by thousands of
short -wave work. Strictly speaking, radio experimenting is experimenters; although we have here a tremendous field
far more extensive and covers a really wide band of activity where a huge amount of work still remains to be done. Daily,
today. Of course, experimenting with new circuit adapta- new applications of the photoelectric cell with radio instrutions, new tubes, and new radio instrumentalities will always mentalities are brought about in a field so vast and so great
find a warm niche in the heart of every real radio experithat in time it will be larger than the present radio industry.
menter. A variety of new and better tubes as well as new Indeed, an official U. S. Government report from Washingradio components make new experiments always possible, ton ( "Technological Trends and National Policy," compiled
and give new results as well. Even the lowly crystal set has by the subcommittee on Technology of the National Reits adherents and new stunts are being tried all the time, sources Committee) states that here is one field that will
not only to increase the range but to make the tuning more help to revolutionize our present trends. It holds great
selective. While experiments in this particular line have possibilities for the future.
not developed much that is new in the past few years, some
The photoelectric cell makes possible many labor -saving
little progress is being made.
devices, and many safety devices in industrial applications;
Even the classic regenerative sets which we used in the and it might be said that in this respect the surface has not
middle '20's are still being improved. Double-regeneration even been scratched, because thousands of industries have
circuits are giving good results here and provide new interest not yet taken advantage of the possibilities of the photoin this almost forgotten circuit. The newer and more sensi- electric cell. It must also be added that there is hardly an
tive tubes, which are making their appearance right along, industry in existence which cannot use these cells, in one
also mean increased experimentation with 2 -, 3- and 4 -tube way or another, to increase profits and cut down part of
sets. The day will come when we will have excellent 2 -tube their present high labor costs!
superheterodyne receivers and, if the present trend in tubes
To the newcomer in radio, experiments with radio cornkeeps up, this experimenter's dream will be fully realized
ponents open up a new and veritable paradise of amateur
within the next few years. Of course, we have already had research. I refer to experiments which deal with radio parts
1 -tube superheterodynes, and 2 -tube sets too are not unand radio instrumentalities alone. With all the modern
known, but their circuits were usually unstable and, as a radio devices that can now be procured at low cost, many
rule, inefficient.
electrical and other experiments can be performed by means
The once so-called "mystery circuit," or super- regenera- of these instrumentalities. To understand better what I
tion, invented by Major Armstrong, is also a fertile source mean, let me mention just a few. Under the present radio
of experimentation. While the circuit, so far, has not been law you cannot operate for experimental purposes, without
efficient, because of the high -pitched whistle emanating a station license, a radio telephone in which an oscillating
from the speaker, it has been used successfully in short- radio tube circuit is used. There is nothing to prevent you
wave work. The super -regenerator still holds much promise
however from building an induction type of "wireless"
and we will soon see, in the newer tubes now coming on phone, as for instance one design which requires at the
the market, entire suppression of the high -pitched whistle. transmitter only a microphone, battery and wire -filled
So much for receiving sets -although I could fill several
wooden bicycle -rim, where radio tubes may be used to amplify
pages on this subject alone.
the weak currents at the receiving end; a duplicate coil and
In the Public Address field, a tremendous amount of a pair of headphones (and perhaps a single stage of audio
work still remains to be done and, for experimentation, this amplification) being the only "receiver" needs.
is still one of the most fertile fields, and one which no radio
Efficient burglar-alarms can easily be rigged up by using
experimenter should overlook. Experimentation with the radio parts. "Treasure" finders, using the ancient
but
new Inter- Phones, or so called "Private Address" Systems, efficient Hughes induction balance, with audio amplifiers
is one of the best fields for experimenters today. Indeed, have never been experimented with as much as they deserve.
many experimenters today are obtaining a considerable The list of experiments of this type is limitless.
AS
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TELEVISION NOW
OUT ON THE
CORNER

IN the face of an epidemic

WITH the announcement

last month by NBC
that it is putting in

(Photo-Universal Microphone

Cu )

World's largest "mike" used last month, not for
heel -drumming, but for world's largest bridge
tournament and other events at Inglewood, Calif.
Private- address phones linked 1,500 bridge playe-s,
at tables in streets.

a t

A

(Photo

t

enera! Electri,-

I

)

Radio equipment being given the 3rd degree by
vibration ( "So you won't fade! ") on shaking table
installed last month; a stroboscope, with controlled
frequency of light flashes, permits vibrating parts
to be examined as though standing still, in this
big radio testing laboratory. Like this "shaking
table," the "flight room" shown below helps test
'plane -radio equipment.

commission a new motorized mobile television station, to pick up outdoor scenes
and current events, it is evident that
television has arrived; though the first
work must be to acquire technique. One
van, with Iconoscope cameras, will do
the pick -up; and a second, cable -linked,
will broadcast to the Empire State
Building station, New York City.
In England, television is being applied to help the deaf-not those so
born, but those who have lost their hearing -and last month saw a General
Electric (British) television set with
amplifying headphones installed in a
home for the deaf to work out its possibilities. "One ex-soldier has heard for
the first time since the War," reports
Reynolds' News.
Television consultants are among the
few foreign experts still welcome in
Russian industry, reports Webb Miller,
U.P. correspondent, just arrived from
the Soviet Union.
"Television will revolutionize teaching from the kindergarten in no time at
all -this time, next year. Sanely exploited, it will result in special curricula
of great value," John L. Baird, Scots
television pioneer, said to The Passing
Show last month.
"Television problem from now on,"
Harold H. Beverage told the I.R.E. on
the Pacific Coast last month, "is a program problem. It would be very costly
to cast and train a group of actors for
one night's performance. This is now
facing us."

P..

4.N

which closed Chicago

schools last month, radio
took up the work of instruction. Newspapers printed summarized texts of the
day's work, and 6 radio stations gave
air time to teachers who addressed
classes of pupils sitting in their homes!
Examinations will check up on truants
who tuned in jazz; but allowance will be
made for pupils in radioless homes.
Perhaps next year's school attendance
laws will require a set in every home.
When car radio first appeared, many
traffic authorities advocated its prohibition. But, with holiday traffic congestion at its worst last month, Pennsylvania's motor police announced that
it would route traffic by radio; using 6
planes to watch highway conditions,
and relaying advice about the least congested roads to broadcast stations,
which would advise motorists through
their car sets.
The American Legion parade of last
month completely cut apart New York's
famous East Side -West Side, for 18
hours. To meet the situation, the police
put into operation 2 -way radio transmitters, communicating from inspectors' transmitter -equipped cars, and
mobilized reserves wherever confusion
arose.
And, while radio has been a B.O.
(box -office) bugaboo, Variety reports
that during the Louis -Farr debate last
month, many fight fans who had been
listening on their car -radio sets drove
up to buy tickets and see the contest,
because it sounded interesting. Promoters of sporting events please note!

PO METE
v CONTRO

To duplicate effect of a
-mile power dive. dry
ice drops temperature
from 100° (caused by
5 heater, delivering 30
kw. of heat). te --40 °;
lise slealti Injections affects relative humidity
to 30 '.i:
10e;í

if

vacuum

pumps

reduce

from

lb+pressor°
(sea level) to

4

.

(5
2

15

lbs.

-mile elevation); and.
fans generate

a

mile "Junior gale."

30-

(Photo

General Electric

Co.)

intended, not to save children from paralysis, but to give
paralysis to aviation-radio sets, experimentally. In this cylinder, air can be
lowered to stratosphere cold and thinness, and then raised to sea -level
conditions, as though a pilot had dived from a height of 30,000 ft!

This
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"iron lung"

is

Tagliabue Mfg.

lb.)

Not just a permanent radio wave; the beauty seeker is having her hair done
to a turn. Thermocouples in each curl are connected to a galvanometer
inside the control; and its light-ray, thrown into a photocell, controls
applied heat to within I degree of the desired temperature, through 2 relays.
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becomes

filling stations, and in the
headquarters of numerous town authorities.
Many cities in Indiana
have 2 -way short -wave
communication with the
network; other cities,

RADIO NETWORK
GETS WQFW
"FORTRESS"

.

vast and

items which interest all.

I

INDIANA POLICE -

NTRASTATE broadcasting may be facilitated by
the success of the Chesterton, Indiana, State Police station, reported last month to be nearing cornpletion as a W.P.A. project. The station
(see map) is located in the northwest
corner; and will have two 154 -ft.
towers; one to reflect signals back into
Indiana, instead of spreading them over
Lake Michigan.
The State Police radio network, costing approximately $100,000, has the
first 2 fortified radio stations in the
United States (see photo of second).
They are raid -proof, and the grounds
are protected by 8 floodlights, and by
barbed wire; the single entrance gate
is remote- controlled electrically from
inside the building! The radio operator
and station attachés are equipped with
high- calibre rifles; a 24 -hour radio
watch is maintained inside their solid brick, bullet -proof citadel. During a
man -hunt the dispatchers at Indianapolis headquarters can correlate all
law enforcement agencies in Indiana
and adjoining states. (In addition to
Indiana 13 states have State Police
radio facilities of one form or another.)
Short-wave receiving sets, locked -in
to the 1,634 kc. State Police frequency,
have been installed in the 92 sheriffs'
offices in the state, in 50 police department headquarters, in all state police
posts and motor equipment, as well as
in a great number of banks, garages,

it

necessary to make a general
survey of important monthly
developments. RADIO -CRAFT
analyzes these developments
and presents a review of those

IN REVIEW
1111111111111111111

art

operating ultra- shortwave 2 -way systems instead, can only listen (on
an auxiliary short -wave
receiver) but can reply
by telegraph or telephone.

Exterior view

of

Paulists'

2

-room,

20 -ft.

chapel -on- wheels.

RADIOVERSEA
REPORTAGE
WHILE

Japan's aircraft

were jamming Chinese
propaganda with bombs
on Shanghai radio stations last month,
the Japanese Imperial Government was
undertaking to furnish radio sets to
families of soldiers at the front.
Cheap radio sets from the States art
regarded as a fire hazard by the Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission, Chief
Test Engineer Dobson told reporters
last month, and an attempt will be
made to stop Canadian tourists from
bringing them back home! And in India, after an improperly grounded
aerial on a government-owned bungalow in Delhi was struck by lightning,
the government has ordered all radio
installations to be checked.
The Hebrides, northernmost of the
British Isles, had their first radio pickup for broadcasting last month; when
Secretary for Scotland Elliott announced from there that radio is to join
them to the world's telephone system.
(Continued on page 369)

The Service Man. in devout

attitude

is

really giving

last touches to the phono and "talkies" equipment
of the motorized chapel, which left New York last
month for a 7,000 -sq. mile missionary parish in
Tennessee. Seats on each side are for
wet -weather services.

/'STATION WQFWA POLICE -RADIO
FORTRESS!

STATE POLICE
N

EA DOGA

RTE'S

AN)
RAdIO DISPATCH

CONTROL,
NO555

STATO

(Photo-w,

If

A.

Information Senn e

Radio station WQFW, of the Indiana State Police, at Columbia
City, is built like e fortress, with windowless walls, rifle portholes,
and a bulletproof skylight. It has just been completed.
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Outline map of Indiana, showing
state police radio system, with S
transmitters, now approaching completion on a permanent basis. Since
temporary operations began, not
only has there been 405 reduction
in major crimes, but flood relief
(Photns- ll,roaorr N. Nilbersteln)
and other emergencies have found
it is of great value. Station WQFW Father Halloran at microphone of the P.A. system
(see photo, left), like WDHE, defies used for outdoor services with the Paufist $5,200
any attempt of criminals or rioters trailer chapel. Power is obtained from a generator
to disable the system.
in the coupe hauling the trailer.
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HEINRICH HERTZ
PROVES EXISTENCE OF

RADIO WAVES!
50 YEARS

AGO

Having demonstrated, in 887, the existence of the electromagnetic variations (forecast by Maxwell) which we today
call radio waves he modestly wrote: " It is not for me to say
whether the discovery have made is truly wonderful, but
it makes me very happy to know that other people say so."
1

Heinrich Hertz- 1857.1894
great Helmholtz said -when a successor to
Hertz in the Chair of Physics at Bonn University
was wanted -of his pupil: "There exists no rule
under which a man of genius should be replaced by
another in his own specialty." Hertz was born in
The

I

Hamburg. Germany.
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THE TURNING of the third -quarter of the last century found scientists and other learned people
preoccupied with the bewildering
question "What is Light ?" Various
theories had been expounded without
having satisfactory basis in fact or
without having sufficient proof. At last
in 1875 Clerk Maxwell asserted that
light was the result of oscillations produced by an electromagnetic field existResonator
Funken -Ind uktor
ing somewhere in space and manifestWorld's first "radio receiving station" -and it
The spark produced by this spark inductor or ina short -wave (6- meter) set, at that! High self -in
duction coil, Hertz found, radiated emanations the
ing itself in the form of waves. Furtherductance and capacity were obtahed by winding
presence of which were capable of manifesting
more, he added, and proved mathewire into a compact spiral placed near the
themselves at a 'distant point without the use of
"sender "; the 2 terminals then were brought matically that what was true for light
intervening wires or any other apparent means of
together
to
permit
a
to
spark
sufficiently close
direct connection. (Actually, the ether joined the
was equally true for electricity.
jump the gap.
sending and receiving "stations. ")
Whether or not Maxwell's theory was
good remained to be proven.
Heinrich Hertz was the man who by
his extraordinary experiments succeeded in demonstrating the truth of this
theory thereby laying the basis for
future experiments in electromagnetic
waves and wireless (radio) communication.
He started with the principle in mind
that all electric waves resulting from
rapid electric oscillations could be
propagated into the air in the same
way as sound waves could be generated
and propagated by causing a string or
diaphragm to vibrate. He surmised corComplete Sending and Receiving Station of the '80's!
rectly that electric waves had treHaving found that a single piece of wire bent into the shape of a closed loop would spark -across at
the gap when brought into the field of influence of a sparkcoil Hertz next tried increasing the effectivemendous speed and vibrated at a terrific
increashaving
ness of the sparkcoil as a "sender" by connecting to its high -voltage terminals conductors
rate since they could be received, like
ingly large area. Professor Hertz thus came to evolve among other types of antennas a long, tubular
hoops.
radiator consisting of parallel wires held in position by
light vibrations, at a distance from the
place from whence they issued.
Hertz obtained his inspirations for
his experiments from these various
theories. He managed to produce electromagnetic waves with the simple
apparatus here illustrated. Close examination of this apparatus in its
fundamental aspects (the use of coils,
condensers, etc.) reveals that it differs
only in method (not in principle) from
the present -day system of producing
electromagnetic waves. Little did Hertz
realize then that these same waves
later
on would be the instrumentality
The "Knochenhauershen Scheiben"
This "distributor of capacity" or fixed condenser through which all the nations on the
Schoolboy Hartz ill 1865
(literal translation from the German) played an earth would be linked together more
Brought up in the highly intellectual atmosphere
important part in the laboratory work of Heinrich
surrounding his father, a Jewish high magistrate
Hertz. The device was made by winding 2 parallel closely than by any other means. Physyoung Hertz at an early age exhibited exceptional
wires insulated from each other, to form a resonant icists and radio engineers the world
interest in broad fields of learning (such as studycircuit having high C/L ratio. Two such "pies"
ing Greek classics in the original text, etc.) that
(Continued on page 368)
are shown.
helped develop his breadth of vision.
i
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NEW TUBES
FOR THE
RADIO EXPERIMENTER
An experimenters' television tube, several special- service
tubes, and an A.C. -D.C. beam tube are features this month.
PART

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII !!! 111111! IIIIIIII! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIR.

IIIS MONTH the writer presents
a particularly enticing group of
tubes, of interest to the experimenter in radio (including ultrashortwaves), public address, and electronics, ranging from a 3 -meter tube
delivering better than 500 watts to
cathode -ray television receiving tubes
or "Kinescopes" that are (states
the manufacturer) BEING MADE
AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME FOR
THE CONVENIENCE OF EXPERIMENTERS AND AMATEURS WHO
WISH TO CONSTRUCT EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION RECEIVING
EQUIPMENT! Let's give this manufacturer 3 cheers! -and a special vote
of thanks!
We will now describe the new tubes
in class groups; first on the list is a

D.

WASH BU RNE

4 times more sensitive to light
than anything previously available in
the commercial field!

photocell

PHOTOELECTRIC TUBES

Secondary- Emission Photocell. Employing the principle of secondary -emission (Radio -Craft, Jan. 1936), substantially as described last year by Dr.
Zworykin in an address before the I.R.E.,
in the tube shown in Fig. A, it becomes
possible to achieve an overall amplification of the voltage generated by impinging light of about 4 times that of the
most sensitive, previously- available type
(the caesium -on- silver cell which delivers about 70 microamperes per lumen).
The new cell has a primary emission of
only about 40 microamperes /lumen but
the secondary- emission coefficient, or
that amplification which is afforded by
the secondary cathode, is about 7.
A supply voltage of 500 to 800 is required for operating the secondaryemission photocell; a safety- resistor
value of about 10,000 ohms in series
with the supply voltage being recommended. Terminal connections are as
follows: only 2 of the 4 base terminal
pins are used, namely, anode pin -con nects to secondary cathode; grid pin
connects to primary cathode; the cap
connection atop the tube connects to the
collector anode.
Advantages of the new secondary emission tube as compared to all existing commercially- available phototubes:
frequency- response characteristics and
inherent tube noise about equivalent to
best available high- vacuum types; sensitivity factor, about 4 times greater.

-

ig. A.

highly -sensitive "electric eye" utilizes
principle of "secondary emission."
This

(Data courtesy English Mechanise [Eng.]; tube
manufactured by G
Electric Co. of Eng.)
1

(Continued an page 372)

Fig. B. Hare is a full fledged cathode-ray specifically designed for television
experimentation! This tube could be worked into the Radio-Craft Television
Receiver described in the January 1937 and subsequent issues.
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Fig.
cell

C. This photofeatures small
dimensions.

D. The seven tubes here illustrated include
new
ultraviolet sensitive photocell several
special- service tubes. and a new, special beam
tube for A.C. D.C. receivers.

Fig.
a
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RADIO

SHORT -WAVE

Radio -Craft brings you probably the first detailed story

in any radio magazine,

of how

Uncle Sam's robot plane made perhaps the world's first entirely automatic landing, as
told by Capt's C. J. Crone and G. V. Holloman of the United States Army Air Corps.

t,

.a

PILOT PLACES AIRPLANE
AT SELECTED ALTITUDE BEFORE
CLOSING MASTER. LANDING

,s..,......?-'.,».

WRIGHT

SWITCH

F/ELD

AIRPLANE
AUTOMATICALLY
LOOSES ALTITUDE
HERE

GLIDE PATH
NO WIND

PLANE LEAVES THIS POINT AT AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED ALTITUDE

ANDIN CONTROLLED GLIDE
AND DIRECTION

GLIDE PATH
STRONG WIND.

GLIDE PATH
SLIGHT WIND

RADIO GUIDE
STATION

ALIT. MATIC LANDING
SWITCH CLOSED AT
THIS POINT

..44/

"...

WIND
EAST

It

M.P.H.

Fig. A. The flight and landing paths of the U.S. Army plane C -14 Cargo as it made the world's first completely automatic airplane landing without

MUCH HAS been written in re-

cent months concerning the personal equation during flight and
the influence of this equation on
accident rates. The newer developments
in modern aircraft, to insure high performance, have required an increasing
number of cockpitrdevices, all of which
demand the attention of the pilot at
some time or other during any given
flight.
Pilots have felt and expressed the

Fig.
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B.

need for simplification of the various

controls that must be manipulated and
have expressed the need for this simplification in no uncertain terms. This
simplification means that many of the
functions now performed by the pilot
in flight control and navigation must be
done automatically. The landing of aircraft is no exception to this general
trend. With this in mind, the personnel
of the Materiel Division, U.S. Army Air
Corps, over 2 years ago began active

cockpit of the Army airplane showing the radio compass and relay; the automatic
landing equipment (inset I), and the frequency selector control box (inset 2).

Views inside the

a

pilot's aid

prosecution of development work to
simplify the procedure of instrument
landing by making it automatic.
AUTOMATIC FLYING

For over a year Air Corps test airplanes have been flown automatically
over distances that have indicated the
thorough reliability of the devices employed. This was one step in the perfection of automatic landing. The features
therefore that are built into the automatic landing system are not only useful for the landing but are used
throughout the entire flight of the airplane across the radio navigational aids
with which the United States is provided. Test airplanes from Wright Field
have been flown automatically from
Wright Field as far as Texas, and return, under automatic control. Several
flights have also been made from
Wright Field via Buffalo, New York, to
Newark, New Jersey, and from there
via Langley Field, Virginia, to Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio. Of course the automatic landing involves other factors besides control of direction. These factors
are: (1) control of altitude, (2) engine
control, (3) glide control, and (4) further engine control after landing.
With the provision of the Air Corps
automatic landing system in an airplane and with the installation of the
new "Z" -type radio range beacons, the
airplane may be flown automatically
from station to station, from East to
West Coast. If we imagine a group of
the future "Z"-type radio ranges placed
in a line joining the runway of the
landing field and extending to a point
5 miles therefrom, some idea will be
gained of the essential features of the
Air Corps automatic landing system.
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AUTOMATIC LANDING

By reference to Fig. A, which represents the path of flight
and landing made by the Army C -14 Cargo airplane on
Monday, August 23, 1937, a generally clear idea will be
obtained of the path of the airplane in the horizontal plane.
The insert shows the airplane flight path and landing
path which the Army airplane followed in executing what
is believed to be the world's first entirely automatic airplane
landing! This illustration should be self -explanatory and in
itself is evidence of the continuation of development on the
Air Corps system of instrument landing.
On Monday, August 23, 1937, after over 2 years of intensive research and design with respect to automatic control

features and automatic flight procedure, 2 entirely automatic landings were made in the period of an hour under
adverse air and wind conditions by Capt. Carl J. Crone,
Director of the Instrument and Navigation Laboratory and
Capt. George V. Holloman, Ass't Director of the Laboratory
and Mr. Raymond K. Stout, project engineer in automatic
landing. Since that time additional landings have been made
in which disinterested personnel have been carried as observers on the flights in order to check robot landings.
In the execution of an automatic landing, using the U.S.
Air Corps system, it is necessary for the pilot of the airplane
to bring the airplane to a definite altitude, determined by
the sensitive altimeter, and to place the airplane within the
range of radio reception of the ground radio facilities. It is,
of course, desirable to place the airplane generally in the
direction in which it is expected to land, but this is not
necessary as was determined in flight and can be understood
by reference to Fig. A in which the airplane was actually
placed in a position which headed it 180° away from the
direction of final landing! When the pilot has placed the
airplane at a selected altitude in the vicinity (20 miles or
less) of the landing field, the master landing switch is
closed and the airplane proceeds through the following
routine in accomplishing the automatic landing:
(a) The selected altitude is automatically maintained
and the airplane's heading is changed so that it flies in the
direction of the radio guiding station most remotely located
from the landing runway.
(b) The new robot landing controls the "take over" as

30FT.y

HIGH)

1!

Fig. C. One of 4 mobile "guiding" stations for automatic landings; (I)
1,000 -meter radio compass locator antenna, (2) 4 -meter marker beacon antenna.
Both transmitters operate continuously; the operators in the truck do nothing
after starting the L.F. compass guiding station and H.F. marker beacon.

described below.
SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

The altitude control device, shown at A in insert 1, Fig. B,
maintains the proper altitude during the initial approach
(Continued on page 370)

Fig.

Fig. D. The automatic throttle control used for automatic landings. The inset
(I) is a close -up of the control apparatus.

Left, I-side view of the Army test plane C.148 showing the various antennas used in connection with the automatic landing system; right,
switch on this landing strut of the plane automatically controls the engine -throttling apparatus just as the plane makes contact with the ground.

E.
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RADICALLY NEW!

"MACHINE -GUN" MIKE
"SHOOTS" AMERICAN LEGION PARADE
Radio -Craft presents what

is

probably the first detailed
description of broadcasting's
newest, most directional microphone.
M. H. GERNSBACK
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ONE OF THE problems which frequently arises in broadcasting
events outside the studio is that
of picking out voices or music at
a distance and suppressing extraneous
background noises.
"MACHINE-GUN" MICROPHONE
SUPERSEDES PARABOLIC TYPE

A Legionnaire exmachine gunner, from a dth -floor nest on the Empire State Building, assists WOR'S
staff "shoot" New York City's day-long American Legion parade. The new W. E. experimental "m chine gun" microphone he's aiming at his buddies can pick up the music of an individual band and
follow it up the street!

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
UNIT

The parabolic microphone was developed with this problem in mind. It
failed to be completely successful because it is relatively cumbersome to
transport and, as shown in Fig. 2C,
curve 1, when sharply focused it has a
15 db. rise at 5,000 cycles and thus
favors the high frequencies at the expense of the lows. This naturally requires extra equalization equipment. If
the focal length is adjusted to flatten
out the response the parabolic mike is
no longer highly directional as it will
cover an area 35° on each side of the
center line without attenuation.
In an effort to overcome these shortcomings, Bell Telephone Laboratory has
(Continued on page 366)
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/

EACH SAME PROPORTIONATE
DIFFERENCE IN LENGTH
DIAPHRAGM

TUBE
N2

New W. E. "machine -gun" mike, at Polo Grounds in N. Y. C., picking up music
of a band (not shown in photo) on which it is trained; music of brass band
shown above is not heard since only bass notes can be heard off -beam.

N4.!

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH
TUBES, SHOWING SPIRAL

ARRANGEMENT

Fig. I. A bundle of about 50 narrow -bore metal tubes having uniformly
different lengths, together with a standard dynamic microphone in front of
wnich they are placed,
constitute the new, highly-directional W.E.
experimental mike.
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"ELECTRIC EYE"
PROTECTS WILD GAME
The manner in which a "robot guard" shoos away only
animals, at the gate to a German game preserve, makes an
interesting explanation not contained in previously -pub-

lished descriptions of this system.
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AN ELECTRONIC "robot guard,"
that operates without a human

111111111111111

OLD TURNSTILE USED MAN -POWER

To prevent these losses the authorities first placed across each highway
entrance and exit a huge turnstile constructed of wooden logs. These turnstiles were constructed in the manner
of a ferris wheel with the logs running
horizontally across the highway. It was
necessary for an automobile driver to
stop, pull up the log which was impeding his passage and then pull down the
succeeding log in order to block the
highway once more. Aside from the fact
that very often drivers "forgot" to
block the highway this system was
necessarily a slow one which considerably impeded the flow of traffic.
After many lengthy experiments the
system to be described was installed
and is now operating successfully.
EXCITER
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the above photo

has

just

Fig. 8. This is an inferior view of one of the
toward the preserve grounds.
arches looking
Notice how the exciter -lamp housing is puaced to
throw the beam of light across the entrance.

The insert is a close -up view of the exciter lamp

housing. Motor vehicles do not actuate this "robot
guard "; only animals "touch it off."

AUTO -TYPE

HEADLIGHTS
PE.

CELL

AUTO
H

EAP

LirjH15

'

o, .. `
DRYCELLS

Schematic diag an, of the "electric eye" system used to prevent straying
of wild game. The entire circuit is powered by batteries.

for

A. The animal

interrupted the light beam and is startled by the
sudden glare of 2 floodlights and the blaring of
an automobile -type horn! In a flash he will be
scared back into the preserve ground.
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At each entrance and exit to the game
preserve an extended arch made of
logs is constructed. Across the inside
end of these arches (facing towards
the preserve) is arranged a light beam
as indicated in photos A and B, and the
sketch, Fig. 1.
In order to leave the preserve, animals must pass under these arches and,
in doing so, interrupt the beam of light;
whereby, after a predetermined number
of seconds has elapsed (at which time
the animal would be inside the arch)
2 glaring floodlights flash on brilliantly,
illuminating the interior of the arch
and at the same time a loud-sounding,
automobile -type horn commences to
function. The animal is scared back into
the preserve and hence is not "lost."
The only drawback to this system
was that automobile drivers (and
motorcyclists) before passing through
the arch (and interrupting the beam of
light), had to stop, press a button on
a post underneath the sign shown in
Fig. A, and then proceed to pass
through in order not to set off the
alarm. (Pressing this button reverses
the operation of the PE. cell circuit so
that the apparatus is not caused to
function even though the light beam is
interrupted. See schematic, Fig. 2.)
This, of course, was a nuisance and
in most cases not complied -with by drivers, the result being that each time a
car passed the scare system would go
off, gradually "acclimating" the animal,
to this reaction. After a while it did not
scare them back into the preserve.
(Continued on page 36R)

person being within miles of it,
has been successfully used at a
German hunting preserve to prevent
wild game leaving the grounds; motor
vehicles however do not actuate the
device!
This preserve is located some 50 miles
from Berlin and for reasons best
known to the City Planning engineers
was transected by several highways.
Although the entire preserve was
fenced -in, the animals very often
strayed through the gates at each highway entrance and exit, and were lost
to the county since residents insisted
upon "taking care of them."
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LAMP
CONTACT PLANKS
6 TO lO FT. APART

Fig. I. Artist's sketch showing the complete system and the layout o
all components. The view is looking outward from the p
grounds.
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HOW TO MAKE THE

_4 _4_

RADIO -CRAFT
SUPER -DELUXE

30 -TUBE SET
Concluding half of the chapter on the I.F.
Channel and Automatic Control Circuits.
PART

ig. H. Under -side view of Chassis

iLqwe S. {ISp.

C. WOW_ O.

MOO

DOWN ON

2

showing arrangement of wiring.

r.Or..
I. S/a'ou. c. S/.
MCC)

007110

ma.

I.

CONCLUDING this chapter, the first portion of which
together with the complete List of Parts appeared last
month, we take up the details of building Chassis No. 2.
The chassis should be carefully marked off, according
to Fig. 7, and all holes drilled. Do not mount any parts permanently until the chassis is completely drilled. The 14 octal
sockets must be mounted as shown in Fig. 6 (Part IIIA).
The keyways must face in the proper direction so that all
plate leads will be short and direct. Also place a lug under
each socket as shown. When this has been done, mount the
balance of parts as shown on the parts layout, except the
band-expanding switch. This switch is mounted after the
wires leading to I.F.T. 1 and 2 are in place.
THE

19

rs..
C

-__

I.F.swwu

,

=á ir

r

t

I

6
17

CH655i5 NS 2
Fig.

7.

il

SW AC-LI VC

rUew

=,_-1-;
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-f-aï
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Complete physical specifications for making the base of Chassis No. 2.
1

A.V C.

-I.F.
P

15 STEPS

TO

I.F
1CATHODE

GRID)

-5

DEM.
A.F.

A. F.1

+100v.

_

t

TO CHASSIS N9.1.

TO Ng

N2.3 CHASSIS
A.F 1.
GRID

A.F.
DEM.

-6

1

TO COMPLETION OF CHASSIS No. 2

In order to do a neat wiring job, the following sequence
should be carried out:
(1) Connect to a grounded lug, the shell prong and also
the cathode prong, on those sockets which carry a tube with
the cathode grounded.
(2) Wire up each remaining heater prong in the 3 groups
shown in Fig. 10.
(3) Connect plate leads to all sockets except V18, V19 and
V21. These are wired later on.
(4) Connect all "B" plus leads to terminal connections.
(5) Connect all screen leads.
(6) Connect all remaining cathodes.
(7) Connect all grid returns.
(8) Wire up the variable controls and switches as shown
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, sections A, B and C.
(9) Connect up all remaining loose ends.
(10) The sockets mounted on the rear chassis apron
should be marked off first (see Fig. 8) before wiring and
then wired accordingly. This is necessary because of the
previous wiring done to the plug cables on Chassis No. 1.
(Continued on page 367)

AV.C. x

+250V.

,

GRID

CHASSIS
«N9.1
FIL.
WIN.

AF3

A. F.3

C.T.

J

Fig. 8. Markings on the sockets on the rear apron of 'he chassis.

I.F.
GAIN
CONTROL

I.F.
BAND
WIDTH

-

A.VC

LEVEL

NOISE
LEVEL

A.V.C:ON B.F.O.OFF
OFF
OFF

.

C.

DX

\

LOCAL

:

-

.

OFF
ON
2

I

ON

oN

BASS

FIDELITY

3/4)

t

Fig. 9. Markings for the various controls on front apron of the chassis.
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TELEVISION STUDENTS
LEARN BY MAKING

CATHODE -RAY TUBES
This description of steps in making a practical television
receiving tube experimentally in a school laboratory is be-

lieved to be the first newsstand -magazine disclosure.
PART II
U. A. SANABRIAIUIIIIIIIIIIillllilllllllllllilllllll
Fig. C. A blowtorch helps fuse screen to slowly -revolving television-tube envelope; while gas flames
from all sides maintain glass at even heat. It is
this operation which the cover painting depicts
in colors.

ABLOWTORCH plays a red-hot flame on the
end of a slowly- rotating glass tube -the
glass slowly softens -soon a glazed porcelain appearance is obtained and, presto!,
the step is finished! A television cathode -raytube has taken a second step toward comple-

It

tion!

was therefore necessary to apply exactly the
right amount of heat and spin the ball, slowly.
We were then able to prolong the heating to
several minutes. We soon found that it was best
to apply a very slight air pressure inside of the
spinning vessel through a rubber tube connected
to the operator's mouth to press the crust of
screen material against the soft glass at the end
of the bulb with a gentle enough pressure to
make a just -visible distortion and rounding-out
of the glass.
After the screen was completely fused with
glass, the temperature was gradually reduced
over a period of several minutes while the bulb
was spinning. This was to allow the partially soft glass to gradually readjust itself to any new
distortions so that, upon complete cooling, all
bulb strains would be removed, See Fig. D.
You can readily appreciate that if one part
cools and contracts and another part on the
opposite side cools and contracts, that a strain
will exist between the two parta tending to
pull the glass between them toward each other.
If this glass is heated warm enough to be bend(Continued on page 36S)

Last month we told you what materials to use
for the screen. how the screen fluoresces, how the
tube "blank" was obtained, and the preparations
necessary prior to the operation, next to be described, of fusing the screen.

Fig.

D.

With screen fused -in, tube is cooled by
slowly reducing flames.

Mr. Winner describes the
newest application of acoustic principles discussed in
past issues of Radio- Craft.
THE PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE provided by the popular "Super -Pro" (heretofore
available only in the table model or rack -andpanel style). plus a wide-range reproducer
system. may be enjoyed by those at home.
The console has remarkable acoustical proper-

FUSING THE SCREEN
We found it best to put the flask on a horizontal rotating machine and apply to it a large
blowtorch of the oxyacetylene type but employing ordinary illuminating gas and oxygen (in
order to obtain n large, low -temperature flame).
so as to heat the glass to the softening temperature. See Fig. C.
This method worked very well and permitted
the glass to get soft while spinning. This allowed
the glass to maintain its shape and still become
warm enough to be soft and yet not sag. If
however the glass was heated too hot so as to
melt, it would run and spin away from the center toward the outside and spoil the flask by
making it too thin; while at the same time
cracking the screen and leaving large streaks.

NEW CONSOLE UTILIZES
/ /BASS REFLEX"

LEWIS WINNER

-a

most essential feature required to match
ties
the other professional features of the receiver.
To achieve this exceptional acoustic performance,
the new Bass Reflex system has been incorporated
in the console in association with a special 15 -in.
loudspeaker.

PROBLEM: "NON- CONTROLLED REAR

RADIATION"
It is well known that many in the present run
of radio cabinets have recognized disadvantages.
(Continued on prole 363)
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BEGINNERS!

-

BUILD THIS

"TINY TIM"
4 -TUBE SET

LORGNETTE TYPE
CRYSTAL EARPHONE

The "bedside quiet set" here described in
great detail has utility not only for the sickroom but also as a traveling companion; and
as an auxiliary, "personal" set.

RAYMOND
Fig. A. This tiny bedside quiet set is so attractive even Scottie has taken a
fancy to it. Note high -fidelity crystal earphone; and absence of dials.

DAM S
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TTIERE ARE TIMES -plenty of them-in the listening
life of Mr. Average Radio Fan when he'd like to intercept some local, "wee hours of the morning" program
but simply doesn't because the better -half won't let him.
What is needed is a "personal set."
WHY A "PERSONAL SETT

Speaker reproduction will keep folks awake, it seems, even
when adjusted for minimum level consistent with good
audibility. There are other times when there's something
of particular interest which he personally wants to hear
but right at the same hour when little Bobby gives ear to
the exciting adventures of Mike O'Malley Among the Indians
or when the older youngsters dial the blaring brasses of
Sally Swing and her Sister Syncopaters
when for one
reason or another, every individual in the house but himself
is adamant in his or her demand for absolute quiet. There
are times when he'd even like to go to sleep with the restful
notes of the Midnight Organist impinging upon his exclusive
ear -but hasn't a chance in the world unless some happy
bachelordom affords him a wide world of a room all to
himself.
A second receiver in bedroom, den, or workshop -perhaps
a now familiar midget -type set with limited speaker output
-sometimes fills the breach pretty well and makes everybody more or less happy. But not always. Actually, there's
very little opportunity here for one individual to listen
whenever and for as long as he wishes-without disturbing
someone, somehow, sometime.
a
But if all this suggests a rather difficult problem
seemingly difficult problem -we ought to be set at rights
without delay. For the simple, and one and only answer is
a "quiet-set"-extremely small and compact, extraordinarily
inexpensive, limited in range to a local metropolitan area
and in selection to 4 or 5 important network stations, affording perfect fidelity of reproduction, and feeding into a
handle-type earphone with sufficient volume to give signal
audibility with the phone unit under a pillow or resting on
the arm of a chair. Such a set would cost but a few dollars
to build, recommend itself for duplication and use in several
rooms in the house (or office), and afford truly "personalized" reception to each and every individual.

-

-or

Fig.

The 10 tuning condensers, added later, tor the sake of clarity do not
appear in this photo. Note ruler, left, shown for si:e comparison.
B.

-or

THE TINY TIM "QUIET SET"

SW2
&

R2

SW1A&SWAB
(GANGED)
Fig. C. Installing R.F. coil L2 underneath the (almost Z- shaped) chassis automatically shields this portion of the circuit from that of antenna coil LI.
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The Tiny Tim "quiet set," here illustrated and described,
perfectly meets the above requirements. It is small and
portable, to begin with -the cabinet being about 6',4 ins.
long, 51/,, ins. high, and 31/2 ins. deep. It has a volume control and a signal selector control, is A.C.-D.C. powered, uses
4 tubes (including rectifier), employs a self- contained
antenna, and feeds a high -fidelity crystal -type earphone.
Reproduction is of highest quality (the crystal phone is
considered a component part, noticeably contributing to
such reproduction) ; power output is ample for clear
audibility of all signals; selectivity is quite sufficient to
prevent "monkey chatter "; and sensitivity is high enough
to permit DX reception if it is desired. The circuit has been
worked out to afford all these characteristics with use of a
minimum number of inexpensive parts, and no changes in
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EXTERNAL
}ANTENNA

LIST OF PARTS

One Meisner . otcon:l coil, less shield can.
No. 2436. 1.1 ;
One Meissner R.F. coil, less shield can, No.

L2;
2 -pole,
5- position
shorting
selector switch, No. 18253, Sw.1 (A6&B)
Ten Meissner trimmers, No. 14061 -4 7-sa

/

CNIHGFU

R.F.

- -t

6K7

OCT.

A.F.

V2

V3

6H6

V1

Sw.IA

C5:

5

0.25-Mg

/

L2

MF.

;

One potentiometer, with switch Sw.2,
203, 0.5 -meg., R2;
One resistor, with adjustable tap. 10

No.
W..

R4;
One Continental Carbon resistor, type
5,000 ohms,

300 ohms,

7

1r_

-W

C6

M -5.
I

20
5)

HIGH

OHM SIIN
LINE CORD)

R4, L.000

A

OHMS.

110V, A C-D.C.

pig.

Cl;

ANT.-,--7,NT
CABINET
IN

6K7

.002

I.

-

v

O
110 VOLT
CORO

Fig.

3.

f

v3

CLIP

50

OHMS

J

C6

CONDENSERS

MF5

RR.I
RECT

C2,)
0.1MF.

FUSE
250 OHMS
(OPToNAL) (IN LINE

Rl)

for

3

HIGH -

200

IMPEDANCE

OHMS

CRYSML

EARPHONE

V4
R2

0.2 -MEG.

r
2.

`

AC-DC.

Pictorial diagram of the "Tilly Tim" for those who find schematics

.
1

/1

I

_
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CLIPS

6 Ya" INSIDE DIMENSION

73/Q"

;/4

6,

ri
99

b"

1--ort

COIL

RF.

R4 (SEETEXT)

bit too much to tackle.

-a

ANT.

COIL

e

pletely exclude all trace of R.F. from R2, which is the audio
load resistor for the diode (and, of course, the variable
volume control for determining A.F. level). An A.V.C.
circuit might have been used but is not included in the
design for reasons of simplicity; the set is intended, primarily, for hi -fi local reception.
The audio tube
6C5-is diode biased, and no coupling
condenser and grid resistor are required. Actually, both
the audio frequency and rectified D.C. components of the
signal are fed through to the V3 control -grid. The controlgrid is therefore biased by the amount of voltage available
at the center arm of potentiometer R2. Inasmuch as detection is linear, this negative D.C. will be related to the
carrier of the signal only and will not be affected by modulation, so that for a given signal of certain level, V3 bias,
potentiometer selected simultaneously with A.F. level, will
be constant. In other words there is no change in V3 bias
except with (a) a change in position of the center arm of
(Continued on page 360)
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A, showing the placement of parts and the method of mounting the tun ngtrimming condensers on the rotary, station -selecting switch; and
physical specifications for making the chassis.
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0.25-
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ig.
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50.000
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duplicated pictorially in

MME.
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S" INSIDE
DIMENSIONS

is

MF

An R.F. tuned stage is employed, with self -bias, for maximum gain and ample R.F. preselection. (Selectivity is a
function of gain and tuned -circuit characteristics; and
although a variable cathode resistor [acting as a volume
control] would permit a variation of conductance and prevent cross-talk such a refinement seems hardly desirable,
as it involves use of an additional control and some increased
cost of construction.)
Unit L2, fed by the 6K7 R.F. tube (the screen -grid voltage
of which is secured directly from "B plus") is, like Ll, an
unshielded midget R.F. transformer to be tuned to signal
frequency. The detector is a 6H6 with plates and cathodes
paralleled. Mica condenser C4, of 50 mmf. capacity, is the
R.F. bypass unit -small enough to prevent attenuation of
the higher audio frequencies and large enough to coin-

CHI

nt-*

/

C1

THE CIRCUIT

¡

SEE TEXT)

EARPHONE

L2

values or make of components should be made if proper
performance is to be expected.

_
S,)2 COO)

CRYSTAL

(SEETEXT)

AF.

VI

Fig.

.

IMPEDANCE

5.000

OR MORE

6C5

4

VOL

TO

1

LI

mf., C7, C8:
One Aerovox mica condenser, type 1466, SO
mmf., C4.
One Brush earphone, type A (lorgnette) ;
Ten ft. No. 24 D.C.C. wire: Two clips;
'Ten ft. No. 18 push-back wire:
Two fuses, 1 A.. and fuse blocks (optional)
One 2 -point tie assembly;
Five grommets (3,
and 2, r% -in.) ;
Four sockets with retainer rings;
One National Union type 61:7 tube, VI;
One National Union type 6H6 tube, V2;
One National Union type 6C5 tube, V3;
One National Union type 25Z6 tube, V4;
One chassis and panel piece. 6 x 7% ins.:
Two brown knobs, pointer type;
One bronze 5 -point plate marked SELECTOR ;
One bronze plate. to match, marked VOLUME.
*Names of manufacturers will be supplied
upon receipt of a stamped and self- addressed
envelope.

IÉ.

Schematic circuit of the complete, selectively -tuned receiver. It

I.

EXTERNAL

Two Aerovox condensera, type 284, 0.25 -mf.,
C5, C6:
Two Cornell -Dubilier electrolytic condensers.

ul

J

0.25-MF.

RI

One Continental Carbon resistor, type MS.
50,000 ohms, %-W.. 113;
One line cord for A.C.-D.C. sets, 250 ohm:.
R5;
Two Aerovox condensers, type 264, 0.1 -mf..
C2, C3;
One Aerovox condenser, type 248, 0.002 -mt.,

SW. r AND
SELECTOR
TRIMMERS

CLIP

Cl,
.002-

One Meissner

mmf. each, condensers Cx

CABINET

11

2437,

IN

F(Ar4I.

B,

11

complete
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FUN
WITH

RADIO PARTS
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(Photo- Itedolek

0b.1

Fig. A. The Radio Witch.

HE LIFE of the party," is
what they will call the radio
experimenter who exhibits a
little ingenuity in applying to
amusement purposes some of the simplest of radio principles, when next he
entertains his friends.
The fun may extend from a simple
foursome of personal friends to an
extensive party perhaps having a holi-

"T

a microphone connected to the amplifier.
You may wish to apply this idea to a
"post- Hallowe'en" party. The possibilities of providing many unusual
effects for parties of this kind are
limited only by the ingenuity of host
and hostess. For instance you might
use an electric phonograph to reproduce a previously -recorded program of
blood-curdling sound effects, in place of
having hidden conspirators talking into
a remote microphone; and in lieu of an
effigy of sorcery an illuminated, hollowed-out pumpkin may be used to
house the loudspeaker. With something
of this sort as a starting point the .manner of continuing the bedevilment
throughout the evening becomes quite
easy.

tions. Such parts as dials, binding
posts, pilot lights, hook-up wire, etc.,
are used in the makeup of these amusing ornaments. "Goofey Gus," shown in
Fig. B, is one example of a radio ornament that never fails to get a laugh.
Other interesting ornaments made
from radio parts, which I have seen,
include many items that also have considerable utility. For instance, ash
trays may be cut from transformer

"RADIO" DECORATIONS
It might be well to give

height for playing the game; and a set
of 24 discarded tubes. If you haven't
enough tubes handy the local radio repair shop probably will bless you for
taking a quantity of them off its hands.
To provide the "radio checkerboard"
thus costs youno more than the time
it takes you to get the above items together and to drill the proper number
of prong holes in the board. The game
is ready after you've lacquered the
tubes on top; red for one player and
black for the other.
The same idea may be extended to
chess by lettering the tops of the tubes
to represent the chessmen (K, king;
Q, queen; R, rook, etc.).
At some more ambitious parties a
"radio mind -reading act" has been put
on with great success. Whether you feel
like tackling the idea depends mainly
upon your ability to build a very small
short-wave sending and receiving set.
In any event, you'd need a transmitting
license to operate the equipment; or
you could get a licensed amateur to

your next
house -party a more nearly "radio"
atmosphere, right at the start, by using
radio parts for decorations as well as
entertainment. A little thought on this
day tie -in.
Augustine Zilch shown in Fig. A, for subject will show just how attractive
example, once furnished no end of and inexpensive such party decorations
hilarity for a group of Hallowe'en can be made.
For instance, I know of one radio fan
merrymakers composed of some well known Chicago radio and advertising who is quite successful at fashioning
people. Augustine, the combination animals-dogs, cats, giraffes, etc.
ghost and witch who formed a commit- from lengths of stiff wire. The colored
tee of one to welcome the arriving hook -up wires are particularly attracguests at this particular party, com- tive for this purpose. The wires are
prised certain wood fittings, a bed - twisted and formed into grotesque
sheet and a loudspeaker and audio am- forms which resemble (it is hoped)
plifier. Groans and sepulchral greet- the animal represented. The tails are
ings enough to turn the hair of any formed by untwisting the insulation and
ordinary person set the guests in the cutting off the inside wire.
One radio fan, with an artistic bent,
proper Hallowe'en mood for the evening. Ghost -witch Zilch was placed at has made some fine caricatures of
the entrance gate and certain members famous people using radio parts for
of the party located in the house gave the features and outlines. These caricavoice to this "spirit of Hallowe'en" by tures are made on wooden panels which
remote control merely by speaking into may be hung on the walls as decora-

-
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enWALTER

CHECKER BOARD WITH
HOLES TO TAKE USED

,ER

PWR AMPLI
BEHIND
*SPEAKER
SCREEN WITH PHONE

..ORACLE

TUBES; TOP OF GLASS
-,. BULB PAINTED

MIKE
N2.1

RED ANO BLACK

RADIO CHECKERS AND CHESS

If the group you plan to get together
is sufficiently technical- minded you can
spring on them the novelty of a "radio
checkerboard" made as shown in Fig. 1.
All you need is a piece of board and
some way to mount it at the proper

MI[E
Nó ?

- TmYPI10M S.

PHONO
TURNTABLE
AND AMPLICIE

Ne1

cans; table lamps from transformers,
coils, tubes and other parts; etc.

'ORACLE-WITH
PHONES

,

SPEAKER

MIKE

Nf:.2

0

30,

e
- OTNAPHDNE

PHOND

BATTERY
BOA

N2.2

TURNTABLE
AND AMPLIFIER N ?.1

L

Fig. I. Tube "men" plug into board. (G.E. Co. once
suggested game with "metal" vs. "glass. ")
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Fig.

3.

STAGE AMPLILIER
NS 2

"Radio Oracle" apparently answers your question straight from a phonograph. That is.
provided you don't know the "secret." a concealed confederate. as shown above!
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Once you get started it's easy to make a
"radio party." A number of clever ideas are
described in this article. They range from
decorations having a "radio" angle to a
regular entertainment program for a house party. Look these over and let us know
whether you can add to the list.

,.

WEATHERPROOF
BLACK WIRE

SHIELDED
/ WIRE
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WOODEN MARBLE
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WIRE
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operate it for you. The general idea, illustrated in Fig. 2,

TELEGRAPH -KEY
KNOB

BARE
COPPER
WIRE

POKER
CHIP

is outlined as follows:

MIND- READING ACT -RADIO SYSTEM

A tiny radio transmitter made in the form of a belt worn
by the "man" in the act is concealed in his clothing as he
wanders about through the audience asking questions which
his girl companion (blindfolded and seated at one end of the
room or on the stage) answers, concerning the members of
the audience. A tiny fixed -tuned receiver concealed in the
girl's clothing or in the chair on which she sits provides the
necessary communication to enable the acts of so- called
mind reading to be performed. An inconspicuous phone
unit of the type used for deaf -aids is carefully inserted in
her ear with the wire slipped under her hair and down to
the receiver. The actual details of transmitter and receiver
may be determined experimentally by the radio man. The
small "acorn" tubes or, better yet, the tiny English tubes
described in past issues of Radio -Craft lend themselves admirably to this purpose both as transmitters and receivers.
This is the "radio" method of putting on a radio mind -reading

"act."

MIND -READING ACT -AUDIO SYSTEM

A simpler method, and one which has worked out admirably in practice, is the "audio" method; one version of
it, worked up by Radio -Craft for the Radio Show in 1935,

utilizes a specially- recorded phonograph record, 2 microphones, and a power amplifier and loudspeaker, as shown
in Fig. 3. Visitors to the Show will recall this as the "Radio
Oracle" that answered any and all questions -and how!
The " -and how!" is where the fun comes in. A confederate concealed in a place where he (or she) can watch
without being seen is equipped with headphones and a
microphone. The "master of ceremonies" or interlocutor,
acts as the go- between for inquiring guests and the
"Radio Oracle." The "m.c." arranges the guests in a row and
takes them as they come, one question per guest. The trick
is to make the whole operation appear on the surface to be
a full- fledged "radio" act; and to ask leading questions that
the person acting as "Oracle" can turn into a laugh -provoking situation by a clever remark perhaps based on the
question or on his knowledge of the person asking the question; that's where the "seeing without being seen" part
comes in.

We've kept you in suspense, but here's how the phono
record works in. On it is recorded, say, 3 slow "bongs" of
a big dinner gong, a snatch of music, a fade -in of a

Fig.

B.

Goofy Gus. You make him out of wire and a telegraph -key knob.

deep, sepulchral voice slowly intoning, "T -h -e R-a -d -i -o
O- r- a -c -1 -e S- p- e- a -k -s," a fade -out of the voice, and then
the "oracle" comes in with the answer. Each time a question
is asked the master of ceremonies must pick up the tone arm
and put it on the phono record again, and repeat the playing
of the introduction -the pickup is then left on the record
and the record allowed to turn, until the question has been
answered; whereupon the pickup must be immediately removed or the turntable stopped.
The illusion thus created in the minds of most nontechnical persons-and even some radio men!
that the
"answer" is recorded on the record and that the correct
answer is being picked up from the record by some sort of
mystical hocus -pocus that is not quite clear. If properly
done the illusion is very effective. Any of your friends owning a radio set equipped with a home -recording attachment
will be glad to help you make the "key" record.
Yes, indeed, a radio experimenter with a sense of humor
and a few radio items can have no end of fun working up

-is

a "radio party."

THE MOCK "BROADCAST"

You can close the evening with a "mock broadcast" that
will have them guessing for quite some time. Here's how
you do it.
Connect a microphone into the audio section of your
radio set as shown in Fig. 4A, then "fade" from a hot dance
orchestra to your microphone and put "on the air" some
special announcement of a humorous nature directed at one
of the guests.
Some people who have worked this stunt prefer to do it
this way. (You don't need the potentiometer, for fading,
shown in Fig. 4A.) Just wait until the music has ceased and
the station announcer is just about due to come in with his
(Continued on page 361)
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HOW DEPENDABLE
ARE YOUR

METER READINGS?
Mr. Service Man: nowhere in the entire field
of radio literature will you find anything like
this article! It contains previously unpublished, down -to -the- ground facts you need.
ALFRED A. GI- IIRARDI)IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPART Ill
it in a manner that will clarify those points which have
caused difficulty.
HOW ACCURATE NEED METERS

Fig. A. The scales on a typical modern multi -range meter. Note the variou
scales for the different ranges as well as the tapered knife -edge pointer

WHAT HAS BEEN SAID up to this point should con
vince any Service Man that, if he is to make his
electrical tests with any degree of accuracy he must:
(1) Use high -grade meters of reliable manufacture,

and which have high inherent accuracy.
(2) Handle and use these meters with care, so that they
will maintain their initial high accuracy over a long period
of time.
(3) Give due consideration to all inaccuracies which may
occur due to the particular way an instrument is being used
or the conditions under which a measurement is being made.
(4) Take all readings carefully so as to reduce observational errors to a minimum.
Remember that if maximum accuracy and utility is to be
obtained from an instrument, all of these precautions must
be observed. Since inaccuracies due to items 2, 3 and 4, are
really more dependent upon the Service Man himself than
they are upon the instrument, and are more or less under
his own personal control, we will leave them at this point.
What has already been said about them should be sufficient
to make their importance clear.
Let us now return to the subject of inherent meter accuracy
(or inaccuracy). That is something that comes with the
something he cannot
meter when the Service Man buys
readily change or correct. Let us see (a) just how large the
errors usually are in high -grade commercial servicing instruments, (b) where they occur on the scale, (c) how they are
expressed, and (d) how (if at all) they affect service work.
This takes us into the subject of inherent meter accuracy
(or inaccuracy), a subject which has long been confusing
to the servicing fraternity in general. We will t 'y to explain

it-
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FOR RADIO SERVICE WORK?

Before considering the actual accuracy of commercial
servicing instruments, let us see how accurate a meter really
needs to be for ordinary service work. Most commercial
radio sets are constructed with potential, current and resist«nee tolerances of 10'; or more. It is generally conceded
that meters whose inherent accuracy is within V' of full scale value are satisfactory for servicing use. Most high grade commercial servicing instruments afford this degree
of accuracy, provided they are in good condition. Of course,
for special work, where laboratory precision is required, it
is important that much more expensive and precise meters
be employed.
ON WHAT PORTION OF A METER RANGE
CAN THE MOST ACCURATE
READINGS BE OBTAINED?

It is practically impossible to build medium-price meters on
a production basis with hairline accuracy over the entire
meter scale. Because of bearing friction, the initial "starting
torque" necessary to get the movable coil and pointer moving,
and also because in the "at rest" position the movable coil
is almost out of the field of the permanent magnet, the
error in permanent- magnet movable -coil type instruments
usually runs rather high on about the 1st 1/5 of the scale.
From there, up to around 4/5 of the scale, the accuracy is
much better.
Since most medium -price meters are calibrated around the
4/5 full-scale point, the accuracy is almost "on the head"
at this region. Above the 4/5 region, the inaccuracy usually
increases again, but is not usually as bad as at the lower end
of the scale. In general, on multi -range instruments, the
accuracy on the last 1/5 of the scale is about as good as the
accuracy of the 3rd 1/5. Therefore, insofar as the meter
itself is concerned, it usually has its greatest inherent errors
at about the 1st 1/5 portion of the scale. Of course, this is
true for each range. The following inherent meter accuracy
test figures, taken on the 0 -10 volt range of a commercial
D.C. servicing voltmeter, illustrate this point.
True
Voltage

Meter
Reading
1.17
2.12
4.05
6.04
8.04
10.07

1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0

10

I

i nherent errors which were found to exist
scale of a commercial D.C. voltmeter.

Meter Error
(Volts)
+0.17
+0.12
+0.05
+0.04
+0.04
+0.07

In Fig. 4 the errors (in volts) have been plotted against
the meter readings. Notice how much larger the error is
over approximately the 1st 1/5 of the scale than it is over
the middle 3/5 region and the last 1/5 portion. Notice also
that the error is very low around the 4/5 -scale point (the
region at which many meters are calibrated) and how it
(Continued on. page 374)
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"Father of Electricity" Luigi Galvani opened for posterity
a door that has swung ever wider to reveal the world of
wonders now termed, in his honor, "galvanic electricity."
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LAST SEPTEMBER 9th, we celebrated the 200th anniversary of
Luigi Galvani who has often been

called the "Father of Electricity." We
will seize this opportunity to recall the
life of the great Italian scientist and
research worker who gave his name to
many a word used now in radio and
physics, such as galvanism, galvanom-

eter, galvano plastics, galvano surgery,
galvanography, galvanic cell and others
which have often resounded to the ears
of all those interested in scientific ques-

w

wr

u:Mr

(i',nu It. P.B. photo.)
Under this emblem of Galvani's frog's legs exwere
held,
periments
a few years ago, sessions of
the first Congress treating of Radio Biology.

tions.
Luigi Galvani was born in 1737 in
Bologna. He studied medicine and became a professor in 1762. His first researches were directed towards natural
history and all that concerns life's
phenomena.
His studies relative to the brain constitution of birds, obtained such a great
success that he decided from that time
to devote himself to the study of bird
physiology. However he soon realized
that the subject he had chosen offered
too wide a field of experiment for which
he could not find sufficient time and he
therefore limited his studies to the close
examination of the auditory system of
birds.
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Italy pays a tribute to the man who inspired Volta,
Ampere and other scientist- pioneers by issuing a
postage stamp in Galvani's honor. His life spanned
the period between the years 1737 and 1798; he died
in Bologna, Italy, where he was born.

FROG'S LEGS MARK RADIO ELECTRICAL EPOCH!

It was only by chance, so it seems,
that he was brought, on November 6,
1780, to discover what was later named
"Galvanism ", which consists in produc(Continued on page 364)

NEW 20 -TUBE SET INTRODUCES

DISTORTIONLESS

A.F. EXPANSION
to Radio -Craft, of an improved of unusual interest to sound specialists.

This description, exclusive

type expander
PAUL
This Midwest set has the new expander.

PRESENT stage of the art,
radio reproduction has reached the
point where it is difficult to make
any major improvements in tone quality
or in the control of tone.
All tone frequencies which are broadcast by the present day radio transmitters are received and reproduced by
the modern high -grade receiving set. In
spite of this fact there are very few
people who could be deceived into believing that reproduced music is exactly
the same as the original! The one final
improvement in produced music, to make
the illusion perfect, is to extend the
dynamic range.
AT THE

P.

is

SMITH

dynamic range requirement. The usual
symphony audience experiences change
in volumes from passages so soft that

it requires absolute quiet of the audience
to be heard, to passages so loud they
(Continued on page 364)

SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA REQUIRES
"DYNAMIC RANGE"

A symphony orchestra is probably the
best example of an exceptionally large
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"LEARN-BY-EXPERIMENTING"
BEGINNERS' PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE
EXPERIMENT No.

3

THE POWER SUPPLY

AND
HOW IT WORKS
New way of learning radio! -You learn basic
principles while building useful radio units.
The lessons are directed by a man well
fitted for the task
a radio instructor.

...

CONDUCTED BY

SOL D. PRENSKY III
ig. A. The author, preparing to test the completed power supply (prior to
turning on power) with the aid of a neon tube and loudspeaker.

CH.1

CH. 2
r

OUTPUT
RECEPTACLE
(OPTIONAL)
8. Appearance of the completed power supply. The upper knob on the
ight controls the variable "B -{ -" voltage output. The lower knob is the

Fig.

off -on switch.

5

BINDING POST STRIP
Fig. C. Under- chassis view of the

power

supply.
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THIS EXPERIMENT is the 3rd of a series constituting
a course of vocational radio instruction, wherein we
emphasize "learning by doing" and the use of inexpensive, easily -available constructional material.
While this Experiment is a unit in itself, it is well to
call attention here to the list of text book suggestions (given
in Experiment 1, October issue) to supplement the practical
work. This is essential for a thorough understanding of the
principles which are pointed out in the Experiments.
NOTE TO BEGINNERS -Terms in this article that seem
strange to you will be found described in detail in the preceding Experiments. (It would be a waste of space, that
could be more profitably devoted to discussion of newer
items, to repeat the previously-published, more elementary

information.)
In considering our topic for this tinte, namely, Power Supplies, one point stands out as a matter of first importance,
namely, that of knowing the right way to handle or even to
touch the power unit.
It would be wise that beginners show the same good sense
in this respect as that shown by a renowned movie- director
who was famed for his versatile knowledge of all of the many
angles that go into making movies. "What do you know
about electricity ?", he was asked. Replied the famous man,
"Enough to leave it alone." Many are the men who handled
an electrical circuit under the wrong conditions, that later
wished they had known as much! Particularly is this true
in power supplies, where we commonly encounter voltages
of 250 up to 400 V. While this is still below the fatal voltage
of the 3rd -rail, it is still high enough to be capable of giving
a nasty shock, and to warrant our great respect for the
simple means that we will learn to avoid its sting.
The purpose of the power supply, in general, is to furnish
electricity of various amounts of voltage and current for
the operation of the vacuum tubes. The supply is best considered in 2 parts: (1) the "A" supply to heat the filaments
or heaters; and (2) the "B" supply to furnish voltages for
the plate current. These 2 are all that are generally necessary, as the voltages for the grid circuit ( "Cr supply) are
usually produced in the set itself by means of resistors
through which the plate current flows.
The power supply may be in the form of batteries or
a unit operated from the 110 V. socket. While the supply
from batteries can be used with any type tube, since the
batteries furnish pure direct current (D.C.), yet the requirements of modern sets for voltages around 250 V. and
for relatively large currents make the use of batteries in
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such cases entirely impractical. Even for apparatus requiring less power, the great inconvenience and expense of
replacing the batteries as they run down has led to the
wide use of the "socket power supply", and heater -type
tubes, wherever possible.
The power available at the home socket is, in the majority
of cases, 110-V. alternating current (A.C.). We will, therefore, confine our attention to this type of A.C. power supply,
which, in modified form, is also called a "'B' eliminator"
(in which case it lacks the "A" supply) or a power pack
(when it is incorporated in a radio set as an integral part).

-

'
(P.T.
N.

SEC

°

(

The change (or step -down) of this 110 -V. A.C. line, to
6.3 V. A.C. for the "A" or heater supply, is accomplished
by power transformer P.T. where we feed the 110 V. A.C.
into the primary and take off the lower voltage from one
cf the several secondary windings-one having fewer number
of turns. The proportion of turns is such that this secondary
has only about 1/17 the number of turns as the primary,
or, expressing the same thing in another way, the step -down
ratio is 17 to 1. The voltage obtained from this secondary
is then about 1/17 to 110 V. or 6.3 V.
The change from the 110 V. A.C. line to 250 V. D.C. for
the "B" or plate supply involves 3 steps:
1st-The 110 V. A.C. is "stepped -up" to a high -voltage
A.C.
2nd-This high -voltage A.C. is changed ("rectified") to
pulsating D.C., as shown in Fig. 1C.
3rd -This rectified or pulsating D.C. is smoothed out
(filtered) to "pure" (or very nearly pure) D.C., as shown
in Fig. 1D.
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AND "RECTIFICATION"

The first part of this process, "stepping -up", is accomplished in the same power transformer, P.T., where we
have the original 110 V. A.C. in the primary. We take off
about 600 V. A.C. from the high -voltage secondary, which
has a step -up ratio of roughly, 6 -to -1. The resulting 600 V.
obtained in this way is still alternating.
In the second part of this process, "rectification", it is
necessary to convert the 600 V. A.C. to direct current that
does not change its polarity, since the plate of the radio tube
must always be positive.
(Continued on page 376)
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The problem presented is to convert the original 110 A.C.
line voltage (which includes 105 to 120 V. A.C.) into lowvoltage A.C. for the heaters, and high- voltage D.C. for the
plate. In this case, the heater voltage is to be 6.3 V. A.C.
and the plate voltage from 90 to 250 V. D.C. The 3 fundamental types of current namely, A.C., D.C., and pulsating
D.C. (mentioned in Experiment No. 2), are here again
involved, so it will be well to start first with the image of
the alternating current waveform as shown in Fig. 1B.
Here we see that during the first 1 /120th- second, the
current rises to a peak in the positive direction and then
drops to zero. During the next 1 /120th- second, the current
rises to a peak in the negative (opposite) direction and then
returns to zero again. These 2 intervals constitute "1 cycle"
and each cycle is repeated 60 times each second; thus giving
rise to its designation, as 60 -cycle alternating current. It
will thus be seen that alternating current (A.C.) is always
changing its value and direction of flow. Hence the term.
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Fig. I. A, radio symbols of parts used; B, C, and D, the various forms of
current prevailing in the power supply; E, schematic diagram of the power
supply (note the polarity of the electrolytic condensers); and F, pictorial
diagram for those who find if difficult to follow the schematic.
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HOW TO CONDUCT
A SOUND -ON -FILM

RECORDING STUDIO
The author -formerly a commercial opera-

tor and radio Service Man, and now recording engineer for a New England movies
studio -tells you how to make your own
talkies.
PRINCIPLES OF RECORDING
A

well- planned

and

equipped sound -on -film recording
indicates "8- ball" mike.)

studio.

(Arrow

recording were discussed, in the preceding Part, in preparing the radio man for a relatively thorough understanding of film sound recording. The information is
not only of academic interest, and probable utility in the
future when television steps to the fore, but may be put to
practical use immediately, today, in setting up your own
talkies studio. We now continue with the introductory
technicalities.
NOISELESS RECORDING

One of the problems of sound -on -film recording has been

that of noises due to scratches, dust particles, pieces of

emulsion scraped off the film, etc. The noise is, of course,
especially noticeable during pauses in the sound. A recent
development called "noiseless recording" is now being used
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to solve this difficulty. There are several methods in use but
all use the principle of blackening out the track (on the
print) when no modulation is taking place. This means that
the negative or original film should be transparent. In other
words, when the modulation takes on a smaller value, they

vary correspondingly.
In this way, the track is almost completely black (on the
print or positive) when no sound is coming over the microphone and dust or scratch marks cannot be projected onto
the photoelectric cell in the reproducer. There are 2 motions
in the recording unit. One is the rapid variation of the light
and dark sections on the track due to the modulation and
the other is a slower one which follows the envelope of the
audio power.

In the Western Electric system, the valve ribbons vibrate
about an average position only while the modulation has a
constant value. When it drops, the average spacing of the
ribbons is reduced. This does not affect the quality of the
sound since a low modulating current requires only a small
displacement of the ribbons. If the sound source becomes
stronger, the valves take on a greater average spacing and
so can accommodate more modulation. In this way it is
possible to reduce the ground noise approximately 10 decibels.
Figure 2A illustrates what takes place in this system.
The valve opening drops with the A.F. power input. At low
values, where ground -noise might cause difficulty, the negative will be more transparent and the print will transmit less
light. The action is similar to that of A.V.C. radio circuits
where the tube grid voltage not only varies about an average
grid bias with the incoming signal, but the average bias is
being slowly varied in accordance with the signal.
The corresponding variable -area "noiseless recording"
takes place as follows. The recording unit consists of a
triangular section which is kept uniformly illuminated by a
constant light source and an optical system. The section is
placed in front of the sound slit as in position 1 (Fig. 2B)
when unmodulated. Here the top of the triangle illuminates
only a small section in the center of the slit. (This small
area will develop up black in the negative and be transparent
in the positive, while the remainder of the track width will
be black in the positive).
With a small value of power supplied to the unit, the
triangle assumes an average position slightly higher with
respect to the slit. With full modulation the triangle assumes
a still higher position as at 2. Here half of the track width
is exposed and the triangle is free to vibrate the maximum
amount in response to full modulation. Figure 2C shows a
print (positive) of the RCA "triangle" method of noiseless

©

1.,

ULTRA-VIOLET RECORDING

\in'

JP

4

ft

t

Fig. 2. Mechanics of W.E. noiec)esa "ribbon" -type. RCA ',aweless "triangle"
type, and W.E. mirrophonie recording systems.
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QUEEN

recording.

ENLARGE-.

-'K r

MIRROPHONIC
RECORDING
(PRINT)

I.

This is the latest means of recording and is an RCA
development. It is designed to overcome certain difficulties
of sound -on -film. When a film emulsion is examined under
a microscope it is seen to be made up of small particles or
grains. These grains determine the resolving power of the
emulsion, that is, to what degree of focus a very fine line
may be photographed. The film movement is 18 ins. per
(Continued on page 369)
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The details of the modern radio receiver drcuits that make them "different" from previous designs are illustrated and described
by a well -known technician.
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C42
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3-35

(1) Suppresson of Mechanical Resonant Peak in Loud
speaker
RCA Model 812K. A tuned circuit resonant to the natural
period of vibration of the speaker cone assembly acting as
a winding on the output transformer as in Fig. lA serves
to load the output so that signal components of these frequencies will be appreciably dropped in amplitude.
By virtue of the inherent resistance of this tuned circuit,
due to iron losses and other causes, it is sufficiently broad
to effectively flatten the speaker chsiracteristics. It is designed to simulate the mechanical resistance component of
the mechanical system, thus having the effect of dropping
the energy to the voice coil in proportion to the acoustic
rise in output due to mechanical output.
(2) A.V.C. Controls Control -grid and Suppressor -grid in
R.F. Stage
General Electric Models F -81 and F -86. An R.F. stage as
in Fig. 1B is used only for the broadcast band in these
receivers. As the circuit shows, this R.F. tube is provided
with A.V.C. control of both the control -grid and suppressorgrid elements.
This provides a more acute control lowering the receiver
sensitivity more rapidly at the start of A.V.C. than is usual
without permitting detection through cross-modulation. At
the start of A.V.C. where the signal is small advantage is
taken here to cut it as rapidly as possible. Better and more
linear A.V.C. control is thus obtained.
(3) Uses New Tone Monitor
General Electric Model F -107. A new application of automatic audio filtering has been employed in some of the
larger of the late -model G.E. receivers.
The 2 auxiliary circuits, Fig. 1C, being attached at intermediate points on the volume control R34, the tone compensation depends on the volume -control setting. The system provides extended and more uniform low- and high frequency response on strong signals, while for weak signals
both "highs" and "lows" are reduced for greater intelligibility.
Feedback from the voice coil to the volume control serves
to reduce harmonic distortion by degeneration allowing for
greater undistorted output throughout the entire audio
spectrum. Reduction of "boom" of speaker is also acquired
through electrical "damping" of voice coil loaded with this
feedback circuit.
The double switch, Sw.4, may simultaneously or alternately open or close the connection shown. Four switch
combinations give control designated as (1) Normal, (2)
Bass, (3) Foreign, and (4) Speech.
(4) Unusual Regenerative System
Philco Model 38 -14 Code 121. In Fig. 1D note that the
oscillator transformer has 3 windings. To the usual plate
and control -grid windings are added a 3rd, small winding
which is wired in series with the I.F. plate circuit, below the
2nd I.F. transformer primary, for purposes of feedback.
The plate coil of this 2nd I.F. transformer is untuned so
(Continued on page 359)
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Watch for these diagrams, an exclusive
feature. in future issues of Radio- Craft.
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Fig. I. Heavy lines in the circuits accent the points discussed in the text.
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INTRODUCING-

"AUDIO- SPECTRUM CONTROL"
Study this new "A.S.C." method of frequency accentuation without the use of shock excited resonators, equalizers or lossers. It
provides a degree of A.F. response control
heretofore unattained in sound systems.

A. C.

ig

A.

Locations of A.S.0

components: unit

TV

is

mounted under chassis
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that all low frequencies and their corresponding harmonics
are prevalent in the same proportion as those present in
the original signal. This phenomenon also applies to the
band -pass and hi -pass filter circuit controls (2 and 3, in
Fig. 1B).
The degree of accentuation of any one of the 3 bands
may be varied by the corresponding band control so as to
provide an unlimited degree of flexibility in controlling
the over -all response curve. This is clearly illustrated in
Fig. 1C. A typical, composite curve at given settings of the
3 controls is illustrated in Fig. 1D.
By manipulating the Threshold Volume control (T.V.,
in the representative 32 -W., class A, beam amplifier, Fig. 2),
the amplitude of the complete audio spectrum (having any
band of any predetermined composite curve) may be varied
by altering a single control. This master control, once
adjusted, may remain unchanged; in fact, it is shown in
Fig. 2 as a fixed 10 -to -1 ratio voltage divider.
Heretofore, distortionless tone control systems were
limited to a very narrow band equivalent to the resonating
frequency of the tuned high - or low -pass circuit.

SPECTRUM CONTROL
as we will usually refer
AUDIO
to it hereafter in this article,
"A.S.C."-may briefly be defined as
a system for controlling, within
wide limits, the relative response
IN ANY
characteristics of the high, low and
RADIO
middle spectrums of an audio -frequency sound reproducing system.
PUBII[ATlor
The A.S.C. (Audio Spectrum Con rol) system accompiisiws a number of useful purposes.
DEGREE OF ACCENTUATION VARIES WITH FREQ. ( INTRODUCING AMPLITUDE DISTORTION)
as foi! )t:O10
(1) Restores the high frequencies
Pr
5
lost in recording.
m 0
(2) Suppresses natural resonating
11111
frequencies of audio transformers,
o
loudspeakers, microphones and pick5
ups.
IO
(3) Eliminates boominess.
10, 000
1.000
(4) Squelches feedback.
(5) Accentuates weak low, middle.
or high frequencies without the us
5 NEIIM111111111101111111111P1111111111111 I
of shock -excited resonators. equalLOBANDPASS
PÁ55
PASS
izers, or lossers.
"I
CO
10
FILTER
FILTER
FI LT
(6) Provides a degree of flexible
ci 5
A.F. response control heretofore un-

-or,

FOR THE

FIRST

TIME
I

Eft

O

I

attained.

0

The need for such a system has long
been felt. Proof of which may be
found in a hundred -and-one attempted
methods for securing this flexibility of

\l'

1,000

100

0,000

control.
GRAPHS SHOW ADVANTAGES OF BROADBAND AUDIO -SPECTRUM CONTROL

Conventional tone control circuits
provide for a degree of high- or low frequency compensation as illustrated in
Fig. 1A. Regardless of whether either
the "highs" or "lows" are accentuated
it will be noted that, because of the
slope of the accentuation curve, all frequencies are not amplified equally. This
condition introduces amplitude distortion. With a broad -band control system such as here described the entire
low- frequency spectrum may be evenly
accentuated, as shown at 1 in Fig. 1B
(over any pre-determined band) so
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Fig. I. Comparative frequency- response characteristics
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Fig.

Schematic circuits of the A.S.C. filter elements shown pictorially in Fig. A. Formulas for finding values appear in test.

3.

LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE OR

"NON -A.S.C." CIRCUITS

The predominant disadvantages of each type of circuit
becomes readily apparent when one analyzes the effects
produced by the following existing types:
(a) Tone Control- Random high frequencies are (usually)

cut off.
(b) Bass Booster- Maximum bass compensation takes
place at some natural (resonant) frequency of the
tuned system. Flat response cannot be maintained
over a given band.
(c) Equalizers- Cannot be controlled within wide limits.
Flexibility of control and response is definitely limited
by the pre- assigned characteristics of the equalizer.
(d) Compensators-Provide for varying frequency response characteristics at different levels. Operation
control is limited and subject to conditions outlined
under Bass Booster.
(e) Lossers- Utilize an anti- resonant circuit providing
maximum attentuation at the anti -resonant frequency. Flat response losses cannot be maintained
over a wide band.
(f) Resonators -Are as a class similar in circuit, design
and performance to bass boosters, compensators,
equalizers and lossers. These are all subject to shock
condition which brings about the perexcitation
sistence of resonant signal frequencies after the

original signal dies away. This effect adds boominess
to bass and is often referred -to as "false bass."
(a) Tone controls, (b) bass boosters, (c) equalizers, (d)
compensators, (e) lossers and (f) resonators, have contributed a great deal toward the improvement of frequency response characteristics encountered in commercial amplifiers and associated accessories; however it has become evident that there are definite limitations in the application
of each type circuit which greatly restrict its usefulness in
practice.
Fundamentally, the major limitation is that no method
has heretofore been perfected which will provide for adequate audio -frequency control over a continuous, predetermined band.
From the foregoing, it is evident that the problem of
adequate frequency control has not been solved in commercial amplifiers.
WHY
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characteristics?
The answer -in 5 parts-can be found in searching for
the reason which necessitated the use of the amplifier and
its associated accessories-i.e., for the reproduction of sound
in either a natural or pleasing manner.
(Continued on page 381)
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"SNOW STATIC"
BEING BEATEN BY

"FLYING LABORATORY"
If this article whets interest-by showing the extent and
importance of just one phase of radio engineering designed to make flying safer-in aviation -radio as a vocation
we will feel amply repaid in having selected this story for
Radio -Craft readers. Much as we would like to, space does
not permit us to print the entire story in one issue or even in
two. This article, then, is Part II of the series.
"anti-static" loop antenna that permits
constant reception of directive radio beam signal .

H. M.
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PART II

The new

SAFETY IN FLYING, particularly in these
days of "blind" navigation in which the pilot
may not see the ground from the time he
leaves an airport until he arrives at his destination, owes much to radio. Aviation, not content
with utilizing available facilities, has contributed

greatly, in research, to solving problems in radio
reception that are universal. One of these is
static which the author discusses from many
angles.

METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS
All atmospheric static results primarily from

disturbances in the electrostatic field which surrounds the earth. While the theories regarding
these disturbances are nut entirely complete, the
following viewpoint will be of assistance in understanding the problem:
We can assume that the earth is a huge ball
floating in free space. As such it gathers an
electric charge which is stored in the atmosphere
which surrounds it. The charge near the surface
is normally about 35 volts per foot of altitude.
This tapers off as the atmosphere becomes thinner
with altitude until at 20,000 ft. it is only about
15 V. per foot. (The total voltage between the
earth and the outermost reaches of the atmosphere
has been estimated at about 1.000,000 V.)
As long as this charged atmosphere remains
evenly distributed, a plane may fly through it

without suffering from static interference. After
taking off it rises slowly enough to allow the
charge on it gradually to build up until at 20,000
ft. it would be charged to about 300,000 V. with

respect to earth. It would be charged at zero
volts with respect to the atmosphere immediately
surrounding it.
The air surrounding the earth is not normally
in equilibrium due to the action of the sun. The
sun's rays heat portions of it unequally and cause
it to rise. As it rises, the electrostatic field becomes distorted but under average conditions
readjusts itself and retains a reasonable equilibrium. The rising air, however, brings up moisture
which condenses to fog and forms clouds.
If the fog forms slowly the electrostatic charges
on particles retains a reasonable distribution. If
it forms rapidly due to turbulent air currents.
the water droplets are churned about. Since the
electrostatic charges remain on the droplets,
they are also churned about and the cloud becomes unstable electrostatically. Lightning will
occur if sufficient electrostatic instability results,
thus forming the usual thunderstorm.
When water droplets are carried about by the
wind in a cloud they are usually split up into
larger and smaller units. Tests indicate that the
large droplet is usually positive while the fine
spray which is separated from it by the wind
is usually charged negatively. There is considerable question as to whether the mechanical action
of splitting the droplets produces the difference
in electric charge or whether the difference in
charge results from the fact that the fine spray
usually is carried upward while the heavier droplets are carried downward. If the charge is due
to the different mechanical position of the two
types of droplets, it would seem that their position with respect to the earth's electrostatic field
348

charge. There is
possibility that differently-charged droplets
result from the combined action of the several
theories rather than by any one single method.

could produce a difference in
good

THE THEORETICAL "SIMPSON CLOUD"
The general theory of thunderstorm formation
has been described by Simpson in England and
gives a good picture of the situation and may be
obtained from any standard text on meteorology.*
Actually, the cloud is the result of rising air
entering a cooler portion of the earth's atmosphere. Considerable turbulence results in the
rising portion of the cloud and water particles
are often carried upward and fall back into the
rising current a number of times. If the churning
action goes on for a sufficient length of time the
water droplets may be built up into large -size
hailstones. When their weight becomes great
enough so that the rising air can no longer support them, they fall out of the cloud as hail or
rain. This churning action produces a turbulent
distribution of electric charges on the droplets in
the clouds. If we were to fly through such a
cloud we should theoretically record a gradual
charge from positive to negative as the charged
areas are passed.
Actually the theoretical "Simpson cloud" never
exists in nature. In the course of our work we
flew through and recorded the voltages in about
50 clouds. Some clouds were entered in a number of different directions and at different altitudes. Of interest is the fact that the distribution
of charged droplets in a cloud is vastly more
random than the theoretical Simpson cloud indicates. Our flights indicate that the interior of
a cloud is in constant motion and consequently
the charged droplets are undergoing continuous
change of position. The flight tests further indicated that if any comparison of antennas is
to be of value it must be made by having the
antenna on the same aeroplane and switching
from one antenna to another in a second or less.
Such switching back and forth between 2 antennas must be repeated many times before comparisons can be trusted. We obtained most useful
results in the larger clouds.

STATIC CLOUDS ARE OF 2 TYPES
From a meteorological standpoint there are
roughly 2 types of clouds in which static will
be formed. The first is the simple warm -air
thundercloud formed by the rising of moisture
on a hot summer day. The second is formed by
2 air masses of different temperatures coming
together and forming an air-mass "front." Either
type varies widely in the amount of turbulence
and lightning does not necessarily result in every
case. Even though lightning does not occur, the
turbulent mixture of plus- and minus- charged
snow, rain, or ice particles is present.
The warm-air type of thundercloud usually
reaches its maximum early in the afternoon and
begins to subside as the sun goes down. The
cloud generally begins to spread out in the evening and the updrafts are less violent. When in
this condition it is satisfactory for flying and
'ffumphrleí "Physics of

the

Air."

will give good snow-static areas for test purposes.
The static usually disappears before midnight.
The "front" type of cloud persists on through
the night and will show static areas at practically any time. In winter, the "fronts" cover
areas hundreds of miles long and are most
troublesome from a radio flying standpoint. Summer thunderstorms may be avoided by flying
around them but this is impractical for the winter air mass fronts. In mountainous country, airmass movements are usually broken up into
secondary turbulent areas over the crests of the
mountain ranges. These turbulent areas also
usually contain charged moisture particles.
Whenever the line of the air -mass front lies
at right-aagtcs to the line of flight the static area
is traversed in a short time. When the front is
parallel to the line of flight the plane may be in
the static area for several hours. This is the condition which constitutes the greatest hazard to
radio navigation. Since the air -mass front is
usually not perpendicular to the face of the earth.
but lies in a horizontal plane like a thin slice
of rake, it is possible to avoid the static area by
changing altitude. This is a problem in which
our meteorologists can advise the pilot and thus
assist him in remaining in static -free areas.
Considerable data must be gathered on this subject before consistent predictions of static areas
can be made.

THE GENERATION OF STATIC ON THE
PLANE
If a plane slowly climbs up through a cloud
in which the charged droplets are uniformly distributed and in electrostatic equilibrium no
snow- static disturbance is heard in radio reception. As it climbs, however, it must rise from an
area of one charge to an area of greater charge
with respect to the earth. The plane is, in effect,
a large metal body which may have on its surface an electrostatic charge in the same manner
as the earth has a charge. The charge in the
atmosphere immediately around the plane must.
therefore, gradually increase as it climbs upward
and decrease when it glides downward.
With a sharp 2 -ft. steel point projecting from
the rear of the plane, discharges up to 10 or 15
microamperes have been measured while ascending or descending through charged fog particles.
No static was heard in this condition. As long
as the charging and discharging of the plane
does not exceed a certain rate no static is heard.
Since there must be a difference of potentials
between the plane and surrounding atmosphere
before discharge can take place, it is apparent
that the plane's potential must exceed a certain
value before static is heard.
In such a condition the 40 -ft. short-wave antenna on top of the plane gave no noticeable
static in the shortwave receiver until a continuous
current flow of 2 microamperes was exceeded. The
receiver had a th -meg. resistor across the antenna
input through which this current flowed. The D.C.
voltage drop across this resistor was therefore
1 V. but the ripple superimposed on this D.C.
voltage must have been only a few microvolts
if it was of a random nature. Thus the noise in
(Continued on page 375)
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RECENT APPLICATIONS
OF THE "ELECTRIC EYE"

E
SIDE)-

A laboratory professor, on the faculty of a famous university, tells you in abbreviated description how new electronic
developments are being applied in many important ways.
K.

II

AST MONTH, in this wellpresented, highly enlightening
treatise on the application of
photoelectric cells to scientific
fields other than radio (specifically
chemistry, biology, physiology, etc.), we
told you about various types of photocells; and in addition a few of the applications that their specific characteristics
made purely convenient.
For instance we described the barrier layer or rectifier photocell and how
its operation is based upon the Becquerel
effect; we also described the glass enclosed or gas -filled photocell which depends for its operation mainly upon the
Hallwaches effect. In discussing the
practical applications we told you about
the automatic electrophotometer; Dr.
Lange's photoelectric colorimeter, an
easily-constructed home-made instrument, automatic titration apparatus,
and the Nicolai method of utilizing the
PE. cell to observe life processes. We
now continue with a further discussion
of electronic developments which probably will be new to the average

-

technician.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE
PHOTOCELL

Differential Photometer. By a simple
procedure a rectifier cell may be converted into a differential -type cell.
G. A. Millikan shows how such a cell
can form the nucleus of a "colorimeter"
which in his own words "is relatively
cheap, simple, and quick to use, can be
adapted to very small quantities of
fluid, and has

a linear calibration

curve."

The surface of the copper -copperoxide cell (Fig. 3A) is divided into 2
halves by a scratch along one diameter,

and the terminals rest lightly on the
metallic film, one on each half. The cell
measures directly, and without driving
potential, the difference in the amount
of light striking the 2 halves.

.

EFT SIDE

(APPROX.

'AO-SCALE OF RIGHT

Two suitable filters (Wratten gelatine
filters) of complementary color are
fastened in front of the cell. They are
shifted from side to side until the
galvanometer is brought to a convenient
balance point during calibration. The
adjustment is so made that the 2 endpoints give deflections which are about
symmetrical, relative to the zero point.
This use of a balance system simplifies
operations, and reduces to a minimum
the effects of fluctuations in the intensity of the light source. A cheap,
robust galvanometer is used: sensitivity,
10-" amp.; resistance, 800 ohms; period,
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The Time Machine -Hartridge and
Roughton Method. This is not exactly
like the famous product of H. G. Wells'
fertile imagination, but in both instances the operator enjoys the privilege
to choose the time scale at his convenience. Suppose you wish to study a
chemical reaction (in blood pigments,
for instance) which is complete within
1 /1,000th of one second. Any ordinary
method of measurement available in the
laboratory would be hopelessly too slow
for this purpose.
The principle of the "flow method"
has been successfully applied by Hartridge and Roughton to the study of
blood pigments. Look at Fig. 3B: The
fluids V and R, containing the 2 substances which are to react, are pressed
into the mixing chamber. Mixing is
complete within about 1 /1,000-second.
The
mixture streams upwards
through the observation tube. It is apparent that the distance of a given point
on this tube from the mixer corresponds
to a certain time after mixing, depending upon the rate of flow. If the latter
is known this time interval can be readily determined. By moving the photoelectric colorimeter up and down the
observation tube and taking measurements at a number of points, the time
(Continued on page 375)
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water;
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Fig. 4. Circuit, recording and reaction meter (see
Fig. 3D. 3E. and Fig. 5).
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ig. 3. A, the Differential Photometer; B and C.
photoelectric machines for determining the elapsed
ime of chemical reactions; D. a Recording Reaction Meter; E. an "injection gun" used with the
Reaction

Meter.
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SHORT -CUTS

$10.00
5.00
5.00

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

Honorable Mention
EXPERIMENTERS: Three cash prizes will be awarded for
time- and money -saving ideas. Honorable mention will be
given for all other published items. Send in your best "kinks"!
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FIRST PRIZE -$10
INTERMITTENT CURRENT FOR SET TESTING. A very good auxiliary test for sets just
repaired in the shop is to connect an ordinary
heavy -duty flasher in the line to the set, for a

period of an hour or more, as shown in Fig. 1.
I have been using this test for some time and
have found a number of condensers, etc., which
break down under this test. These units would
have broken down shortly in the customers'
homes.
If figures were compiled, they would probably
show that a very large percentage of all set
breakdowns occur either when closing or opening the power switch, the resulting surge being
responsible for this condition.
DAVIS,

STANLEY

Vancouver. B. C., Canada.

Fig.

2. Darn

tí11111

Fig.

needle holder, the edge of the disc just clears
the pickup. The plane of the disc should be in
the same direction as the armature in the pickup ;
that is, at right -angles to the width of the

pickup head.
(Another means of fastening is to solder the
wire at the center of the disc, and to make a
right-angle bend in it about t -in. from this
point, running it from there to the pickup, as
described. In the latter case, best results will be
obtained if the disc is about 3' ins. in dia.,
and is supported around the edge.)
If used with a regular recording amplifier, or
a high -grade P.A. amplifier. equipped with high and low -frequency tone controls and having
sufficient gain to operate from crystal, condenser,
dynamic or velotron output, considerably better
operation may be obtained; greatly improved
tone quality is then readily achieved.
C. O. JONES

-$5

SECOND PRIZE
PHONO PICKUP MAKES MICROPHONE!
A usable though not very sensitive microphone
is easily improvised from a standard phonograph
pickup, which is not harmed -and indeed, need
not even be removed from the set -for the
operation. A handy stunt, to say the least, if a
regulation microphone for a headphone or extra
loudspeaker) is not available.
A 21%u -in. disc of light but rigid metal has its
edge soldered to a length of stiff brass or copper
wire of the same diameter as a phonograph
needle. (See Fig. 2.) The wire is then clipped
short, so that when it is inserted in the pickup'

j I(f

clever, this New York lad.

THIRD PRIZE-$5
HOME -MADE SET DIALS. In making dials
for receivers, meters, etc., the idea shown
in Fig. 3 will enable you to have a neater job
than can be secured in the ordinary way.
Make a master dial, calibrating as desired (this
may be merely a sketch), then enlarge to scale,
on Bristol board, to 12 ins. or more, and draw
as carefully as possible in India ink. Take the
drawing to a photographer, having him make a

negative; and then prints, with the portrait
camera, to the size you want, on heavy paper.
A sample dial I made this way for an all -wave

14\r-.)

HAVE NEGATIVE MADE TO DESIRED
SIZE AND PRINTON HEAVY
PORTRAIT PAPER

I"

PLACE FLAT
SIDE AT RIGHT
ANGLE TO HEAD.

ON TEST

Fig. I. Scheme for checking "intermittent" set faults.

^"

DIAL

3.

Make your own all -wave dial to suit.

original was 10% ins.
; the
in dia.
(A simpler scheme than using a photograph
would be to get a "glossy photostat." This idea
has been mentioned in past issues of Radio -Craft
in connection with other types of panel
receiver is illustrated

escutcheons. Editor)

D. P. HARTLEY,

Jasper. Alberta, Canada

HONORABLE MENTION
AMULTI -TAP SWITCH FROM OLD VOLUME CONTROL. A good switch may be
easily made from an old Frost potentiometer by
removing the resistance element and drilling as
many circumference holes as needed for taps.
Roundhead screws ground flat on the top (and
concave if possible) are used as taps.
Remove the contact arm and cut it back as

indicated in the sketch, Fig. 4. This will allow
the contact point to slide back further to clear
the heads of the screws. Stops may be made by
bending the small pieces of metal used in the
original control to hold the ends of the resistance

element.
BOETrscsist,
(Radio WSIIE)
FRED

HONORABLE MENTION
REPAIRING LOUDSPEAKER SPIDERS. In
cases where dynamic loudspeaker rattle is
caused by fatigue of the spider or some similar
(Continued on page 371)
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Fig. 4. Another version of the switch- from- potentio-

meter idea.
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HOW TO BUILD

%2' VENT FOR HEAT

MÓ

THE "ALARMCLOCK"

WALL -RADIO

DISSIPATION

14- ^My0EE

'TRIANGULAR

2'

e"

ADLE

4"

SET

this Part the author tells how to build the cabinet; and
how to add the intercommunication feature. This feature
was incorporated in the design at the suggestion of R. D.
Washburne, who collaborated on the design of the set.

31"
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LAST MONTH we discussed the construction of the chassis of this

luxurious (but highly practical)
radio receiver "pegged" the "Alarm clock" Wall -Radio Set. Now we will describe the construction of the cabinet,
how to add the intercommunication feature and how to connect the time-clock
to automatically operate the radio set

5DES)

THE CABINET

All the measurements necessary to
build the cabinet are given in Fig. 2.
The design was intended to be old colonial, but what it actually is we don't
know. The wood is solid maple, 3a -in.
thick, except the front panel which is
(Continued on page 358)

and other electrical apparatus. Each
item will be discussed only briefly since
the constructor will not be held strictly
to the author's specifications. The cabinet, for instance, can be shaped to any
desired pattern or built to match the
living -room furniture instead of the
bedroom as was the author's; or the
intercommunicator can be made to operate between the living room and the
garage instead of the bedroom upstairs
and the kitchen below; ... so here goes!
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dotted lines are the connections necessary for adding the intercommunicating system.

NEW 15 -W. AMPLIFIER
FEATURES

HIGH GAIN, LOW HUM LEVEL
amplifier description meets repeated requests for
construction data on a low hum, medium -power amplifier.
This

G.

Ma.

COI_Eionininunimiummouffiiiiiimullimmusissussonnumsmssussissuslinnismilusosommini

T IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE that
the main job of an amplifier is to
increase the mean power level. However, this particular function of the
amplifier is satisfactorily accomplished
only when in so doing, true high fidelity, low hum level and low distortion are
also characteristics of the amplifier. In
.1-M.

6C61

and velocity microphones. Such an amplifier is the "Stentorian" 15 -W. unit,
about to be described.
The general characteristics of the
amplifier are:

.000

el-MI6
I

addition to these characteristics the
modern amplifier must be a high -gain
unit in order to accommodate crystal
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Schematic diagram of the amplifier. All operating voltages necessary for testing are given.
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Fig. A.

15

-W. hi-gain, low- hum-level amplifier.

Output
15 W.
Number of stages
4
Gain from crystal mike
120 db.
Gain from D.B. mike
107 db.
Harmonic content at 15 W
21 %
Hum level at full output
-8 db.
The use of a high -gain amplifier simply means that all disturbances will be
amplified along with the signal. Hum
pick -up and line noise, which would be
unnoticeable in a low -gain unit show
up and are most annoying in an amplifier of this type if they are not properly
squelched at the very outset. Consequently, it is mandatory that the input
leads be well shielded and that this
shielding be well bonded to the common
ground.
(Continued on page 362)
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THE LATEST
RADIO EQUIPMENT

Add -on unit at right acts as vernier. (1497)

New

P.A. amplifier is

DIELECTRIC -TEST ADAPTER
FOR THE Q -METER (1497)
ASTILL

greater degree

of

ac-

curacy in the measurement of

power factor or dielectric constant of insulating materials (quartz,
Q.

New "super- analyzer." (1498)

for instance) and small condensers
within the frequency range of 100
ke. to 10 megs., and ordinarily producing circuit changes of only 2%,
is provided by the type 106 -A Dielectric Unit here shown in use.
The Dielectric Unit becomes substantially a vernier when used in
combination with the well -known
Q -meter
(Radio-Craft.
January

1937, item No. 1230, pg. 415) which
it matches in general appearance.
The 50-microampere meter of the

dielectric -test adapter permits expanding the normal scale of the
Q -meter proper to approximately 4
times normal.

NEW SUPER -ANALYZER
(I 498)
(The Clough- Brengle Co.)

Special interphone mike. (1499)

Replacement electrolytics. (1500)

HERE IS a test instrument that
is "super" not only with respect to its ability to test super heterodynes but also because of certain design features and test ranges.
The term "functionalized switch-

ing" is used in reference to the
means of positive- contact rotary
switches that dispense with pin -jacks
and binding prests; full -open -face
etched scale permits all A.C. ranges
to be read on the same scale thereby
avoiding confusion incident to use
of 2 or 3 different A.C. scales engraved on the same meter dial.
All circuits are designed to maintain accuracy with temperature
changes.
The D.C. voltage ranges are: 3.5,
7.0, 35, 140, 350, and 1.400 V. at
20,000 ohms/volt. A.C. ranges: same,

department brings to you each month the
newest developments in electronic, radio and
public- address equipment. Aggressive technicians use this department to keep posted on
the newer and better ways of doing things.
This

"streamlined." (1501)

A

with the high sensitivity of 7,000
ohms /volt. Ohms scales : 0- 3,000,
0- 30.000 0 -3 megs., and 0-30 mess.
Decibel ranges: -14 to +61 db..
using 5 multipliers. The minimum
db. resistance of 35,000 ohms permite bridging of high- impedance
audio circuits with negligible error.
This (model 120) instrument is
completely shielded. Supplied with
test leads.
;

INTERPHONE-TYPE

MICROPHONE FEATURES
GRIP -TO -TALK SWITCH
(I 499)
ACOMMUNICATIONS -TYPE
microphone especially designed
for use in the better types of interphone systems incorporates a grip to -talk switch. A light grip on the
standard will cut the microphone in ;
releasing grip cuts unit out. A type
D -104 crystal microphone, but having improved frequency response
particularly suitable for interphone
service, is used. Includes an 8 -ft.
length of rubber- covered cable.

NEW LINE OF UNIVERSAL
REPLACEMENT ELECTROLYTICS (I500)
(Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corp.)
D
ADM
SERVICE MEN will be
R
to learn of the new type
UM series of universal replacement
electrolytic condensers, for A.C:
D.C. sets, recently announced. These
condensers were developed to eliminate the previous great expense to
Service Men in stocking exact duplicates, and the time consumed in obtaining them. It is said that any
A.C.-D.C. receiver may be quickly

veritable service shop. (1502)

and economically serviced by stocking only the 3 types of replacement
condensers illustrated. Leads are
color coded.

NEW P.A. LINE FEATURES
REMOTE MIXER (1501)
(RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)
ANEW LINE of improved public address and sound
re"stream
enforcement equipment
lined" for compactness and trim
appearance -which includes among
other outstanding technical developments a unique electric mixing
unit (see insert A) for remote control of sound distribution, has been
announced
by
the Commercial

-

Sound Section of a well -known
radio set manufacturer.
The remote mixer enables operator to control volume from a
strategic position in an auditorium
or other gathering place and regulate it according to changing
audience conditions. at will. Heretofore, the operator has had to
work at the amplifier, which is
usually behind the scenes, where
inputs from the microphones were
mixed by sheer guesswork. Remote
mixing with the new equipment is
accomplished electrically in the amplifier rsrthor than in the signal circuits, thereby reducing the neces-

sary wiring, eliminating the need
for shielding and avoiding other
difficulties ordinarily encountered.
The 24 -W. amplifier (illustrated;
model MI -4284) in this new P.A.
line utilizes beam power output
tubes, with reverse feedback circuit. and has automatic base compensation for phonograph reproduction. Frequency response. 60 to
10,000 cycles within 2 db.; gain,
107 db. to 1.000 cycles. Power output, 24 W. at 7 per cent distortion.
(Continued on page 380)

DIRECT CONNE
LEAD) REPLACES Su

needles playback any
record many times. (1504)

These new

At last! A noiseless potentiometer. (1506)
New test unit. (1505)
DirectwnI nu.o. (1503)
Name and address of any manufacturer will be sent on receipt of self-addressed, stamped envelope. Kindly give (number) in above description of device.
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Service Men may write, requesting answers
to specific service questions. Address inquiries to Service Editor. For questions answered by mail, a service fee of 25c per
question is made.
Note: An effort is being made to maintain 48hour service on mail inquiries, from Service Men,
addressed to "Servicing Questions
Answers."
Let us help you on that rush job.

i

DISTORTION, OSCILLATION
(32) R. S. Hyry, Detroit, Mich.
(Q.) With a Philco "high- efficiency" aerial
connected to a model Philco 38 -620 receiver, nearby stations are received with distortion and
squealing. Many stations, including distant ones,
have a muffled tone. Upon the short-wave band,
reception is normal but noisy.
When the aerial is disconnected, there is no
noise and local stations come in OK, but no
"distance" is received. This set has only been in
use a few days and I believe the aerial to be the
source of the trouble. Do you believe the speaker
to be incapable of handling the volume of powerful stations, since it is quite a small one? What
would you suggest?
(A.) From the symptoms described in your
inquiry, it is reasonable to assume that the
difficulty mentioned is attributable to the receiver
itself and not caused by the antenna. Distortion
and oscillation with antenna connected and a
strong signal tuned to resonance on the receiver
is probably due to insufficient, or lack of, A.V.C.
voltage or both. Without this controlling
voltage, the R.F. or I.F. tubes (or both) become
seriously overloaded, resulting in the above mentioned symptoms. In the Philco 38 -620 receiver, no A.V.C. voltage is placed upon the
6K7G I.F. stage. Should the 0.05-mt. grid filter
condensers in the R.F. 6K7G and 1st -detector
6A8G grid -returns prove intact (a short- circuited
condition or excessive leakage in these condensers

SERVICING
QUESTIONS
ANSWERS

&

will cancel out the A.V.C. voltage), it may become necessary to connect the I.F. 6K7G into the
A.V.C. circuit. This is easily accomplished by
first disconnecting the brown secondary lead of
the 1st I.F. transformer from ground or chassis.
This secondary- return lead is then connected into
the A.V.C. circuit through a 0.1 -meg. carbon
resistor and bypassed with a 0.05 -mf. condenser
as shown in Fig. Q.3211. The original circuit is
pictured at Fig. Q.32A.

FADING
(33) Joseph Yarlin, Yonkers, N. Y.
(Q.) I have a Stromberg- Carlson model 145L
receiver. After playing a few hours, the pilot
lights begin to dim out and reception fades away.
When the line switch is turned off and on again.
the receiver operates for another half hour and
the same trouble develops. This happened a few
months ago but when I replaced the electrolytic
filter condensers with new type dry units, reception was satisfactory until now. Is it possible
that the heater winding of the power transformer shorts when fully heated? What do you

the shorted condition for the time being.

HUM, LOSS IN POWER
(34)
(Q.)
which
is not

F. S. McLeod, Yoakum, Texas.
I have a Midwest I1 -36 all -wave receiver,
has developed a very loud hum. Volume
as good as it should be on the broadcast
band and on short -wave bands only picks up the
snore powerful stations such as W3XAL, DJD.
GSJ, etc.

The 8 mf. and 16 mt. wet electrolytic filter
condensen were suspected but proved to be OK.

(Continued on gage 361)
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(A.) The symptoms described in your inquiry

When the filter condensers were replaced a
few months ago, the filament leads were disturbed, or moved about, just enough to clear

6E70
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advise?

point almost conclusively to heater or filament
wiring shorted or shorting to the chassis, thus
grounding or shorting the heater winding. The
insulation of these heater wires is poor and produces the trouble of which
you complain.
Obviously, the only remedy to correct the difficulty consists of renewing the filament or heater
wiring from socket to socket, if the transformer
is yet intact.
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Crosley 120 Series. Here is a hint concerning
both the Crosley 120 series and National
Pfanstiehl sets using dynatron oscillators.
Because type 24's now available have "treated"
(carbon -coated) plates and will not afford circuit
oscillation in dynatrm circuits, the Service Man
is "on the spot." However, a type 57 tube can
be easily substituted for the 24. The tuned circuit
need not be disturbed. A dynatron oscillator has
its control -grid grounded or at cathode potential.
The circuit used in the change is shown in Fig. 1.
If the set has short -wave bands, the plate lead
should have an 8 mhy. R.F. choke and the grid
a 5 -meter choke. These are not necessary for
ordinary usage, however. The circuit works best
with 90 to 100 V. on the screen -grid.
EDW. LUVICK, JR.

Triplett Model 1500 Tube Tester. This tester
would show "short" with no tube in it, and also
the meter would indicate when making "short"
test on diodes of duo -type tubes. After considerable trouble-hunting, we found that metal particles had worn off the selector switch contacts.
causing leakage across contacts. The remedy is
to blow out these metal particles and lubricate
with Grafoline contact lubricant.
Firestone-Stewart- Warner 1936 Auto Radio
If one of these sets suddenly stops playing,

Sete.
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Fig.
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but the vibrator still functions and the battery
drain is 15 or 20 A., the 0.01 -mf. condenser across
the power transformer is shorted. It is necessary
to remove the transformer cover to effect a
repair-by replacing with a 1,50C -V., 0.01,mí.

both with 600 V. tubulars of 0.01 -mf. capacity.
J. O. S. Huxm ,c,

condenser.

Stromberg- Carlson 160 -L or 160-P. Background
"hiss" or "rushing noise", when encountered in
a 160 -L or 160 -P receiver, can usually be cleared

KENNETH M. CHURCHILL

Zenith Model 666 Auto Radio. This set generally
with the complaint: "it is noisy while
going over rough roads -the noise not being
caused by the motor -later, the set becomes
intermittent." Remove the cover from the set
and replace the 3 wires on the top of the
variable- condenser unit with some very flexible
wire. It the set lacks sufficient pep and volume.
replace the type 6C6 tube although it tests perfect, for the oscillator section cannot be easily
comes in

tested.
PAUL WALLACE

Philco 91. Several sets of this model were
reported to have cut off dead, only to be OK
after the power switch was turned on and off a
few times. The trouble was found in the 0.01 -mf.
A.F. coupling condensers, housed in bakelite
cases, which are used between the 2nd -Det.Det. Rect., and the 1st and 2nd A.F. The first
one does not go as often as the one between the
1st and 2nd A.F., but it is a good thing to replace

DECEMBER,
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Kensington,
Prince Edward Island, Canada.

by replacing the 6A8 modulator tube.
Incidentally, the 6A8 tube removed from a
160 can frequently be employed with full antis faction in a Stromberg- Carlson 125, 130. 140,
145, 150 or 180 receiver. Thus, clearing noise in
a 160 becomes simply a matter of swapping 6A$
tubes with another Stromberg- Carlson.

The trouble is thought to be due to a defective
weld in the "2nd" grid, occurring in a small
percentage of 6AS tubes. It does not show up on
tube checkers, and causes no noise where the
tube is used with potential on this grid.
STROMaRan- CARLSON

Solder Nuggets

Wells- Gardner Series 513, If it seems impossible
to align this set on short waves, check for defective 1st -detector short-wave trimmer condenser.
Low volume may be caused by a 42 power tube
plate -to- cathode bypass condenser (C26) or (C24)
cathode bypass condenser having opened or
shorted. Replace with one of higher value.
358
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SPARTON SELECTRONNE RECEIVERS MODELS 1068 AND I068X
10 -tube

superheterodyne; three bands; push-button (Selectronne) tuning; aufomafic frequency control; automatic volume control;
discriminator circuit; "vis -o- glow" Tuning indicator.
(See Data Sheet 218

The G buttons of the Seletronne are arranged in 3
groups according to frequency limits -542 to 900 ke.,
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oscillator trimmer
hole), (2) first R.F. trimmer
t
(button hole), and (3) an
ass
terms trimmer (top hole).
sk
(The Viso -Glo tube and
m
socket may be removed from
`
its clamp and the tube turns I
(4%qQiafa
toward the back of the
cabinet for observation.) Adjust Selectronne trimmers
wr
for equal shaded area with
band switch knob either in
or out. During above operations the G116G discriminator
Sparton model 1068 Selectronne receiver, a new is removed from chassis. In
938 model using latest push- button tuning. The the event that all 6 Selecphoto at extreme right of this page is a rear tronne buttons become deiew of the locations of the trimmers for the pressed
through improper
uning buttons shown in tkn above front view manipulation they may be
r

6A8G.

" r ' i6; /'

:

'

/-- -GK7G,

"

IF"

5T3, RECT

queney group. To align, push
in the Selectronne button
whi, h corresponds to the desired station and adjust for
maximum response as indicated by the Viso-Glo tube
the aligning sequence is: (1)

-qQ
/!<

-

'

\\\

i

-

-687 G.
Áy

s

DET.2.,

:1

6116G. DtSCRIM.

*

--6V6 G. P.A.

relea +e I by applying a slight pressure of the lingers under the
latching band which runs across the framework in front of the
trimmer box. Care should be taken to prevent loosening the
Selectronne adjusting screws to the point where they may become

disengaged.
The above- mentioned latching bar is seen in the photograph of
the locations of the Selectronne trimmers. This latching bar, on
the back of the block that carries the Selectronne trimmers, is in
direct line with the arrow that points to Selectronne trimmers C.il
(ose.) ; a corner of the latching bar extends past the rear right
ed;n of the trimmer panel.

ALIGNMENT

Viso -Glo tube in socket
AFC Switch "OFF"

OPERATION

GENERATOR

ALIGNMENT
OF

CONNECTED

TO

DUMMY
ANTENNA

GENERATOR
FREQUENCY

BAND
SNITCH
SETTING

TUNING
COND.
SETTING

REMARKS

TRIMMER

C47 A,B
1

I.F.

Cony. Grid

.1 mf.

456

BC

Open

C48 A,B

1st I.F. Trans.
2nd I.F. Trans.

2

Diecrim.

Cony. Grid

.1 ref.

456

BC

Open

C48 A
C49 B

Adjust to minimum

3

Broadcast

Ant.

200 mmf.

1500

BC

1500

Ant.

200 mmf.

600

BC

600

Band
4

C8
C5
C2

Osc.
RF
Ant.

C11

Pad

5

(Repeat operation

6

(Check calibration and sensitivity 1500 KC, 900 KC and 600 KC)

7

Ant.

ist
Wave
Short

9

10

11

3)

100 ohm
200 mmf.
series

6 MC.

2nd Short -

Ant.

Wave

100 ohm
200 mmf.
series

14

15

MC

6

C9

Ose.

C6

RF

C3
1st S.W. 1.95 MC. C12

Ant.
Pad

18 MC.

C10
C7

Ose.
R.F.

MC.

C4
C13

Ant.
Pad

18 MC.

2nd S.W.

MC.

2nd S.W.

Hated

12
13

1st S.W.

1.95-MC.
Ant.
200 mmf.
(Repeat operation 7)
(Check calibration and sensitivity at 6 MC. and 1.95 MC.

8

Ant.

3rd I.F. (Fri.)

6

6

Rock dial slightly
while adjusting

(Repeat operation 11)
(Check calibration and sensitivity at 18 MC. and 6 MC.)
(Repeat operations 1 to 14 inclusive)
and
receiver to 1500 KC. Note output meter reading with AFC switch "off ". Switch
AFC "on" and if output changes appreciably, touch up discriminator trimmer until
there is no change in sensitivity.

* Check AFC by connecting generator to converter grid cap and tuning generator
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SPARTON SELECTRONNE RECEIVERS MODELS 1068 AND 1068X
superheterodyne; three bands; push -button (Selectronne) tuning; automatic frequency control; automatic volume control;
discriminator circuit; "vis -o- glow" tuning indicator.

10 -tube

(See Data Sheet 217 for alignment chart and chassis layout)
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115 volts

Line Voltage:

Position of Volume Control:

Full with Antenna Disconnected

Voltage of Socket Prongs to Gnd. (See Prong Nos. on Schematic Diagram)
Function

Tube

No.

1

No. 2

No. 3

0

300

75

0

-

6.5

0

.2

300

91

5.5

135

6.3

0

.2

2.6

No.

4

No.

5

No.

6

No. 7

No.

8

Grid Cap

6K7G

R.F.

0

6Á8G

Converter

0

6K7G

I.F.

0

0

300

75

0

-

6.3

0

6K7G

2nd I.F.

0

0

300

75

4

-

6.5

4.1

0

6H6G

Discriminator

0

0

.5

.5

-

6.5

0

-

637G

A.F.C.

0

0

500

4.5

-

6.5

4.4

0

6Q7G

2nd Det. AVC -1st audio

0

0

100

.2

.1

-

6.3

0

0

6V6G

P.A.

0

0

275

290

.5

.6

6.3

0

-

5Y3G

Rect.

-

350

-

350

-

350

-

350

-

6E5

Viso -Glo

280

4

0

-

-

-

6.3

0

50

3

0
85

Voltage readings are for schematic diagram on beck of sheet. Allow 154 t or - on all measurements.
Always use meter scale which will give greatest deflection within scale, limits.
All measurements made with
1000 ohms per volt voltmeter.
Notes:
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A department devoted to members and
those interested in the Official Radio
Service Men's Association. For mutual
benefit, contribute your kinks, gossip
and notes of interest to Service Men,
or others interested in servicing.

tiACgrI

1

~y

MEMBERS' -

FORUM

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

't

DOESN'T WORRY ABOUT "GYPS"
Dept.:

RADIO -CRAFT, ORSMA,

I have on been an ardent reader of your section in Radio- Craft. but
have failed to join your Association. May I say that you have one of
the finest ideas and organizations in the United States?
Recently. I rend a published letter of one Service Man complaining
about conditions and swindlers
don't recall the word he called them
but they are present in every town, city and what have you. We all
have to contend with them. They don't worry me so much as they did when
I first started in. If they work a set over, I get it myself in a week or two!
When I finished radio school I went to work for a radio factory. Then
the slack season set in and I found myself almost without a job, so
I started my own service business.
Well. I decided I could get by with just an analyzer and a few tools
(having aligned and serviced in the factory with just a screwdriver).
But I found the other Service Men had the same equipment and could
wreck a set better than I could put it together with my small amount
of equipment.
Let me tell you here and now -these "flunkies" aren't fooling anyone
but themselves now. With my equipment they don't stand a chance. I
almost have more business than I can handle. I don't care if my competitors would and do put in a volume control for $1. I know what
kind it is (one out of a salvage set or factory reject), so the customer
will sooner or later come to me and complain -whereupon I get the job.
Advertising is the one way the "gyp" Service Man can be licked
display of R.M.S. and ORSMA emblems, and such. in newspapers and
throughout the service shop will help bring trade. Also the constant
preaching and teaching of one's customers that such organizations and
their members are the only ones, and that display of such organization
emblems would mean, of course, high quality service.
Will you please send me an application blank and literature on your

-

-I

-

organization?

Service Man William A. Hayward of Chicago is the proud owner of this
"going" service shop; and a bright young man he is, too! In a contest for
Service Men held at the recent National Radio Parts Show at Chicago,
Mr. Hayward took lst place in guessing the total capacity of all the
condensers mounted on the display board of the Sprague Products Corp.
He estimated a total of 1,200 mf. as compared to the actual total of
1,188.322 mf. Nice going, "Bill."

WANTS TO CONTACT OTHER
ORSMA MEMBERS
RADIO- CRAFT, ORSMA,

I receive a copy of your magazine every month

and

RONALD ULMER,

Purcell. Okla.

Dept.:

I think it's the beat radio magazine for its price.
(Continued on page 359)

FREE

-

A I -year subscription to RADIO-CRAFT to

a WITTIQUIZ that in the opinion
of the Editors is suitable for publication in RADIO -CRAFT.
Read the following WITTIQUIZZES; can you spot the
correct answers? Now send in YOUR idea of one or more
good WITTIQUIZZES based on some term used in radio,
and win an award. (Contest rules at end of dept.)

each person who submits

RADIO

WITTIQUIZ
-

(28) When a radio man says that a radio set
has lots of "bugs" in it he means
(a) There are lots of electrons crawling around
in the set. (b) It is infested with insects.
(e) There are unsolved troubles in the set.
(d) There are lots of dizzy comedians or half -wit
announcers broadcasting.
CARL J. SPEHR
(29) Parallax is(a) A laxative. (b) A rubber cement. (c) A
method of testing eyes. (d) A device on a camera
to focus it. (e) An aberration in reading caused
by perspective.
P. M. LAMBERTON, JR.
(30) Any "ham" knows that his monitor is

a device to(a) Check his signal frequency. (b) Regulate
his code speed. (c) Warn him of too high a voltage being used. (d) Prevent interference.
EARL ROBERTS

(31) Nichrome

is-

(a) The radio center of the U.S.S.R. (b) A

gas which produces a reddish glow when ionized.
(e) A rare element used in radio tube filaments.
(d) An alloy of nickel, chromium and iron having high resistivity and able to withstand high

temperature.

ELDON AMWAI.

San Fernando, Trinidad. B.W.I.
(32) If you were sent to find a padder you
356

would look
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for-

(a) A small rubber mallet used for striking
the chassis in checking for "intermittents." (b)
A high -voltage insulating material. (e) A small
adjustable condenser. (d) A rubber cushion for
floating chassis or variable condenser. (e) A
machine for stuffing mattresses.
R. H. MINER

(33) A transformer

is-

(a) A wig. (b) A device for transferring
A.C. from one circuit to another by means of
electromagnetic induction. (c) A name for a
person who betrays a confidence. (d) A beauty
parlor operator. (e) A device that will increase
or decrease the potential of an alternating current applied to one of its windings.
S. WILBERT STONE,

Collingwood, Ont., Canada.

(34) A microphone is(a) Used to detect the presence of microwaves. (b) A new type of telephone for people
whose ears are not set back as far as the average
person's. (c) A device for converting sound
waves into electrical impulses. (d) A radio tube
with loose elements. (e) A new telephone for
children.
W. W. LANDFORD

to-

(35) When we say 'fading" we refer
(a) A term used in dice games. (b) The
gradual decrease of a received signal. le) The
loss of color, as from washing. (d) A colloquial

1111111111

l

1111111111119IIIIIIIIII III111111I I111111111

ll

I111111I

I11IIllll 1I111111111111111111111111111111

term indicating loss of youth.
WAYNE FOXWORTIIY

-

(36) By baffle board we mean
(a) The Board of Regents. (b) A piece of
material used to enhance the reproduction of
low frequencies. (c) An "ouija" board. (d) A
projecting piece that hinders easy placing of
chassis in cabinet. (e) A mystery story that
puts one to sleep.
IRVING SCHLAM

(37) Counterpoise has been defined as(a) A wire or other device that acts as a
second plate of condenser with aerial wire and
air. (b) A weight used to balance another
weight. (c) Irritability, fussiness, the opposite
of poise. (d) A waitress leaning gracefully over
the counter. (e) A term used in radio musical

composition.

S. O. HARRIES,

Williams Lake, B. C.
(38) Anyone with an interest in radio knows
that a microphone jack is(a) A popular radio announcer. (b) An instrument for raising or lowering a microphone.

(c) A contrivance to receive a plug to which is
(d) Money received for

wired a microphone.
radio broadcasts.

RADIO -CRAFT

LESTEa ROGEBS,

Pleasantville, Lupenburg Co.
Nora Scotia.
(Continued on page 359)
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MULTIVIBRATOR

AMAZING VALUE VOLT -OHM-

MILLIAMMETER
WE are making the vastest production
of a volt- ohm- mllllammeter in the his.
tory of radio and because of this tremendous quantity production we are able to
oser at an Incredibly low price an instrornt fine in apaearanre and performance.
This is our new MANOMETER and it
Performs the following measurements:
0 -5 Volts O.C.
0.50 Volts D.C.
0 -500 Volts D.C.
0. 20.000 Ohms.
0-500 Ohms
The device is a perfect continuity tester.
besides. and also may be used for determination of direct currents up to 20 mit.

+5

+50 +500 500

liant_e, es.
The voltages and resistances of unknowns
are direct -reading on a square -type meter of
exquisite design. There are. besides the
meter, a zero ohms adjuster, called the Full
Scaler; also six binding posts. one black for
common connection, throe reds for the three
voltage ranges, and two reds for the two
resistance ranges.

20M.

NEW

to the servicing industry, the MuLTlvtaaATon

opens fresh fields for perfect servicing. The
first instrument of its kind offered to servicemen,
the MULTIVIBRATOR is a generator that produces all
frequencies from 100 kc to 20 mc, without any

Outstanding on Appearance and Performance!
inexpensive voltohm- milliammeters the HANOIMETER is tops because (1)
AMONG
higher voltages may be measured. 500 volts being an unusual maximum for small
instruments of this type; (2). there are two resistance scales, instead of only one.
and both are controlled by the Full Scaler, no such adjustment for accuracy being
present in other instruments in this class; and (3). the low ohms scale is a novelty

switching, and therefore permits testing all -wave
receivers for presence of dead spots. Many sets
have such tuning "holes," and once the blanks are

lo

$595

found they are easily corrected, and thus customers
are delighted with the new life put into their
receivers. The MULTIVIBRATOa is the equivalent of
having always available every frequency of every
station on the air. It may also be used as a station
finder. It works on 90-130 volts a.c. or d.c. (a.c. of
any commercial frequency). and is equipped with
nn output attenuator calibrated in decibels down (0
to minus 20 db). Supplied complete
with two 6A7 tubes. Order a MuLTIVIBRATOg to-day. Shipping weight, 5
lbs. Has carrying handle. Net price

to such instrumenta, and permits a wide extension of use. including checking shorts
and opens in radio -frequency and intermediate -frequency coils, as well as measurements down to a few ohms.
The meter itself, a new model. is in a handsome housing. Moreover, the panel itself
is etched metal, with all the required designations clearly printed and conveniently
grouped. The HARDtmerga is supplied complete with three self contained, readily renewable, inexpensive dry batteries (normal life
of batteries 3 mos.), and a pair of test leads. Order a HAND/ MFYrst
to -day. Shipping weight, 3 lbs. Net price

THE ALLMETER

- 1,000

Ohms Per Volt

23 InstrumentsI -a -C Currents.
-150 -750
valuable service Is
15

1.

5

-1.OW ohms, .03 -500

Instruments,

r,- Ilirlt

ohms.

Extremely valuable.

1.

ohms. to 0,5 men.. covering

all practical

values. instruments, 1.
7-11-C Volts, 15.150 -750 salt:. Sin/Miffed scale
c. Instruments. 3.
mes same calibration as f r
-C Currents, 15-150-750 ma. The same scale
8

-I)

simplification. Instruments.

0- Decibels, -12

Direct reading In frequencies,

-22

100 ke

2.

Direct reading In frequencies.

25-

10.000 cycles,
in three bands. all
fundamentals, by front -panel switch

R.F. is subject to attenuation. and
oscillation leakage is minimum.

8.

Condenser and other leakages tested
to 100 megohms.

7.

Main dial protracted on 7Sí" diameter, used full size. with precision
pointer (no parallax). and e -to-I
vernier planetary drive.

emission test method for determining the csnditi,m of a tube,
eniently completed y
o that when the rapid pal is n
know for a sert s inty just lam goal[ or had the tube la. Light
in weight. as nnnpart as such a comprehensive device can be.
the Tube Tester may be adapted to bench or portable use.

-ignul generator. duce; readfrequencies, 100 kc. to 22
mc.. and direct reading also to 100 mc.. has
modulation onof- service, with bandspread audio
frequencies 25- 10.000 cycles. Audio, in three
bands, is saw -tooth wave and useful for oscillo-

*

*1

FEATURES
Tests all 4. 5.
0, 7-71. and

octal baso

*

Mites.
Tests all
odes.

Di-

Triodes.

Pentodes
and
Tet rule receiving tubes, as
well as many

transmitting

*

All services on 90.130 volts a.c. or d.c.

Shipping weight

slot°

s

R.F. and A.F. outputs Independently
obtainable alone. or with A.F. (any
frequency/ modulating R.F.
Output meter for connection across
primary of receives' output transformer for peaking with modulation

5.

B.

I.

NE. of the requirements of ever' service bends is a gord
Tube Tester. one that is rugged. dependable and ghes :a
convincing test. Our Tube Tester uses the we11- cstabh,hed

Ing.
3.

p.

TUBE TESTER

in five bands. all tunda
by front -panel switching.
band by harmonics to 105 Inc.

me.

also direct reading.

WITH VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCIES

)l illlanan,te r.

12

mentais.

Ultra

3.

to }10, also foregoing plus 20.
Instruments, 2.
10- Vacuum-tube voltmeter, 0 -15- 150 -750 volts. Instruments. 3.
11 -Short tester. including condensers. Instrument, 1.

Shipping Wright, s lbs.

GENEMETER

scope sweep.

ma.

test Instruments.

have long wanted to be able to make. so you can tell
wise her nindensers are good or not, what their capacity Is. and also check the condition and Induetanee
of audio roils. Including It filter chokes, and take
Instantaneous decibel readings of receivers and amplifiers. In other words, the ALI2.t} FER enable- you to
do a first -class servicing job. It has
carrying handle.

superint t.o
OUH
ing fundamental

10 40

This extremely
practically never afforded by multi Instruments, 3.
2-A-C Volts. 15 -150 -750 volts. Affords also output
meter service. Instruments, 3.
3- CAPACITY, .01-50 mid., all condensers, lncludIng electrolyt ids. Instruments, 1.
4-5 -1,000 Henries, coil loaded or not. Lutrumeua.

Allmeter. a 1,000 -ohms- per -volt d'Arsonval
TIrvInstrument. instead of being Just a volt -ohmammeter. k such an instrument. plus a.c. readings for
voltages and currents, also accurately measuring very
low red dance. funs below. mie ohm. also high resistance. capacity. bonne.. and decibels, comprising 22
instruments In one.
All eleven different elassificatlons of services performed by the AI.LMETEIL as tabulated at right,
comprising the equivalent of 22 Instruments. meet the
high requirements of modern servicing. The instruments are carefully made, calibrated and adjusted at
our large factory. and are ruggedly butt for long life.
Besides the usual circuit testing and measurements
th e a high -grade volt -ohm- milliammeter affords, this
instrument enables you to make those other tests you

!Ma
Separate Neon
Test for leakage or shuns
between
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adjustments.
without ink
Pairing efacienq or ac-

Complete with Four Tubes

of test.
t curacy
(tugged. foolproof construc-

tion. Built for
a

lifetime of

use.

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO.

Dept. RC-12

136 LIBERTY ST.,

N. Y. City
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HOW TO BUILD THE "ALARM CLOCK" WALL-RADIO

"SUPER - PRO"
CONSOLE A HIT!
new Hammarlund "Super -Pro"
THE
professional receiver console model

-presenting

professional efficiency.
stirring acoustical reproduction, and a
distinctive console-though announced
only a few weeks ago, has already become the talk of the country! The
brilliant low and high audio frequencies, characteristic of real high fidelity, are now completely available with
this new type console model with its
wide range heavy duty 15" speaker,
inclosed in a specially developed sealed
sound chamber. With this new type
sound chamber, the "boominess" or socalled cabinet resonance, is completely
eliminated. In addition, the range of
the loud speaker is extended approximately an octave.

The receiver itself. affords the
marked superior efficiency the professional demands for his critical measurement and air patrol work. Among
its outstanding features are: 2 stages
of R.F. on all bands; fractional microvolt sensitivity; absolute image rejection on all hands; electrical hand
spread; exclusive cam operated knife
switch (noiseless and trouble- free);
electrostatically shielded input coils;
calibrated band width (3 to 16 kc.),
sensitivity and audio gain controls;
phone jack; stainless steel full floating bearings; silver plated switch and
condenser contact; models for Tr/ to
240, 15 to 560, and 15 to 2000 meters,
etc.

...

TO RADIO SET
TO RADIO

ELEC ALARM
BUZZER OR
OTHER ELEC.
APPLIANCE.

Please mail me "Super -Pro" console bulletin.

TIME CLOCK
hq

/

Name

SW.i

Address
A
TO

_

60

H':A

(l'o OTHER

5w1

!

ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

CLOCK

SW.2

DOUBLE

OUTLET

BELL TRANS.

CONTROLLED
BY TIME CLOCK

ELEC.
BELL

W

SW.3, PART OF
CLOCK
TO TIME

11OV A.C.

CYCLE OUTLET

60

RC-12

m m-A

FIELD
COIL
OF

5W2

DOUBLE
OUTLET,
CONTROLLED
BY TIME CLOCK

MY At.

State

I- --

SET

TO

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO. INC.
424 -438 W. 33 St., N. Y. City

City

SET

(Continued from page 351)
% -in. thick. The radio set compartment has no
THE AUTOMATIC TIME CLOCK
back panel so that the chassis can very conThe time clock which plays such a major role
veniently be slipped in and out for servicing.
Two speaker grilles have been cut, one in each in the operation of this set is a self- starting
of the side panels, the extra one serving both movement which can be obtained in any electrical
to ventilate the set chamber and to relieve the appliance store. Around the periphery of the
dial are 48 equally- spaced metal "tabs"
pressure of the back sound waves of the speaker, clock
thereby preventing boominess or "cavity reson- which can be pulled in and out for a short
ance." Towards the rear of the first shelf will distance. (See Fig. 4A.) These tabs control the
operation of a switch which is built into the
be noticed a long % -in -wide vent, strategically
mechanism as an integral part of the clock
placed to ventilate the hot metal tubes (and
those tubes do get hot!). It serves its purpose (Sw.3 in Fig. 41.1) and which in turn controls
excellently provided the shelf is not packed too the current in the double outlet tap into which
full with books or other bulky objects. Placement are plugged the radio set and/or any other electrical appliance. Shunted across the internal
of the single mounting hole is quite important.
switch is a toggle switch (Sw.1 in Fig. 4,
It should be triangular -shaped and must be cut clock
exactly in the center if the completed cabinet A and 13) which is mounted, externally, directly
with its heavy chassis and speaker are to hang above the clock. This affords manual operation
all appliances normally controlled by the time
perfectly straight. If not successful in this of
Figure 4A shows, pictorially, how the time
operation and the cabinet does hang at an angle, clock.
clock
and the associated apparatus are intermerely drill a small hole in lower center of the
back panel and drive a nail or wood -screw into connected. Figure 4B shows all these connecthe wall. Note that the front panel is set -in about tions schematically.
Now let's suppose we wish to be awakened
%-in. so that the knobs of the receiver will be
at 6:00 in the morning by the radio receiver.
flush with the front edges of the cabinet.
We turn the toggle switch (Sw.1) to M (manual), turn the set "on" and tune to a station
THE INTERCOMMUNICATOR
which we know definitely is on the air at that
The ease with which a radio set (any set hav- early hour in the morning. The volume control
ing at least 2 stages of A.F. amplification) can is then set to a point sufficiently loud to awaken
be made to function as an intercommunicating us: Now, with the radio receiver all set, turn
system is quite remarkable. The necessary equip- it off by flipping the same toggle switch back to
ment comprises merely an extra speaker, a A (automatic). Don't touch the controls of the
"radio- talk -listen" selector switch, a length of set anymore. Now pull out the "tab" (around
the edge of the clock dial) which is directly be4-conductor cable, a voice coil -to -grid input transformer and a simple buzzing system. Of course hind the figure 6. In the morning, promptly at
mure elaborate systems than this may be in- 6 o'clock, the radio set will come on, play for
stalled by the individual constructor but the pur- 15 minutes and then shut off again. If we wish
pose served will be the same
intercommunica- it to remain on we merely pull out (the night
tion. Refinements in design will naturally bring before when we are setting the "works ") additional "tabs" adjacent to the one for 6 o'clock.
added conveniences such as bring able to talk
from either end instantly, without first signal- Each tab control 15 minutes of time; thus if
ing the opposite end, and turning the set on or 2 tabs are pulled out the radio will play for a
off from either end, but we'll leave these to the half -hour and then shut itself off, and so on.
Thus we have an "Alarmclock" Radio Set.
individual builder.
Inside the cabinet are mounted a bell and bell Figure 3 shows (in dotted lines) how the components of the system are connected to the re- ringing transformer which may be substituted
for
the radio set. Figure 4, A and B, show how
ceiver circuit. Each speaker is of the permanent magnet dynamic type and acts alternately as they are connected. Any electrical appliance may
microphone and loudspeaker by merely throwing be plugged into the double electric outlet conthe selector switch from its normal "radio" trolled by the clock and from then on be autoposition to either "talk" or "listen." The system matically turned on and/or off at any predetermined time. There are any number of other
functions as follows:
We'll assume that the set is turned on and is tasks which this arrangement can be made to
receiving a radio program. (The remote speaker, perform -tasks which the constructor will probably think of while he's building the "Alarm Incidentally, also hears radio programs and thus
acts as an extension speaker.) The party at clock" Wall-Radio Set.
Incidentally, a tone control has been added
the receiver we'll call "station No. 1." This is
the control station. The party at the remote to the set since Part I was written. This consists
of a 0.02 -mf. fixed condenser in series with
speaker we'll call "station No. 2." In order for
station No. 1 to call station 2, he need but flip a 0.1 -meg. potentiometer. They are shown in
the toggle switch to "silent" (this shorts the heavy lines in Fig. 3.
antenna to ground thereby silencing the radio
program) and then turn the "radio -talk-listen" LIST OF PARTS
switch (which is normally set to "radio") to One Cinaudagraph 5 -in.
"permag" dynamic
"talk." This operation automatically cuts off the
speaker;
radio program and "converts" his loudspeaker One 3 -pole, 3- contact switch;
into a microphone. To cull station No. 1 station *One voice coil -to -grid input transformer;
No. 2 has to signal by means of the buzzer One buzzing system;
whereupon station No. 1 turns his switch to 'One "Telechron" time clock;
"talk," says "O.K. come in" and then resets A single length of 4-conductor cable.
the switch to "listen." The person at the remote
Names of manufacturers will be supplied upon
station has no control over the system.
receipt of a stamped and self-addressed envelope.

For guaranteed superior results install this new Hammarlund "Super Pro' console model. Write department
EC -12 for further details. Mail coupon
below.
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CYCLE OUTLET
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ELEC .w
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a
a
BELL TRANS."

Fig. 4A. The pictorial (A) and schematic (B) diagrams showing how the time clock is connected to
control an electric outlet and hence any electrical instrument plugged into it.
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NEW CIRCUITS IN MODERN
RADIO RECEIVERS
(Continued from page 345)
considerable IS. signal fluctuation is
conducted through the feedback coil. While the
oscillator coils are not tuned to the I.F. there
is adequate I.F. voltage developed across then
to provide added gain through feedback. The
I.F. circuits are stabilized and broadened by the

that

use

a

a

of "filled cores'.

(5) Suppressor -Grid Regeneration
Philco Model 38 -60 Code 125. Stabilized regeneration is obtained in the small Philco receivers by using the suppressor -grid as the feedback coupling agent as in Fig. 1E. The suppressor-grid of the I.F. tube is grounded through
a small coil coupled to the control -grid coil in
such a way as to produce some regeneration.
This is possible through the use of "filled core"
I.F. transformers which introduce sufficient loss
at resonance to provide stability. Its advantage
is increased gain of the receiver without using
additional stages. The amount of regeneration
is not sufficient to impair the practical fidelity

THAT'S NO
I ORDINARY HEADLINE, MISTER, I KNOW
I TOOK 'EM AT THEIR
WORD AND SWAPPED MY
NAME FOR WHAT TURNED OUT
TO BE THE SWELLEST RADIO
CATALOG I'VE EVER SEEN-

-

characteristics.
(6) Direct Cou ^ling To Discriminator Input

RCA Model 812K. As will be observed by reference to Fig. 1F. the I.F. is induced into one
of 2 coila in series and the auxiliary double winding of the discriminator is coupled to the other:
The top of this intermediate or "link" circuit is
directly attached to the center of the secondary
auxiliary winding. While D.C. flows in the link
circuit, capacity coup.ing to the discriminator
input secondary is avoided; as well as the need
for a choke coil.

(Continued front page

Page after page of the world's greatest line of amplifiers and public address systems. There's money
in this new field and the FREE catalog shows you
how to make it. Whether you rent, sell or install,
this is the book for sou.

35G)

Some extra special subjects I enjoy are Operating Notes, Members' Forum, Radio Service
Data Sheets, and Latest Radio Equipment.
I'm 19 years old and I work in a radio service

department store in Oakland, California, during
the day and do radio work during my spare
time at home.
I would like to exchange photographs with
other members so we could get acquainted.
ROBERT W. Merge,

(3k)

1

that wilt
astound you. Consult with our engineering staff for
special "rigs". No obligation, of course.
at prices

)

Contest Rules
(1) An award of a 1 -year subscription to
Radio-Craft will be given to each person who
submits a WITTIQUIZ that the Editors consider suitable for publication in Radio-Craft.
(2) WITTIQUIZZES should preferably be
typed: use only one side of paper.
(3) Submit as many WITTIQUIZZES as you
care to-the more you submit the more chance
you have of winning -but each should be good.
14). Each WITTIQUIZ must incorporate
humorous elements, and must be based on some
term used in radio, public address or electronics.
(5) All answers must be grouped, by question number and correct-answer letter, on a
separate sheet of paper.
(6) All contributions become the property of
Radio -Craft. No contributions can be returned.
(7) This contest is not open to Radio -Craft
employees or their relatives.
(8) The contest for a given month closes on
the 15th of the 3rd month preceding magazine
issue date. (For instance, contributions to February. 1938, Radio- Craft, on the newsstands
about Jan. 1, must be received at Radio-Craft
editorial offices not later than Nov. 15th, 1937.)
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home appliances, toys.

vicemen w'll find this part of the catalog
particularly valuable. The finest in set testers, tube
checker , oscilloscopes, etc. at prices that will make
you sit if, and take notice.

(35b)
(37a)
(38e)

ping front JI'holesale's
special Xmas catalog,

40 pages of "extra
valute "giftbuys featuring nationally advertised electric trains,

TEST INSTRUMENTS
You

(385

CATALOG

Do your Xmas shop-

Every nationally advertised line of amateur equip.

Pane 356)

GUESSWORK

V,af

FREE

RADIO WITTIQUIZ

THE

OUT OF XMAS SHOPPING WITH THIS

"HAM" RECEIVERS
WHOLESALE Catalog and

(28c)
(20e)
(30a)
(31d)

TAKE

own honer.

nient- receivers and parts. They're all in this FREE

A

dios, "Hans" receivers,
Test instruments on
Wholesale's Easy Payment Plan, outlined in
the FREE Catalog.

î pages of sets, shoving 70 models. Priced so low,
that the "extra set" need no longer be just a hope.
Study the LAFAYETTE line in the FREE catalog
and you'll learn what real radio value is. Prices
range from 8.75 to 99.50. 30 day free trial in your

Thanks for the bouquet, "Bob." Most Service
Men pick the same departments you do. Incidentally, mail addressed tu "Bob" will be forwarded by Radio-Craft.

Answers
(32c)
(33b)

Get your P.A. equipment, L,I F: f METTE ra-

LAFAYETTE RADIOS

Hayward, Calif.
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TAKE THE
TO LEARN

aAOio

RADIO
PHYSICS

pHy
a

pU

COURSE

Ghirardi's 1 VOLUME
RADIO PHYSICS
972PD.COURSE s4
if

You. too, can pick up RADIO quickly. i1 you will let
ohirardi help you. In almost no time t
you'll completely
ietel. master the
bj1ect.
because OhirarrdPs 97a -pave
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is such easy read ing, so
pie. so absorbing. and so exciting..thatnyou
won't
it down from the time you start with simple
lectriw! theory to where you wind up with television
under your belt! Sure, ahorarai gives pyou 'the whole
svorks"-everything you want to know about RADIO.
ELECTRICITY. SOUND -and even TELEVISION! It's as
simple as A a C. That's why more radio schools and students u
it than any other radio book in thew ld. They
the
a
SOS
tsay ions
onesareh`woris-at by more! than the
low price of only
for the whole book! When are you
start? Don't put t off -get going-learn RADIO
NOWfrom this one great book!! Mail the Coupon below
AT ONCE! Remember every penny of your money back it
not fully sabs red!

-

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN FROM THIS BOOK!

Electrical

Electric
Music
Electrons
. Resistance
Electric Units and Circuits
Cgs: t .
ElecOhm's Law . . Batteries . . Magnetism
.
Transformers
Inductance
tromagnetism
.
Filters
Condensers . . Alternating Current. Circuits
Measuring Instruments . . Radio Waves
Receiving
Eqand Radiations
Broadcast Stations
Vacuum Tubes
Radio and Audio
uipment
pe hetenalyues
.
.
Loud
Frequency Amplification
.
Power
Speakers
Battery Operated Receivers
Automhiie
Electric Receivers
Supply Volts
Phonograph Pickups
á Aircraft Receivers .
.
PhotoP. A. Systems Television
Short -Wave Receivers
.
Antennas and Grounds
electric Cells .
Sound Motion
Testing and Servicing Receivers
856 *Review Questions
Pictures
Appendixes
AND LOTS MORE!
for Self -Study

Sound.

Speech

and

.

.

.

.

.

.

Snip Ibis Coupon out!
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EXPERIMENTS
25 -Piece Kit! cos.'se comm...
gist Apparatus -Not Toys!
Wire Lp the
extenr.de1éctor,
sion pose
.
elemro- plating.
furnace. circuit tester. rectifier.
light 4.000 -ft.
110 -volt motor,
range. secret service phone. generate
n.tan health rays, make electric stove,
etc.

Contains
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110 -volt A.C. motor, micro.
phone, transformer, polarised test recondenser,
ceiver.
E
compass,
plating
Hoax,
soli inductances. magnet- anodes,
r reducer,
at
rso, tllpe, etc.
tear socket. 110.volt it
Our kits used by leading
kit!
Manuals. Theory ElecRooks Free
tricity-Radio. Pm` for
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Bench. etc.
60'7, books (value over
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3c stamp brtngscatalog.
ELECTRICAL SALVAGE CO., Box 52452 Lincoln. Nebr.
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reward. Simple electric
opening doors, announcing
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c iy order
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ll. Operateelectric
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in1çmachines.
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radng
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counters. laundry ln co
counters. nil burner safety controls
and many other devices. A postcard will bring complete
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k

information for any special annucations

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,

St.

SEMI -A.V.C. ACTION
At no- signal, bias is determined solely by
residual noise level. At low signal level, the
bias will be somewhat higher but low enough
to permit good 6C5 amplification. At high signal
level, bias increases. Thus we have something
of an A.V.C. action which works to automatically
control the 6C5 amplification to some extent,
preventing extremely large orders of power output on the one hand and low V3 gain when
signals are weak on the other. Not that we are
interested in weak signals in this particular
receiver -but it is nonetheless good to know
that we have this bias control and that the 6C5
will do a wide -open job on DX when and if it
is to be intercepted. .
The 6C5 is parallel- plate-fed from "B plus"
through a 50,000 -ohm resistor R3, and the earphone is connected into the output circuit
through condensers C5 and C6, both of which
are 0.25 -mf. units, tested for low leakage. IT

SHOULD BE NOTED HERE THAT THE
CRYSTAL EARPHONE MUST BE ISOLATED
IN SOME SUCH WAY FROM D.C.; conden-

ser C6 may be eliminated -but both condensers,
in each leg, afford reserve protection and
are advised.
A 25Z6 rectifier delivers a pulsating D.C. to
the filter system input. The filter, note, requires no audio choke and simply consista of
4
mf. input and output electrolytics and a
smoothing resistor R4-which may be anything
from 1,000 to 5,000 ohms in value. Due to the
low total current drain, resistor filtering is quite
permissible. A value for R4 should be selected
which will give from 90 to 100 V. "B" output
with a minimum of hum. Hum, of course, cannot be tolerated in an earphone or headphone
receiver.

one

.

.
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(Continued from page 337)
for shortest possible leads to associated com-

R2. (b) a change in actual carrier level, or
(c) a change of carrier selection.

0
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BEGINNERS! -BUILD THIS "TINY TIM" 4 -TUBE SET
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THE TUNING SYSTEM
It is quite apparent that a set such as this
one will be used primarily to receive programs
transmitted by the 4 or 5 network stations in
some one metropolitan area. It is further apparent that the conventional ganged tuning condenser takes up appreciable room on any chassis
-even if of midget construction. In this job
we therefore dispense with the use of a variable.
employ a 2- section selector switch designed for
contact shorting as the arms pass across the
various points, and wire -in trimmer condensers
so tuned that individually or in parallel, as the
the case may be, they will permit the selection
of any one of 5 desired stations.
The capacities are addative in each switch
section, one. alone, determining what signal
shall be intercepted at the high -frequency end
of the band; this one and the next adding to
trim to the desired signal lower in the band;
these 2 and a 3rd adding to tune in a 3rd signal
still lower in frequency, and so on. In other
words, as the selector switch arms move across
the contact points more and more capacity is
added and stations lower and lower in frequency are received. Trimming. of course, must
be accurate for maximum gain on each desired
signal and precise alignment of the 2 circuits.
Fixed condensers cannot be used. (Readers may
be interested in noting a preceding article on
selective tuning using trimmers in parallel; see
"Making the Lazyman '4' Receiver," Radio -Craft,
October 1935. Edfror)

CONSTRUCTION
The chassis is formed from a single piece of
sheet steel or aluminum 7% ins. long by 6 ins.
wide. A length of 1ií ins. is folded down 90 deg.
to form a chassis rear support, and 3% ins.,
at the other end, folded up 90 deg. to make the
panel for the volume control and selector switch.
The complete assembly will be held upright
by means of the volume and selector control

shafts, which will protrude through the cabinet
front wall.
The center part of this folded piece should
be stamped with an LD -1 type die for 4 retainerring-mounting moulded sockets. Seven small
holes will be required for controls, for line -cord
entry, and for leads up through the chassis to
the controls and to fahnatock clips to be screwed
down at the rear of the wooden cabinet for
earphone connection.
Install the 4 octal sockets, positioning each

Please Say That You Saw It in
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grommet all of the 5 holes through
which leads will be passed, mount the controls,
and solder a 2 -point tie -assembly on the front
panel (rear surface), as shown on the chassis
layout diagram Fig. 313. The antenna transformer, Ll, may be mounted on the panel to
the immediate right of the selector switch
(toward the right edge of the panel), as it is
an extremely small unit. Coil L2 should be
installed below- chassis, and so that it will clear
socket terminals amply and leave room for byponents,

pass and

filter condensers.

all filaments, following the circuit
diagram as shown in Fig. 1. (One filament of
V3 connects to "B minus" and chassis, with V2,
VI, and V4 in line for series follow -up to R5,
which is the 250 -ohm A.C. line -cord filament
dropping resistor.) Wire -in all capacities except
those to be used for signal selection, all resistors,
and all other items. Condensers C5 and C6 should
be connected to the terminals of the 2 -point tie assembly mentioned above, and their free leads
insulated from each other and properly connected -one to chassis at some convenient point,
one to the 6C5 plate.
Resistor R4 is shown in the under-chassis
photo as an ordinary carbon resistor, but as
some changes in value will be experimentally
necessary until proper filtering action is obtained, it might be best policy here to substitute a 5,000 -ohm, 10 W. resistor with adjustable tap and a total resistance of 5,000 ohms.
Fuses in both legs of the A.C. line are advisable
-but there may be no room for installation of
Connect

these items.
Be sure coils

LI

and L2 are correctly con-

with the return for L1 brought not to
but to the "high" end of R2. Insert
connect ordinary, magnetic -type headto leads wired from C5 and C6, and test
for proper voltages and for hum content -adjusting R4 until good "H" voltage is bad with
a maximum of filtering action.

nected.
chassis
tubes,
phones

ALIGNMENT

Add a short temporary antenna, connecting it
to the outside lead of Cl or directly to the Ll
antenna terminal, decide upon your desired high frequency limit station, and then solder a
variable trimmer to the first selector point in
each switch section, making sure both contacts
are simultaneously wiped by the two selector
arms. See Fig. 1. Return that for the antenna
stage to chassis-ground and that for the detector stage to R2, as shown.
Trim each until the desired station is heard
and the 2 circuits are in precise alignment.
Switch to the number 2 contacts and add trimmers here, adjusting these until their capacity,
added to that of the highest- frequency station
trimmers (which should not be readjusted),
brings in a 2nd desired signal "on the nose."
Wire -in trimmers to points 3, 4, and 5, remembering that each capacity in each section
adds to previously- placed capacities as the wiper
arms contact them, and adjusting for circuit
alignment to stations lower in the band. When
this work is completed, you will be able to
switch to any one of a maximum of 6 stations
(if 5 switch points are available) and without
further attention to the trimmers- which, once
set. should need but occasional attention and
then only after extended periods of set operation.
A small square or oblong cabinet of wood.
sized to permit a rather close chassis fit., is
suggested. This may be finished as the individual
builder desires. That for the laboratory model
has its surfaces covered with a cloth material
matching certain bedroom furnishings and is
provided with a "5 and 10 cent store" draw
pull as a "lift" and finishing touch.
An external antenna, as we have earlier
hinted, will be neither necessary nor advisable.

A few turns of insulated wire, wound around
the inside of the cabinet and thumb -tack
secured, should afford all the pick -up required
for reception of any local station. Volume will
be quite adequate and .- egnal -to -noise ratio good.

RADIO MAKES CINEMA OF
PILOT'S HEART

According to a U.P, report of last month the
Central Laboratory of Aviation Medicine, Moscow, U.S.S.R.. utilizes radio means to listen to
and record on film a pilot's heart activity during

flight!
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SERVICING
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from pogo 353)
Have had the set repaired twice for the sume
trouble. that is, burned -out 5,000 -ohm resistor
and 0.05 -mf. 400 V. condenser in 1st I.F. stage.
These parts are contained in the same can with
the 1st I.F. transformer. What would you say
was the probable cause fur this trouble?
(A) A frequent cause for hum, loss in power
and some distortion in Midwest 11 -36 receivers
has been found to lie with the cathode bypasn
condensers for the 1st audio and driver stages.
These 12-mf. electrolytic units suffer a reduction
in capacity due to heat and other causes. It may
be advisable to shunt the cathode bias resistors
with 25 mf., 25 V. units to determine whether
the condensers in question are the seat of the
difficulty. Should the hum condition clear, new
condensers are ensi!y wired in to replace those
at fault.
The fact that the plate filter consisting of resistor and condenser is the 1st 1.F. plate circuit
has been replaced upon two occasions does not
possess any particular significance in itself, since
this defect is quite common in this receiver.
but the heat generated by the carbonization of
the plate filter resistor each time the bypass
condenser short- circuited, and the handling of
the 1.F. transformer and associated wiring, undoubtedly has altered the frequency to which
the transformer was originally tuned. A complete realignment of all tuned circuits with a
reliable signal generator is advised.

BROAD TUNING, POOR TONE
(35) W. L. Jones. Johnson City, Tenn.
(Q.) I am servicing a model 808 Atwater
Kent. This set has the complaint of broad tuning,
frequency shifting, with tuning indicator broad
and poor tone. What would you say is the cause
for this trouble?
(A.) When distortion, broad tuning and incorrect calibration troubles are experienced on
the Atwater Kent model 808, with the attendant
circumstance of a wide indication of the tuning
indicator or shadowgraph, most likely the cause
lies with the A.V.C. circuit. First determine the
cathode voltage on the R.F. 58 and 1st I.F. 58
tubes (with no signal tuned in), with the 10 V.
scale of a 1000 ohms/volt meter. A reading of
1 V. should be obtained from cathode to ground
of each of these tubes. Then check the cathode
voltage while tuning the receiver to station
resonance. The reading obtained now should
increase as resonance is reached and fall as the
receiver is tuned off resonance. When cathode
voltage on the R.F. ur 1st I.F. tubes does not
increase as stilted, check the 0.05 -mf. R.F. and
1st I.F. grid filters in the secondary returns of
these stages for a "shorted" or leaky condition.
A change in value or open- circuiting of the 2
meg. load resistor in the A.V.C. circuit will produce a similar complaint.

FUN WITH RADIO PARTS
(Continued from page 330)
station announcement. Instead, you come in with
your own announcement (having previously
grounded the antenna or otherwise cut out the
radio station in some way), leading off with some
such statement as, "This is station W - -. We interrupt our program at this point to make a
special announcement. Mr. John Q. Pinchpenny
has just won a $10,000 sweepstakes. Will Mr.
Pinchpenny please get in touch with this station
as soon as possible? We now return you to our
studio."
Mr. Pinchpenny, one of your guests for the
evening, gets himself into a lather thinking about
the $10,000; and the guests who were previously
(and similarly) "initiated" go into hysterics. The
trick here is not in the radio -set hook -up, shown
in Fig. 413. but in the "line" you work up for
the "broadcast."
How about it, fellows, have you ever put on
such a "party" tw Mr. Palmer outlines? Radio Craft will be glad to receive contributions from
renders who have actually worked up entertainment novelties, based on radio, not mentioned
in this article. Come on! Let's hear from you!
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SPECIAL REPLACEMENT

`Yrzetau.jet CONTROLS
with the New SILENT SPIRAL
plug 5- FINGER " /knee

-

CONNECTOR

action" ELEMENT CONTACT

Out goes noise at the two most critical points
in any control!
Sliding, metal -to -metal contact the most
common cause of control noise is definitely
eliminated by the latest IRC engineering triumph, the Silent Spiral Connector. Because it
provides positive, continuous electrical connection between the center terminal and volume
adjustment arm, there is no chance for noise
to originate. With element noise also eliminated
by the famous IRC 5- Finger "Knee Action"
Silent Element Contact, you have double assurance of the smoothest controls you've ever
used controls that are quiet and stay quiet!

--

-

Silent Spiral Connector available only on IRC Special Replacement Controls... designated in Guide with prefix' J."
5-Finger "Knee Action" Element Contact supplied on all
IRC Controls.

GET THIS
NEW GUIDE

FREE!

The most complete guide ever
offered. Contains more than 200
pages listing IRC Standard and

Special Replacement Controls for
practically every receiver.

i

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
NORTH BROAD STREET. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
.actor, or L,cn ,n Cnd England. Frnc./. Grrnny. ItIy Dnrnrl, nd Aulr.,
401

MAKERS OF RESISTANCE UNITS OF MORE TYPES, IN MORE SHAPES, FOR
MORE APPLICATIONS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD
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15 -W. AMPLIFIER
HIGH GAIN, LOW HUM LEVEL

NEW
FEATURES

tr*S--VAST,

HERE'S THE TUBE COMPLEMENT
BOOK YOU'VE BEEN WAITING
FOR SO LONG!

SERVICEMEN have been waiting
a long time for any Tube Complement Book. Now they can
get
not just "any" Tube Complement Book but a big, 168 page
manual, so far as we know the most
complete and unabridged book of
its kind ever printed and it costs
you exactly a quarter.

- -

-

Just look at what two bits brings you:
1. Tube complement listings for

10,386 models.
2. Listings for 259 companies.
3. Most complete compilation of
i -f

peaks available.

4. Helpful articles dealing with

tube selling, etc.
Names and addresses of all
active radio receiver manufacturers.
6. And many other features, too
numerous to list.
Yes sir! Two bits brings you dividends at the rate of 1000%, in the
form of time and money saved. And
time and money saved is time and
money earned.
Earn yourself some extra time and
some extra money. Send 25c and the
coupon below for your copy of the
Sylvania Tube Complement Book.
Or see your local jobber: he may be
able to supply you.
5.

SYLVANIA
Set- Tested Radio Tubes

Also Makers of famous Hygrade Lamp Bulbs

r
III-GRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
Emporium, Pa.
RC-127
Enclosed please find 25c. Send me my copy
of your new Tube Complement Book right
away.

Name
Address

State

City

Dealer
Amateur

Service Man

Experimenter

(Continued from page 351)
check your amplifier on a good record or with a
good crystal microphone. Give it a good workout
for tone quality and for hum. If the unit has
been properly wired and the parts laid out as
specified the hum will be unnoticeable, even at
full power output. The amplifier has been operated under all the conditions of service for which
it is intended and has proved to have those characteristics which make a good amplifier "good."
This amplifier was designed to give the sound
engineer fully -matched transformers and chokes
with other accessories, to build a better-performing unit, consistent with low cost. than is the
case with average custom -built amplifiers whose
parts ordinarily come from different sources and
which therefore are difficult to match.

Those leads. which must be shielded are so
indicated on the circuit diagram, Fig. 1. A long
piece of braid running near the back and then
along the left side of the chassis is the common
ground lead. It terminates, in the rear right hand corner, onto a ground screw. For general
public address work it will not be necessary to
actually ground on the chassis. Of course, if
the unit is to be installed in a location where
there are strong magnetic fields the chassis may
have to be grounded in order to maintain its low
hum level.
(If the amplifier is to be used as speech input
equipment for amateur transmitter purposes the
chassis must be very well grounded. This grounding does much to eliminate feedback of R.F.
from the antenna system back into the speech
line. )
The amplifier is a combination glass-metal tube
unit. No attempt has been made to utilize one
given type of tube, making the amplifier either
all-glass or all-metal. The selection of each particular type of tube was governed by the efficiency
of that tube in the working circuit. The 6C6 tubes
were chosen for their low hem characteristics.
They are non- microphonic-a feature which is
non -existent in most metal tubes of an equivalent type. The 6A3s form a low- impedance source,
so necessary when the amplifier is to act as a
driver unit for a class B stage, and at the same
time give exceptionally fine quality of reproduction of the voice input.

WIRING PROCEDURE

-

No special system of wiring is required. It is
suggested. however. that all the solid parts
transformers, chokes, electrolytic,. etc. -be
mounted before any wiring is attempted. The
clearance holes in the chassis, for mounting the
various components should be for 6 -32 screws.
Use a lock- washer under each and every nut
anchoring all parts down solidly and permanently. After these parts are in, the tie -blocks for
the small condensers and resistors may be put
into place.
The input circuit, with its shielding may be
wired -in. The input, by the way, will take care
of just about every signal condition with the
exception of condenser mikes, which require a
polarizing high potential. If a carbon mike is
to be used at any time it is to be connected directly to the terminals marked MIC -CT -MIC.
No battery is needed, the power for the mike
being built into the amplifier.
The very fine quality of this amplifier is due
in no small measure to the self -bias, supplied by
the type 1t2 tube. Note that the output from this
supply is negative, that is, the terminal goes to
ground. Be certain that the electrolytic filter
condensers are connected properly or they will
go "west" in no time.
In wiring use nothing but goal resin-core
solder. No matter what the label tells you on
these "no acid" bottles. don't use them, for your
amplifier will, no doubt, go completely sour and
sound like a hail storm.
The output transformer will accommodate all
series and parallel combinations of speakers. In
addition a 250- and a 500-ohm line connection
is available.

-

TESTING THE AMPLIFIER
On completing the wiring of the nmplifier
carefully check every circuit. A continuity meter
will be a considerable help. It will also serve as
a ground tester. Take into consideration, of
course. that there will be a slight deflection on
the meter when checking for grounds due to the
bleeder and other resistors. Being assured that
all wires are in their proper places, the amplifier is now ready for an electrical check.
The circuit diagram shows, at the various tubes,
the voltages to be expected at those points, as

measured to ground.
It must be understood, of course, that these
figures are the average values to be expected
since any variation in the line voltage will give
a corresponding variation in the measured voltages. Also, these voltage readings will vary
slightly with the commercial variation in the
component parts. Differences up to 10 percent
are not unusual and will not materially affect
the characteristics of your amplifier. Finally.

Please Say That You Saw It in
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LIST OF PARTS

One type

type
type
type
type
One type
One type
One type
One
One
One
One

Ch.4

4203
2294
2357
1751
2162
1122
1133
1129

plate impedance. Ti
input trans., T2:
output trans.. T3;
power transformer, P.T.;
;

filter choke. Ch.1
filter choke, Ch.2;
filter choke, Ch.3;
microphone -supply filter choke.

;

One type

20303 chassis

with all sockets and

terminal strips installed;
One 20292 cover;
One 20420 panel:
Two National Union type 6C6 tubes;
Two National Union type 6C5 tubes;
Two National Union type 6A3 tubes;
One National Union type 83 tube:
One National Union type 32 tube;
Two Muter condensers, 0.1 -mf., 400 V.;
Two Cornell-Dubilier condensers, 25 mf., 25 V.;
One Cornell -Dubilier condenser. 25 mf., 50 V.;
Two Cornell-Dubilier condensers, 4 mf., 200 V.;
One Cornell -Dubilier condenser, 3 mf., 200 V.;
One Muter condenser, 0.1 -mf.. 400 V.;
One Muter condenser, 0.01 -mf., 400 V.
One Solar condenser, S mf., 475 V.:
One Solar condenser, 16 mf., 475 V.;
Two Cornell-Dubilier condensers, 25 mf., 100 V.;
Two Muter condensers. 0.01 -mf., 1000 V.;
One I.R.C. resistor. 10,000 ohm, 1 W. ;
One I.R.C. resistor, 300 ohm, 1 W. ;
Two I.R.C. resistors, 200 ohm, 1 W.;
One I.R.C. resistor, 0.5 -meg., 1 W.;
Two 1.R.C. resistors, 0.1 -meg., 1 W. ;
Three I.R.U. resistors, 50,000 ohm. 1 W.;
Three I.R.C. resistors, 2.500 ohm, 1 W. ;
One 1.R.C. resistor, 0.25 -meg., 1 W.:
One Continental Carbon resistor, 0.25-meg.:
One I.R.C. resistor. 20.000 ohm, 1 W.;
One Ohmite resistor, 15,000 ohm, 10 W.;
One I.R.C. resistor, 2,000 ohm. 1 W.;
One Continental Carbon resistor, 0.5-meg.:
One I.N.C. resistor, 500 ohm, 1 W.;
One Ohmite resistor, 3,000 ohm, 10 W. ;
One S.P.S.T. switch;
Two tube shields;
Three ft. of ! (, -in. wire shielding;
One 6 ft. line cord and plug:
Two 14-in. bar knobs;
One "Gain" name plate:
One "Tone" name plate;
Eight double mounting strips;
One resistor mounting panel 21/4 x 3 x 1 /16 -in.
bakelite;
One "On -Off" name plate.
*Names of manufacturers will be supplied upon
receipt of a stamped and self-addressed envelope.

Fig.

B.

Underside view of the amplifier.
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NEW CONSOLE UTILIZES
"BASS REFLEX"
(Continued from page 335)
For instance, they certainly permit very little
low -frequency response. In many console cabinets
bass response is maximum -resonance occurs
between approximately 120 and 150 cycles and
in table -type cabinets between 140 and 220 cycles
which, of course, results in very loud "boomy"
reproduction of both speech and many instruments. It is, of course, possible to remove this
boom quality by many methods, but ordinarily
the means are inadequate unless the bass range
is extended: this is true because reproduction of
certain types of music will certainly suffer from
a deficiency In bass response. The use of electrical compensation in a receiver is only slightly
successful when the acoustic system is inefficient,
because, excessive compensation limits the apparent output of the system.
It is also well known that the low- and middle low frequency response depends, to a great extent, upon the "acoustical environment" of the
cabinet, that is, (1) the distance of the cabinet
from the wall, and (2) the absorption characteristic of the wall. Most of the above difficulties can be charged to what may be termed a
"non -controlled rear radiation" from the speaker.

-
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034
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proper design the low- frequency efficiency of the
speaker is materially increased. The marked
resonant peak which makes speech "boomy"
can be eliminated. In the bass reflex system a
higher degree of efficiency in the output range
has been obtained than in any other system heretofore designed to accomplish the same result.
The tremendous improvement provided by this
system is very evident from a special test which
was made, affording the results shown in Table I.

and Closed-Back Reproducers
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The effect from 40 to 100 cycle., is very advantageous because it definitely brings up the
real bass response. Between 120 and 200 cycles
the effect is also very advantageous because this
removes the "boominess" or so- called cabinet
resonance. The bass reflex system is effective in

Catalog

just send coupon.

Whether you're a Dealer, Service man, SoundSpecialist, or Amateur- Experimenter. you need
ALLIED's 1938 Catalog. It brings you everything
you need in one book. at lowest prices. Over 12,000
Parts, for building or repairing any circuit. Complete Amateur Section -all nationally -known lines
of receivers, transceivers, transmitters- factorybuilt or kit form. Test Equipment for every service
requirement. including new instrument -kits. Sound
and Inter -Com Systems -Builders' Kits of every
type Books, Tools, Tool- Kits --every radio requirement.
ALLIED's high standards and rigorous testing
assure you of highest quality. Fast dependable shipment (stocks all under one roof) saves your time.
And ALLIED's prices (possible through tremendous volume) save you money. That's why
thousands buy from ALLIED! For free catalog,
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extending the range of the loudspeaker approximately an octave. The "port" or rectangular
opening, located beneath the loudspeaker opening.
which is a feature of the bass reflex system behaves as an auxiliary diaphragm.
The large-size reproducer used provides the
effective diaphragm area to afford high -fidelity
reproduction.
The "Super -Pro" receiver used in this console
identical to the standard model made for table
model or rack and panel except for 2 slight
modifications to simplify tuning. One of these
is the removal of the variable-beat oscillator control: but the C.W.-Modulation switch has still
been retained. The other is the removal of the
Stand -by switch. Both of these features, while
important to the amateur or professional operator, are not necessary for home use. All of the
other important features-such as variable band
width (3 to 16 ke.). electrical band spread.
tropic -proofed chassis, 2 tuned R.F. stages on all
bands, tuning meter, and so on -have all been
retained.
This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

WORLD -WIDE RANGE

AT PRICES THAT CHALLENGE

To remedy this, the basa reflex system enclosure
is used. This minimizes the short -comings of a
cabinet by controlling the rear radiation. By
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-LUIGI GALVANI -200TH
((lultitnu d front Iwo,

Ing electricity by means of a contact established
between 2 substances of different nature. 'This
experiment of his, which has become universally
known as "Galvani's frog's legs experiment,"
marks an epoch in electrical (and radio) history.
Little indeed was known 200 years ago about

electricity. All that had been transmitted to us
through our ancestors was that a piece of well-

polished yellow amber was known to possess the
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I

ance. In presenting the
Radio -Craft 30 -tube re-
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all the most useful
and desirable developments which constitute
modern radio," it is sig-

nificant that
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body. Following this, he made important discoveries, and found among other things that 2
metallic substances of different nature, when put
into contact, with one another, produce opposite
electricity. Yet by denying the presence of electricity in animal bodies, he made a mistake as
was to be demonstrated later on.
It would take us too long to follow, step by
step, these wonderful experiments. However before concluding, let us add that in later years,
Oeratedt, Arago and Ampere discovered the
identity of magnetic and electric currents; they
succeeded in obtaining electric currents from
magnetic one, and vice versa. As a science, electricity may be said to exist only from that date.
Since then it has not ceased to progress with
giant strides and one may verily say that it now
governs our whole existence.
Galvanï s life went on afterwards in quietness
and peace and there remains nothing else worth

mentioning except the fact that during the
Revolution, having refused to take the oath of
fidelity towards the new constitution, which all

officials were obliged to do, he was forced for
a time to retire from his post which, however,
he was not long to take up again. He died in
1798 in Bologna, Italy, which raised a monument
to his memory in 1879.

metals.
Alessandro Volta. Professor of Physics in
Pavie (Italy), inspired himself with those experiments and found that the source of electricity was to be identified with the metal and
not, like Galvani had believed, with the animal

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO
TORONTO

property of momentarily attracting certain light
substances. Researches were actively pursued
during the 17th century but they gave very
poor results, until Benjamin Franklin discovered
the identity of lightning and electricity and constructed the first "lightning rod." However, it
was not until Galvani made his experiments
that the difference between (1) static electricity
produced by the mere frictional contact of 2
different substances, and (2) dltnamie electricity
which can be obtained chemically and is found
to pervade matter and the earth, was demonstrated. Later on, Volta came and devised the
cell, and then almost immediately its derivative.
the battery which made available practicable
amounts of electricity.
It was sheer chance, we repeat, which brought
Galvani to his discovery. One day, as a Professor of Anatomy, he was observing the contractions of a frog's legs which became animated with a sort of spasm each time a flash
came out of an electric conductor placed nearby.
The contractions were, without doubt, but simple
reactions: However, Galvani saw in them but
the confirmation of a theory which was dear to
him, mainly that they were due to the electricity (later to be called "animal electricity")
contained in the animal body. From that time,
he devoted himself, heart and soul, to these particular experiments.
He continued to use frogs' legs and one day,
he hung some of them on the railing of his
balcony. He noticed that violent reactions were
produced every time he brought the frog's legs
near the iron railings. The contractions were
even more noticeable when he would bind the
nerves or spine of the little animal to its muscles
by means of a metallic wire. Galvani concluded
from that, that frogs' legs could be considered
as matter charged with electricity, and that the
nerves and muscles of which they were constituted could be "unloaded" (discharged) like
a condenser by means of the metallic wire. However, he had noticed that the contractions of the
frog's legs were even more pronounced when
the wire employed was made out of 2 different

:
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Galvanis electroplating experiment.

NEW 20 -TUBE SET INTRODUCES
DISTORTIONLESS A.F. EXPANSION
(Continued from pape 341)

practically shake the walls of the auditorium.

If

this program were picked up by a microphone
and transmitted without the monitoring, the soft
passages would be lost In the transmitter noises,
interferences and static, while the extremely loud
passage. would overload the transmitter so badly
and would be so distorted as to be without value.
The control operator, at the transmitter, therefore increases the volume of the soft passagees
to make them audible and decreases the volume
of the loud passages to prevent overload of the
transmitter. This operation is called compression. The receiver, then, reproduces what is
transmitted and not what is played by the
orchestra!
It is therefore, desirable in building a more
nearly perfect radio receiver to accomplish the
opposite of compression or, namely, expansion.
This means that the low -volume passages must
be made still lower and that the high -volume
passages must be expanded to still higher
volumes. This ha« been accomplished in several
ways, in the past, all of which are imperfect.
One system used a variable -resistance tube in
the output stage of the receiver. This method
produced some expansion but very seriously impaired the maximum acoustical power output
of the receiver. Another method employed an

Please Say That You Saw

It

in RADIO-CRAFT

automatically- variable voltage on an additional
grid of one of the audio tubes. This was satisfactory, within a limited range of expansion,
but introduced serious distortion when the required range of expansion was used. Other
schemes too exhibited this failing.

One company's engineers used all these systems in the past and in using them became
thoroughly acquainted with their faults and
limitations. It became apparent that any type
of an expander affecting voltages on any element
of any tube used in the audio amplifier, could

not be satisfactory.
This new circuit was then developed. which
uses variable voltages only on tubes which are
not a part of the A.F. amplifier and therefore
can not introduce distortion.

THEORY OF HAND -OPERATED
VOLUME CONTROL IS IDEAL!
The circuit in Fig. IA shows a manually operated volume control which has been
eminently successful for many years. It controls
volume between any desired limits from maximum
overload to zero (0) without introducing distortion. It, however, must be operated by hand.

It

became the task

of the Midwest Research

RADIO -CRAFT

for

DECEMBER,

Dept. to adapt this theoretically -perfect type of
circuit so that it cold be controlled automatically
by the signal itself.
Figure 1B shows a conventional resistancecapacity coupled audio amplifier which was used
as the basic amplifier of the expander. Figure
1C shows this circuit slightly varied by the
introduction of a 0.1 -meg. resistor marked R.
As long as the resistance value of this unit is
low compared to that of grid -leak resistor R2,
it has no effect on the amplifier. However. if
112 is made low in value. say 0.1 -meg., the 2
resistors R and 112 act as a potentiometer or
voltage divider that serves to reduce the voltage
to the control -grid of V2 to !i, of that delivered
by VI. It is now apparent that if R2 be made
automatically variable and its value controlled
by the signal, we have tore, unlimited expansion which can not introduce distortion. This can
easily be accomplished by using, in place of R2,
the effective resistance of a vacuum tube.
When the grid bias of a vacuum tube is very
highly negative, the plate current is at cut -off.
Its plate- circuit resistance is then almost infinite. When the tube has zero (0) bias its
effective plate resistance is quite low : with the
proper choi -e of tubes this can be made in the
order of 10,000 ohms. Therefore, with the plate
resistance of the vacuum tube substituted for
R2, as shown in Fig. 1D, an expansion range
from maximum power to 1/11 of maximum
power, is available. This range is much greater
than is needed and is reduced to about a 5 -to -1
range, by controlling the bias voltage applied
to this tube.
In this final circuit, Fig. ID. you will notice
that the audio signal voltage is taken directly
from the output of the detector, amplified
through a tube V3, and rectified by the diode
plates in this same tube. The resultant D.C. grid
voltage is then filtered by the resistor- condenser
filters to eliminate any fluctuation. and delivered
as bias voltage to the control -grid of V4.

-

HOW FINAL CIRCUIT OPERATES
ON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH
Let us now consider what happens when
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signal is received. This signal is rectified by the
diode shown in Fig. 1D and develops an audio frequency signal voltage across the volume control. This is fed into VI and is amplified by this
tube and by V2 in the conventional manner. This
signal is also fed into the control -grid of V3
which tube amplifies it and feeds it into the
diode plates of this same tube. These diode
plates rectify the audio signal, producing a D.C.
voltage across Rl depending upon the amplitude
of the audio signal.
This D.C. voltage is filtered by the resistorcondenser filter R2, Cl and C2. The resultant
pure D.C. voltage is delivered as a bias voltage
to the grid of V4 which is the "control tube".
When no signal is being received. no voltage is
generated across Rl, no bias voltage is applied
to tube V4 and the amount of the signal fed to
VI into V2 is roughly 1 /11th of the maximum.
This gives a very pleasing effect in that it
reduces static and interfering noises amd, when
used with a phonograph. eliminates the needle
scratch. When a loud signal is received, say in
the neighborhood of 80': to 90' /r. modulation of
the carrier. a large signal is fed into the diode
plates of V3, a large voltage appears across RI
and a large negative bias is applied to V4.
Under these conditions the plate resistance of
V4 is very high and the entire voltage delivered
by VI is fed into the grid of V2.
The amount of expansion is controlled by the
setting of the variable resistor Rl and is independent of the volume control setting. Note that
in actual practice Ri is not a potentiometer.
Instead, 2 fixed resistors are chosen to suit the
aesthetic taste of the "average" customer.
It is thus seen that when loud passages are
being reproduced, the amplifier gain is increased.
making them still loader, which compensates for
the reduction gain necessary at the transmitter
to prevent transmitter overload. When soft
passages are received, the amplifier gain is decreased, making them still softer, which compensates for the increase made at the transmitter so that the signal may over -ride extraneous
noises. Condenser C3 and resistor R3 are necessary to isolate the "B ", voltage on the plate of
V4, from the control -grid of V2.
A switch is provided (see photo) to remove
the action of the expander when listening to
speeches, dialogues, etc., which types of programs do not require expansion.
This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of Midwest Radio Corp.
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(Continued from page 832)
phone is more directional to high frequencies
recently announced a new directional mike, which
than to "lows."
has been temporarily and popularly labeled the
Figure 2C shows the response for different
»Lachine -pun microphone.
angles of pick-up in the new microphone.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
HIGH -FIDELITY PICK -UP ONLY
As the photos show. it consista of a number
WHEN "GUN" HITS "BULL'S-EYE"
of tubes of uniformly different lengths. This tube
An extremely interesting and enlightening
assembly is called the acoustical impedance element. At the end of this element is a standard observation is that frequencies below 200 cycles
are not greatly affected by the angle (at which
dynamic -type microphone.
Actually there are about 50 tubes all made of they arrive) because the low- frequency response
of any diaphragm -type microphone is independent
an aluminum alloy and ranging in length from
of the angle at which the sound arrives for all
11,9 ins. to 5 ft.; the difference in length of
angles less than 90° from the forward axis of
one tube to the next is uniform. The overall
diameter of this tubular structure is 3 inches. the microphone. (This is clearly shown in curve
at
terminate
3 of Fig. 2C.)
open
at
both
ends,
All of the tubes.
As these curves show. the microphone has a
one end flush with the diaphragm of the microflat response curve within 5 db. from 35 to
phone, except for a slight cavity or air chamber,
13,000 cycles (approx.) to sounds arriving within
as shown in Fig. 1. and at the other end are
cut off straight- across. The total weight of the an arc 10° off either side of the forward axis
of the microphone.
unit is only 7 lbs.
This means that within a 20° arc the response
Each tube resonates at a different frequency
depending on the tube length. Due to the large is quite flat. At 15° off the axis (that is, to
number of tubes and the fact that their resonance either side) the response is flat from 35 to 6,000
points are so close together this "acoustical im- cycles; above 6,000 cycles there is a loss of about
20 db. At 30° off. the response is flat from 35 to
pedance element" can be considered, for all
practical purposes, as non -resonant. Its acoustic 1.500 cycles; above this there is a 20 db. loss.
At 60° off -axis all response above 350 cycles is
resistance is claimed to be equal to that of free
air. The question then arises, "If the tubes act attenuated 20 db. ; and at 90° everything above
200 cycles is attenuated 20 db.
like ordinary air. wherein lies their merit in
Since the important voice frequencies (from
obtaining directivity?" Let us now look a little
an intelligibility standpoint) are from (about)
further.
300 to 3,000 cycles the microphone will almost
exclude all voices which are more
"SECRET" OF DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES completely
than 60° off the forward axis. Engineers at
The reason for the directional properties of
station WOR (Newark. N. J.) state that it is
the microphone can best be explained by refpossible for 2 people on either side of the microerence to the accompanying sketches. Figure 2A
phone to talk to each other across it without
shows sound rays (indicated by arrows) arriving
their voices being picked up!
from a point in line with the axis of the unit.
Consider the line XX as the wave front for the
ADVANTAGES OF THE "MACHINE -GUN"
sound waves and the line X1X1 as the diaphragm.
MIKE
The distance from X to Xl is the same for all
Most background noises on outdoor and audithe sound rays. Some will reach XI by traveling
through a long tube and others will reach X1 by torium pick-ups consist of the higher fretraveling through the open air and a shorter quencies. Since this unit discriminates against
high frequencies arriving from anywhere outside
tube. But in all cases the distance traveled is
a 30° arc either side of center such background
the same and the rays will strike the diaphragm
noises are sharply attenuated while the desired
simultaneously.
source of sound is picked up with no frequency
Now consider Fig. 2B where the sound rays
arrive from the side. They will strike the tube discrimination.
A further interesting advantage of the unit
ends simultaneously but the time it takes for each
is for pick -up in an auditorium with excessive
to travel to the diaphragm depends on the tube
An ordinary microphone placed
reverberation.
lengths. Suppose a sound passes through a tube
resonant at its frequency and a tube resonant at only 2 or 3 ft. from the sound source will pick
up the sound directly plus the reflected sound
double its frequency (half- wave). The sounds
from the 2 tubes will arrive at the diaphragm out from the auditorium walls and ceiling. If the
acoustics are bad the microphone pick -up will
of phase and will cancel each other. Each tube
will pass any sound whose frequency is approxi- suffer from loss of intelligibility. If the machine gun mike is used it will pick up only the sound
mately equal to or greater than the resonant fresource and exclude the reflected high frequencies
quency of the tube. Thus the lower the frewhich are generally the cause of excessive reverwhich
quency of the sound the fewer the tubes
will pass it through. This means less chance of beration. So no matter how bad the reverberation
cancellation at the diaphragm. Hence the micro- is the microphone pick -up will be perfectly clear!
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Guaranteed In This Low Price Signal Generator
Wherever you go you will hear praise for Model
557 Direct Reading Signal Generator. Continuous
use day in and day out has clearly demonstrated

*

its remarkable accuracy and reliability.
Model 557 Direct Reading Signal Generator uses plug -in
type coils. Five frequency bands are covered from 110 to
20,000 K.C., all fundamentals. Completely shielded for
static and magnetic fields. Attenuation and stability are

outstanding features. Strong signals both modulated and
unmodulated are furnished.
Each individual coil is separately calibrated by an exclusive method of peaking with trimmer condensers.
Furnished complete with batteries and accessories.

,EXCLUSIVE RANGER
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DEVELOPMENT

1% Accuracy to 3,000

Range 110 to 20,000 K. C.

2% for Higher Frequencies
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SUPER -DELUXE 30 -TUBE SET

(Continued from page 334)
readers that, due to lack of space, it was necessary to hold over Part
(11) Mount the resistors and condensers straight fore and aft as shown
(section B of which we have just concluded. above) of this serial.
In the photographs. Placing these small parts at all odd angles makes
for a messy job.
TO B
ro 0 F wINOING
(12) Try to wire up each circuit complete before going to the next one.
This may not be easy because of the tie-up between circuits.
DODUP-ATON 4)
(18) Check each component before installing, no matter if it is brand
new, it might be defective.
(14) Check each circuit as you go along. This will save you the tedious
job of an overall check when the wiring is completed.
(15) The shielding requirements are simple: shield plate and grid leads
r 00ouG-C-(oN5)
of I.F.T. 1 and 2. and all audio leads which are longer than 6 ins.
Instructions for alignment cannot he given as yet because 10 of the tubes
00000-Bare heated from the power transformer on Chassis No. 4. However, if :
(aN5)`
8
filament transformer is available, it will be possible to try out the set by
plugging Chassis No. 1 to No. 2, and tracing the audio output connections
B

oo

on Chassis No. 2.

Next month Chassis No.

3,

the

60 -W. Audio

Channel, will be described
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"ELECTRIC -EYE" PROTECTS WILD GAME

CENTRALAB
WILL STAY QUIET!"

(Continued from paffe 333)
IMPROVED "ROBOT" GUARD
A recent improvement has made the entire
action automatic, thereby making it impossible
for the system to function except for animals.
Instead of operating the push-button affair
the weight of the car (or motorcycle) is utilized
to operate contact planks (see Fig. I) which
are installed nemss the highway at both ends
of the arch. The distance between the contact
planks is about 6 to 111 ft. Due to the fact that
rather strong springs support these planks. animals even of considerable weight are unable to
depress them sufficiently to make electrical contact. The weight of a car however will do this
quite readily.
Merely depressing these plunk contacts is
not sufficient to silence the scaring device for
the successive planks must be depressed at rows lar intervals. Expressed more simply this means
that the cur must not stop but must keep going
so that the front and rear wheels will depress
the plank contacts at the stated intervals. That
the system is fool -prof since it is able to diatingui.sh between man and automobile, and beast.

say s Mr. V. E. Chandler
of Louisville.
Sh! for 12 years off and on he

POWER SUPPLY
Another design detail of interest is the manner in which the power supply problem was
solved. The preserve grounds. being quite a distance from any power line, the "scaring" apparatus had to be operated entirely from batteries
as shown in the schematic, Fig. 2. Current supply for the exciter lamps and the heater current
for the amplifier tube is provided by a large
6
V. lead -type storage battery which lass
for many months. The plate supply for the PE.
cell and the amplifier tube is obtained from drycells. The horn and headlights are operated by

another lead storage battery. Actual operation
of this "scare" system has shown that the power
supply is adequate for operation over long
periods of time. All devices are installed inside
the arches and are shielded against "pranksters"
by a heavy wire fence. The current drawn by
the entire system as indicated on a milliammeter
is adjusted occasionally by forest rangers.
(This article has been prepared from material
furnished specially to Radio-Craft by AEG IGermanyl, via International G. E. (7n.)

has used these quiet controls
without once waking up
old lady trouble.
Mr. Chandler, well
known radioman
of Louisville, Ky.,
writes us in a loud
voice how very well
pleased he is with

QUOTE: the only
control that I have
ever found that will
stay quiet, UNQUOTE.
Need we go on quoting?

MILWAUKEE

WISCONSIN

BRITISH CENTRALAB, LTD.
Canterbury Rd., Kilbourn

London N.W. 6. England
FRENCH CENTRALAB CO.
Paris XI. France
118 Avenue Ladru- Rollin

and out of the German game
preserve fo prevent the animals from straying from their grounds. Motorists had to stop their vehicles,
hoist the barrier, pass through, lower if once more and then continue on their way. Most motorists
neglected fo lower the barrier, thereby negating the advantages of its existence. The new electric -eye
system works entirely automatically and is fool -proof since d is able to distinguish between man,
and automobile, and beast- functioning only for the latter.

This huge wooden turnstile formerly was placed across all roads leading in
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TELEVISION STUDENTS LEARN BY MAKING
CATHODE -RAY TUBES
(Continued from page 33-)
not fused itself to the glass. If any spots are
able and flexible, it will straighten out and n o.:t
itself as it cools down, provided it is allowed to white, it means that those spots have not adhered
to the glass, and the bulb must be again raised
cool slowly. The glass contracts slowly as the
temperature falls so it must he allowed tit in temperature and the flame blown against the
will
soft glass once more. After a little practice, we
it
where
stretch evenly until it solidifies to
not stretch any longer. If it continues to cool were able to get the screen properly adhered
and the extreme portions of the bulb are very every time.
The bulb is next placed over a high -pressure
rigid, then the glass will crack because of the
washer where the excess screen material is washed
tremendous force exerted by the shrinking.
therefore, it is of the utmost importance to soften off leaving just a screen I crystal thick and very
the entire vicinity of the bulb where the glass is even! Such a screen has the highest luminous
being "worked." and then VERY SLOWLY re- efficiency.
us.iun.
Part Ill will continue this interest hut
duce the heat from this "flexible" temperature to
that of completely -cold glass.
This process is called annealing. The thicker
the glass is, the more slowly it must be raised
HEINRICH HERTZ
and lowered in temperature. Considerable experience is required to properly handle the heatEXISTENCE OF
PROVES
ing and "working" of glass vessels.

ii

FINAL INSPECTION OF SCREEN
When the bulb is removed from the spinning
machine, the end is examined. We found that
this should show a glazed- porcelain appearance
where the crust comes in contact with the glass.
If it has the usual white appearance of the
screen material, it shows that the material has
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RADIO WAVES!
50 YEARS AGO
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( t'm,tinu,d from potic
over in celebrating, this year. the 50th anniversary of his successful experiment, acclaim his
achievement in those early experiments and
honor his memory.
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THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 327)
Australia, will entertain a World
Radio Convention April 4 to 14 next year, it was
Sydney,

announced last month in a S.W. broadcast from
the Antipodes, over VK3ME, Melbourne.
"A West End wedding at East End prices,"
Rev. Frank Moore of Welling (London suburb)
advertises. The secret
P.A. system reproducing the bells of fa- hionable St. Margaret's, near
Westminster Abbey, and phonograph records of
fine organ musir.
Radio -controlled planes will be used for antiaircraft targets under a new system, the British
Air Ministry announced last month. They are
launched, pilotless, by a catapult; and operated
from a master-control switchboard on the ground.

i
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A SOUND -ON -FILM
RECORDING STUDIO

S\POH
ZaßE
SRIUMU

(Continued from page 344)
second, so that at 9,000 cycles, for instance, there
are 9,000 variations for every 18 ins. of film.
The tone quality at these high frequencies is
thus dependent on the resolving power of the

riiT

E

H BRENGLi
QRctE
(IOUS('

4)eAzt
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emulsion.

A special sound film may partly eliminate this
problem. The RCA solution, however, is the use
of ultra -violet light in recording. An incandescent
bulb of high ultra- violet output is used, but for
lenses quartz must be used. since glass lenses will
not transmit this light. It has been found that
with ultra -violet light, the film has an unusually
high resolving power, and so the difficulty of
recording high -frequencies is largely overcome. You
know how important it is for a service(There is no limit to how tow a frequency may
man to keep up to date. That's why Wards big
be recorded and reproduced on film.)

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
With the Latest Test Equipment

new 1938 Radio Catalog-just off the press

MIRROPHONIC SYSTEM
A very recent development by Western Electric
Mirrophonic System of recording and reproducing. Numerous changes are included in
this system. In the recording end. a special
valve has been designed. Instead of one pair
of valve ribbons, 2 sets of ribbons are used at
right -angles to each other, one horizontal and
the other vertical. but both in the same plane.
The assembly is push -pull operated. that is,
one set of ribbons operates on one half -wave
and the other set vibrates in response to the
other half. In this way it is possible to record
faithfully a greater range of frequencies with
less waveform distorrion. This balanced system
is also combined with the noiseless feature so
that a greater range of volume is also secured.
The Mirrophonic reproducing system is composed
of a new improved amplifier of much smaller
noise output, improved photo -cell circuits, and
Icudspeakers of cellular construction.
A Mirrophonic recorded film has the usual
streaks of variable density across the film and
also very fine streaks running the length of the
track. Vibration of the horizontal ribbons results
in the horizonal streaks, while the movements
of the vertical ribbons result in the vertical
streaks. Sec Fig. 2E.
is the

-

MONTGOMERY WARD
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Tday

For FREE Copy of WARDS

1938 RADIO CATALOG

CHICAGO

Assure Yourself of a Copy. Mail this Coupon TODAY!

MONTGOMERY WARD, DEPT. RZ-4,
Please send me my copy of Wards big, new 64 -page 1938 Radio

Catalog at once.
Name
Street or Box

City.

BEFORE

AND
THE SERVICEMAN'S

DOUBLE SYSTEM

It is possible, of course-and in fact it is the
method today -to use one negative film on which
to record both track and picture. First the film
passes through the sound aperture and then the
picture aperture of the same camera. In this
way, one film will carry both sound and picture
and will be processed as one unit.
The double system, however. lises 2 films during a recording. A negative film in the camera
takes the pictures and another film in the recorder takes the track. In this way the best
type of film for each will be used probably a
super- panchromatic negative film for the scenes
and a special sound film for the track. This
method allows the processing to take place
separately so that each film has whichever type
of development is best suited to it. A disadvantage
is the added cost.
Part II will discuss the actual requirements and
operation of a sound -on -film recording studio.

-

lists the finest up -to- the -minute testing equipment ... the most recent books, crammed with
authoritative servicing information ... service
supplies incorporating important new developments in the field
everything you need
to do your work more efficiently and MORE
PROFITABLY. Mail coupon TODAY!

...

Earn as You Pay
Equipping yourself
properly doesn't require a large investment.
Ward prices are always low and WARDS
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN makes it possible to have ALL the equipment you need
when you need it! Terms as low as $2 Down
and $2 a Month.
Fill out the coupon below and mail it for
your copy of Wards new 1938 Radio Catalog
-Equip yourself for increased profits in 1938!

State
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WITH KENYON
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power components are
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quality and perform-

ance depends upon

them. Be eure to specify
Kenyon, the name that
has stood for advanced
engineering, quality and
dependability for years.
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SHORT -WAVE RADIO LANDS ARMY PLANE

CINAUDAGRAPH

WITHOUT HUMAN AID!
(Coatietcd jean page 331)
actuated that the airplane maintains a
just noted. The directional relay which inter- is
selecso
lucks the radio compass and the gyro pilot and
glide angle and rate of descent until
as

CINAUDAGRAPH

Magic Magnet Speakers
-extensively utilized by all leading radio re
calve, and

P.

A. equipment manufacturers

-are

available in a complete range of sizes from
to 18 inches, to meet

51/2

your every radio require.

ment.
If you demand utmost dependability and fidelity of reproduction from your equipment
stet on Cinaudagraph P. M. speakers. Carried
in stock by all progressive distributors. Free descriptive literature on request.

-In

E

CINAUDAGRAPH

CORPORATION
Stamford, Conn.
Speaker Division

which therefore causes the change in heading of
the airplane, is shown at B in Fig. B. Adjacent
to this relay is shown the radio compass marked
C. the frequency of which is automatically set
by the interaction of the marker beacon receptor
D working in conjunction with the frequency
selector E (insert 1, Fig. B). The pilot of the
airplane is informed as to the correctness of
automatic settings by observing the frequency
selector indicator F (insert 2, Fig. B). (That is.
when the airplane passes over the marker beacon,
the frequency changer in the airplane is set
automatically in order to select on the radio compass receiver the frequency of the next succeeding station. In other words, the impulse received
in the airplane from passing over the marker
beacon is used to start to operation the frequency
selector and changer.)
Through the automatic and cooperative action
of these devices. the airplane heads to the compass guiding station (Fig. C) farthest from the
landing field as shown in Fig. A. Upon reaching
that station the frequency is automatically
changed to Station No. 3 where it is again automatically changed to the frequency of Station
No. 2 where the frequency is again automatically
changed to that of Station Nu. 1 while at the
same time the engine throttle is automatically
operated by the throttle engine shown at G
(insert 1, Fig. D) ; and again shown in H, Fig. D.
(That is, the ground radio equipment operates
the same as lights burning on the ground. They
are placed in operation by ground operators and
nothing is done to them until their use is no
longer required and they are turned off. The
effective range of the markers. at low altitude,
is throughout a circle 1,4-mile in diameter.)
The throttle engine is interconnected with the
altitude control in such a manner that should
the airplane reach its minimum altitude prior
to reaching radio station No. 1 the throttle
engine will be so actuated to control the airplane
in such a manner that it will maintain accurately
the minimum altitude required for the operation
of the automatic landing system.
After passing Station No. 1 the throttle engine

"ground contact" is made. When ground contact
is made, the throttle engine is further actuated
by the landing -gear switches. one of which is
shown at I in Fig. E2, which in turn causes the
engine to Le idled and proper braking applied.

CONCLUDING COMMENT
There are 4 mobile (truck) ground transmitting stations as shown in Fig. A. Each truck,
shown in Fig. C. carries 2 transmitters; one
(which has a transmitting range of about 35
miles) is for guiding the airplane by means of

the radio compass to the truck position. These
transmitters operate in the radio beacon band
of 200 to 400 kilocycles. The other. or marker
beacon transmitter, operates on the ultra-short
wavelength of approximately 4 meters.
At the present writing, the automatic landing
system has been flown so that all of the landings
made to date have been made under cross -wind
conditions varying in intensity as high as 11
miles per hour.
The Sperry gyro pilot has been used throughout
as the automatic flight control feature of the

airplane. Certain additions to the Sperry pilot
have been required in order to provide for the
automatic control of direction. At J. Fig. F,
shown the Sperry gyro pilot installation ; left of
this unit is shown the master landing switch (1)
and the auxiliary reset switches (2, 3, 4 and 5).
The series of tests conducted through the last
2 years have brought many humorous incidents
not the least of which have been such terms as
"nervous shoe laces" and "jittery hands" which
have always been evident to the observer watching the pilot keep "hands off" during the automatic landings.
Figures G and El are views of the airplane
used in the conduct of all of the experiments on
the Air Corps automatic landing system. In these
photographs, the various antennas are identified
as: 11, the antenna for the communications
transmitter and receiver ; 12. the balanced antenna for the radio compass; 13, the radio compass loop antenna ; and 14, the marker beacon
receptor and its antenna.

i
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"automatic

Quiet Your Razor
to Quiet Your Radio!

plot"

shown

set switches (2, 3 4 and
5) are additional items
for use in automatic

Filternoys Suppressor FOIDH is an
approved plug -in device to be attached to any electric razor and
plugged into the electric fixture. It
takes the noise of an electric
razor's motor out of your radio
programs.

CONTINENTAL

gyro pilot or

at J permits automatic
flight control for an
almost indefinite period.
The master landing switch
(I) and the auxiliary re-

landing.
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Filternoys

F3IDH, list price $1.00, offers
radio servicemen a handy profitable item to sell on many service
calls. Carry a few in your kit. Any
CONTINENTAL CARBON distributor can supply you.

ICONTINEXTAL CARBON

Incl

13914 LORAIN AVE., Cleveland. Ohio
Also. Toronto, Canada
Makers of Carbrn Resistors. Paper Condensers. and
Nr.Ise Suppression Filters
Enclosed find 10e In coin or stamps for my copy of Handy
Pocket Data on Radio Interference Elimination.
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SHORT-CUTS IN RADIO

(Continued from page 350)
defect, the reproducer can be made as good as
new by coating the spider with orange shellac.
(See Fig. 5.) This makes it stiffer.
I cured a bad rattle in an auto -radio speaker
using this scheme and it has given excellent
service since.
Naturally when the rattle is due to voice coil
distortion or off -centering the scheme here shown
will do no good.
E. W. HILL

ROBERT DUNCAN

HONORABLE MENTION

BOOSTING CAPACITY OF VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
Missing my calculation on
capacity just a little the sketch, Fig. 7, shows how
I increased the mari,nuns capacity (partly at the
expense of the minimum capacity which thus
was raiser!) of a :150 mmf. (or "0.00035 -mf. ")
variable condenser.
The mica plate being mounted onto the rotor
plate of course slides between the stator plates
when the rotor assembly is turned. In the particular instance mentioned only a single sheet
of mica is required ; of course the same idea
may be applied to the remaining rotor plates as
necessary. You aren't getting something for
nothing by using this scheme -the trick is that
the mica hus a higher dielectric capacity than
air and a power factor nut nearly as good for
R.F. work -however, where maximum circuit
selectivity is not required, and for general experimental work this short cut solved a problem.
WALLACE I.EIaEa

(

R0T00. PLATE

By Ono of

MICA GLUED
ON ROTOR

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

PLATE (ONE
ON EACH

SIDE)

MICA PLATES
ROTATE WITH THE
ROTOR PLATES
Fig.

7.

Altering "dielectric capacity' boosts maximum of variable condensers.

A CORRECTION
Concerning: " 'Le ir by Experimenting' Beginners' Practical Radio Course, Experiment No.
1." The connections to terminals P and G of
the tube should have been reversed, as shown
below, in Fig. 2A. pg. 214, Oct. Radio- Craft; Fig.
211 is correct.

FACTS ON

the World's Foremost Television Authorities!

ALREADY COMMERCIAL IN ENGLAND!

On July 17, 1937, the National Resources Committee reported to President Roosevelt that the most important development work in Television
was completed, and that only the commercial arrangements remain to
be made to provide national Television service. This
that there
will be a huge demand for TRAINED TELEVISION means
MEN! Remember
the great shortage of trained men during the early years of radio?
Then, the wide -awake men who learned radio and got in on the ground
floor reaped rich rewards, and many are leaders in the radio industry,
today. Now Television, "the sequel to radio" offers you the same great
opportunities.
Make Television your stepping -stone
success.
TRAIN EIt tl 1' "r still earn from $1,500, $2,500 to $20,000toa year.

U. A. SAN%!t1 :r+
Founder of American Television

Institute.

The American Television Institute
was founded by Mr. U. A. Sanabria, internationally famou
inventor of the interlaced Scanning System, now universally used. The institute possesses one of the best equipped

-

Television Experimental Laboratories in the world. It is
here that men complete their training under the personal
supervision of Mr. Sanabria.

Complete "Professional" Television
Equipment Included With Each Course

Every student receives this giant
television cathode ray tube as
part of his equipment.

FREE!

SHEET OF

de

TELEVISION

HONORABLE MENTION

HOME -MADE RACKS FOR PANEL EQUIPMENT. In building some radio equipment
I had need for a relay rack. As commercial racks
were so expensive I decided to build my own.
Two old bed rails were obtained from the junk
yard and cut to the desired lengths. They can
either be bolted or welded together in the form
of a rack. The finished product makes a very
sturdy and efficient rack.
The general idea is illustrated in Fig. 6.

9i'

GET THE REAL

We have compiled, what we believe is, the most interesting and
authentic data on Television
you've ever read. It's yours
FREE for the asking. Gives you
real INSIDE FACTS
. Technical details . . diagrams .
cathode ray tube
illustrations
Television operaconstruction
tion . . and hundreds of other
important, interesting FACTS.
We will send this data without
cost or obligation so you may
determine how to qualify for en-

Not =mall, ordinary instruction equipment, but a full ,izr.l "professional" television laboratory used for public exhibitions with u steel
rack and panels nearly six feet high, two feet wide and eight inches
deep mounted on rubber tired raters: CO\rPLI!TÜ with all parts to
make a full-size television transmitter and receiver worth a thousand
dollars to one taking this training. ALL OF TIIIS IS INCLUDED
RTTII THE A.T.I. COURSE AND IS YOURS TO KEEP. The
course is amazingly low in price and on easy terms arranged to suit
you. It costs you nothing to thoroughly investigate this opportunity'.
Don': pass it up! Get nits. Te :es,- is Send ceuo`n NOW!

..
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AMERICAN TELEVISION INSTITUTE

1

trance into the American Televi-

I
I

and television. Clip coupon at
right and mail it to us NOW!

1
1

Institute and how A.T.I.
training will benefit you and
equip you for a future in radio
sion

Erie St., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me your
literature described on this page.
that all this is free. No obligation.
433 E.

free Television
is understood

I
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NEW TUBES FOR THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER
(Continued from page 32'J)
path between electrodes. The terminals at either
WL-767. These "electric eyes" do what no human end are in the form of metallic buttons. so designed as to permit inserting each phototuhe
eye can do, namely, "see" in the dark! The
"trick" lies in peaking the response character- easily and positively in a clip mounting. The
istics of this type of "light"- sensitive cell in the features of this construction are lower cost. low
interelectrode capacity (for the 932. 0.6- mmf.),
region just beyond the high- frequency limit of
and convenience in circuit arrangement.
human visibility or the ultra -violet range.
Characteristics: cathode, caesium- coated and
Features of the several types: WL -574, tungAnodesemi -cylindrical ; window. 0.3S- sq. -in.
aten cathode, range of 2,200 to 2,700 A.U., usesupply
ultra
-violet
voltage. 250 (max.) ; anode current. 30
ful in bactericidal field (measuring
light used in killing bacteria. preventing mold microamperes (max.) ; load resistance, 1 melt.:
sensitivity, 20 microamperes /lumen. Light reand in general food preservation) : WL -767
(illustrated in Fig. D), titanium cathode, range sponse may be made practically linear for light
of 2,700 to 3,200 A.U., useful in measuring inputs up to 1 lumen with proper adjustment of
erythema (sunburn) and vitamin D irradiation supply voltage and load resistance. See Fig. 1 for
(of milk, for instance) ; WL -573 (illustrated in base connections.
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)
Fig. D), thorium cathode, range of 2.700 to
3,600 A.U., useful in measuring vitamin A and
violet
measurements.
in making general ultraAUDIO POWER TUBE
One of the distinctive features of these photo Beam Power Tube for A.C. -D.C. Radio Sets:
tubes is that they may be used without recourse
Type 6Y6G. The new tube (shown in Fig. DI
to shielding the tube from radiations in the is intended for use in the output stage of A.C.
visible portion of the spectrum, hence they may receivers, particularly those in which the plate
be used in direct sunlight, with the knowledge
voltage for the output stage is relatively low.
that all of the photoelectric current change is With 135 V. on the plate and screen -grid it is
due solely to radiations in the particular ultracapable of giving an output of 3.6 W. with a
violet portion of the spectrum to which the maximum signal input of 13.5 V. Under these
phototube is sensitive.
conditions the total distortion is about
The threshold response value is determined by Additional characteristics follow.
the particular metal used for the cathode and
Heater voltage. 6.3 V.; current, 1.25 A.
the cut-off value is determined by the type of
Plate voltage, 135, max.; current (zero- signal),
glass used for the bulb. These characteristics
59 ma., and (max. signal), 60 ma.
render it unnecessary to use frequency filters.
Screen -grid voltage, 135 V. (max.) ; current
Optimum response from these tubes requires
(zero- signal), 3 ma.
high input impedance in the amplifier ; an elecControl -grid voltage. -13.5 V.
trometer -type tube is ideal. How these tubes
Transconductance, 7.000 mmhos.
shape up in a complete commercial testing unit
Load resistance, 2.000 ohms.
is illustrated in Fig. E.
3rd.
Distortion, 2.5',é 2nd harmonic and
Power output, 3.6 W.
appear
in
Fig.
1.
Base
connections
Infra -Red. Gas -Type Prong-Base Photocell;
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)
Type 923. Because of the high sensitivity of
this type cell, which can "see" radiations in
the infra -red region quite invisible to the naked
TELEVISION RECEIVING TUBE
eye, it is particularly useful in applications
Cathode-Ray Kinescope (Television Receiving
as
light
lampa
are
employed
where incandescent
Tube), 5 -in. Size: Electromagnetic Deflection;
sources. See Fig. C. Base connections are given
Type 1801. For the first time. experimenters
in Fig. 1.
now have available a commercial -built (as cornCathode is semi- cylindrical, caesium -coated;
pared to the school-built type now being de;
current,
90
anode
voltage
(max.),
anode -supply
scribed in Radio- Craft) cathode -ray tube spe20 microamperes; sensitivity, 100 microamperes/
cifically designed for television- reception experilumen; cathode window area, 0.43-sq. in. Load ments! The screen is of medium -persistence type;
resistance. not over 10 megs. This tube is similar
the fluorescence color is yellow ( phosphor No. 3)
electrically and mechanically to the type 918, max. screen diameter. 51/16 ins. This tube is
but has a shorter overall length.
shown pictorially in Fig. B. Base connections are
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)
given in Fig. 1. Additional characteristics follow:
Heater voltage, 2.5; current, 2.1 A.
Direct interelectrode capacity (control -grid to
Infra -Red. Gas-Type Cartridge -Base Photocell;
all other electrodes), 12 (max.) mmf.
Type 921. Substantially identical characteristics
High-voltage electrode (anode No. 2) 3,000 V.
to the type 923, but with cartridge -type base
(max.)
the
has
921
like the type 922 photocell. Also,
Focusing electrode (anode No, 1), 1.000 V.
a window area of only 0.31- sq.in.; input capacity
(max.) .
is L1 mmf. Load resistance, not over 10 megs.
Control electrode (grid). voltage never posiBase connections in Fig. 1.
tive;
grid voltage for current cut -of, -35 V.
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)

.Ultra-Violet Phototubes; WL -773, WL -771 and

*Handy, inexpensive oil filled capacitors for high voltage filter circuits.

-
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TREASURE TROVE

A
TOy

of Free Equipment for
Radio Service Men who buy

APPARATUS
FUSES
1-11014-

VOLTAGE
FUSES

TERMINAL'
STRIP

t<X

NATIONAL UNION TUBES

642

TUBE

Fig. 2. Circuit for anti -surge tube.

fer-:

voltage adjusted to give suitable luminous spot;
control-grid signal -swing voltage, taking peak to -peak value for optimum contrast, 15 V.
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)

ASK
YOUR JOBBER
TO SHOW YOU

Cathode-Ray Kinescope (Television Receiving
Tube), 9 -in. Size: Electromagnetic Deflection;
Type 1800. Like the type 1801 kinescope this
model (shown in Fig. RI has a medium -persistence screen and phosphor No. 3 (yellow/.
Base connections are given in Fig. I; and characteristic data follow:
Heater, 2.5 V. 2.1 A.
Direct interelectrode capacity (grid No. 1 to
all other elettrodes), 12 mmf. (max.).
High- voltage electrode (anode No. 2), 7,000
:

THIS

;

V.

GREAT 1938

(max.).

FREE EQUIPMENT

Focusing electrode (anode No. 1), 2,000 V.

(max.) .
Accelerating ele trodo (grid No. 2), 250 V.

(max.).

Control electrode (grid No. 1), never pos.
Grid No. I for eurrent rut-ofT. -75 V.

(approx.) ,

Fluorescent -screen input power /sqcm., 10
milliwatts (max.).
Typical operating conditions are available for
anode No. 2 voltages of 3,000, 4,500 and 6.000.
but since the average experimenter probably
will get the 9 -in. size tube only with the expectation of getting the maximum possible brilliance
in the image, only figures for the voltage will
be given here. Heater, 2.5 V.; anode No. 2,
6,000 V.; anode No. 1, 1,250 V.; grid No. 2.
250 V.; grid No. 1, adjusted to give suitable
luminous spot; grid No. 1 signal voltage (peak to-peak value for optimum contrast). 25.
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)
SPECIAL- PURPOSE TUBES
'Supervisory Control Protector Tube: Type
KX612. Wherever protection against overload is
desired, as for instance in radio transmitting

80 Big

Pages!

CATALOG!

-

More Than 100
Pieces Of

FREE EQUIPMENT!
Through National Union's help. radio sers
ice dealers everywhere have been able to net
up better equipped shops to do better work:
also to obtain sales helps that produce more
customers. National Union has constantly
put the latest advances in scientific equip-

ment as well as modern selling aids within
reach of the service dealer. The National
Union Deal calls for a dealer deposit which
is rebated when the specified number of
tubes have been purchased. Over 70,00t, rom p(eted deals. Every dealer should investigate.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO TUBE QUALITY
HAS BEEN PROVED IN THE FIELD.
THE ROAD TO
BETTER BUSINESS

stations for switching
remote meter readings
radio service stations
densers. transformers,

operations and wherever
are taken, as well as in
as a protection to conand testing equipment.
(Continued on pont 383)

1

.

Full guarantee on

radio tubes.

'abbe. stocks
arecomplete... No
hunting for odd

Cut price business

types

highest quality
2

not solicited.
3.

V

N. U.

4

Timely business
building aids.

5.

Price Protection

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION
570 Lexington Avenue. New York City

-

inlrrr.led

ant

I

--

ment

--

in

the

tolles ing

RC -1237

equip-

-

Name
Address

Slate

City

aR

SAVE
UP TO

50%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
A complete line of fine

quality 1938 modelall electric AC-DC. battery or auto radio -.
All newest features, beautiful cabinets, 1 -12
tubes. at prices that will surprise you.
Write for free catalogue. Ask about our
money making plan.

ZEPHYR
Fig. 3. Bridge circuit for vacuum -test tube.

13141

RADIO

COMPANY

Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Michigan

ADVANCED HOME STUDY TRAINING FOR

"SERVICE MECHANICS" shOvas"
TO BECOME
EXPERT SPECIALISTS
Actually It is
r WANTING to hecw,.
developments and I.1, ngvu In acircuit t designs
for s
i
eel, pare with
with the proess
f
Radio. The servo. man
who
the necessary
training is eiimhra tog himself fron, a Deter posion and netter ow
START TRAINING NOW FOR THE FUTURE
RAI home.study tra
In Radio Service
rvice an Puttlie Address werk g
. you thorough. hasp- knnwl of new c
modern receiv rs. Svelte today aan d w learn all
i

.

1

le

the facts.

FREE
BOOKLET!
You'll

nt

to

a"Thy Key
ëf
SuccessfulServatg.'

once.

Write

Tereus ns /nur as f.; yfosfhly

RADIO SERVICE

INSTITUTE

(Osrl.

RC -121

3306. 11th St.. N. W. Wash. D.C.
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A

HOW DEPENDABLE ARE YOUR

PERFECT NEEDLE

/

FOR PERFECT

PLAYBACK
JJII

Men!

cians!

Sound

P.A. Techni-

1

Engineers!
Station

Broadcast
Use
Operators!
playback

RECOTON
needles on acetate or r gular commercial records with assurance that reproduction is more natural, brilliant and
distinct. No loss of higher frequencies
remarkable reduction of scratch and
hiss levels. Record r re is -madly prosuperior
longed because I: :t -d) rI
pianissimo needles t1 iii me uniform
and have the proltr curvature which
guarantees "side -wall riding." Each
needle plays at least ten records. Illustration above shows method of riding
position of the needle in the groove of
the record.
Vastly superior to others now in use,
RECOTON needles offer additional sales
out!, is for jobbers and dealers.
Write today for all details -give name of jobber.
RECOTON CORPORATION
New York. N. v.
178 Prince Street

-

i

I

r44, ra4vi

JOBBER

ate NEW

ZO4

STÑcoR
"HAMAN UAL"
New Tubes

.

.

.

New Circuits

STANDARD TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
STREET. CHICAGO

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS

A prominent manufacturer $
5379
has produced this r. simn,xide. 4. r g tube. raters.
EACH
once and production meth.
thigh sensitivity
tube
aeu )
and devend.rhiility- maximum Working
vodtnge f no.
Most efficient for use m electronic rerd indicators.
lays, controls. alarms.
automatic counter., plus 7 titiwee uses.

;'f

...
° .brings
n e w,
"' ing
FREEt an.paddress
19'8 t nfolog,
,

27 S.

ARROW SALES

St,

Co.
Chicago,

III.

WANTED - MEN
to rast Cheetmas Goods, 5 and lee Novelties. Toy
spare
Autos. Ashtrays, ate. l'an be time in a
basement

or garage

and

n

exIroriene nrces-

, r y.
A rare opportunity to denote spare or full
time to profitable stork. WRITE DEPT. 26.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO.

Boston Road

1696

New

York City

MODERNIZE YOUR OBSOLETE
TUBE CHECKER OR SET

ANALYZER with "PRECISION"
Write

1937

METER READINGS?

(Continued from page 340)
increases again slightly at the upper end of the WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM
scale.
"METER ACCURACY"?
In view of the foregoing it is always good
There are 2 possible ways to state the inherent
policy not to take measurements on the 1st 1/5 accuracy (or inaccuracy) of an electrical inof the scale, but if possible to choose a range such dicating instrument. They are:
that the meter pointer deflects to a point just
(1) The maximum likely error could be stated
past about the 4/5 region of the scale. Inasmuch as a percentage of the indiridul indication.
as the ratio of most succeeding range steps
(2) The maximum error can be stated as a
in multi -range instruments is from 1:2 to 1:10 percentage of the full-scale value of the meter
higher
next
value
of
the
(i.e., the full-scale
range under consideration.
range is from 2 to 10 times that of the imLet us see which of these is in common use
mediately lower range) the last 1/5 of the meter and why! At first thought, it would appear that
scale for any particular range is a more accurate
the first method would be preferable, for the
place on which to take readings than is the 1st
instrument user is interested in the accuracy
higher
the
next
scale
on
portion
of
the
to
1/2
1/5
(or inaccuracy) of the individual measurement
range.
he is making. Therefore, if the error figure were
actual
the
that
It should also be remembered
given to him in per cent of the actual meter
quantitative error in per cent of the measured indication. he would have just the information
quantity is lower on this portion of the scale he wants. However. if this method of expressing
than it is on its preceding 1/5. That is, the error the inaccuracy were employed, nu single inin, let us say, actual volts compared to the total accuracy figure would give a true picture of the
voltage measured, will be less if the range is
inaccuracy of the instrument for the entire
range of the scale; for, as we have already seen.
chosen so that the pointer deflects to a spot past
the 4/5 point on the scale than it would be if the inherent inaccuracy of any instrument varies
case
which
were
used
(in
the next higher range
widely at different parts of its scale.
the reading would be thrown into the 1st 1/2
For instance, it can be seen from the graph
portion of the scale, where the inaccuracy is of Fig. 4 that the figure expressing the ingreater).
accuracy at the 1 -V. point on the scale would
be different (and very much higher) than that
expressing the inaccuracy at the 6 -V. point, etc.
ERRORS
OBSERVATIONAL
Consequently. if this method of expressing inmeter.
to
inherent
applies
The foregoing
herent meter inaccuracy were employed. informaaccuracy. It is also a fact that a given observa- tion concerning the value of inaccuracy which
tional error of say 0.005 -in. in reading the posi- exists at almost every meter division, would have
tion of the pointer at a very low part of the to be furnished in either graph or tabular form
scale causes a greater percentage of error in by the instrument manufacturer in order to make
the total reading than the same 0.005 -in. error the accuracy information at all complete.
would make in a reading taken at the middle or
Obviously, this would be impractical for popularupper part of the scale. That is, observational priced instruments, since it would require comon
effect
errors which may occur have a greater
plete accurate calibration of the scale for each
the accuracy of "low-on-the-scale" readings than range, plotting of a graph for each range, etc.
they do on "high-on-the-scale" readings.
One alternative would be for the manufacturer
Therefore. because of these particular in- to state the inaccuracy which exists at the most
herent and observational error characteristics, a
inaccurate part of the scale, and specify this us
safe rule to follow when using a permanent - the maximum possible inaccuracy that would
is:
instrument
magnet- movable-iron type
occur in readings taken at any point on the
scale. This would not be fair to the manufacturer
if possible, use a range such that the
reading will occur past the 4/5 point on scale.
and his instrument however, fur the most inat the
In practice. practically all servicing meters accurate part of the scale is isnotusually
used much).
lower end (which
are provided with a sufficient number of over- estreme inaccuracy
small
this
over
which
exists
and
the
lapping ranges so that at least no measurements
portion of the scale is very much greater than
need be taken on the 1st 1/5 of the meter's scale.
all the rest of the scale
Furthermore, far- thinking meter manufacturers that which exists overthis
highest value of in(see Fig. 4). Since
provide their servicing instruments with a numbe the one specified for
would
have
to
accuracy
ber of ranges whose limits have been carefully
the manufacturer would
planned so that a fairly large proportion of the the entire instrument.
his instrument by attaching to it
readings usually taken with these instruments on be penalizing
value which really only
common radio receivers, will tall at or near about a high stated inaccuracy
at a very limited portion of the acule
3/4 to 4/5 full -scale deflection (usually the most exists
portion which is very seldom used anyway.
accurate part of the scale).
The foregoing point may be clarified by refTake the usual 7 -volt range, for example. This
considered in the graph
is used most for measuring the filament voltage erence to the instrument
of
Fig. 4. The inaccuracy at the 1 -V. point on
of tubes having 5- and 6.3 -V. filaments. Bias
about 0.153 -V., or JS(c of
potentials of from 20 to 35 V. constitute the the scale is actually
value; whereas over the whole pormajority of measurements which are taken on the the indicated
and
10 V. on the scale (more
4
usual 35 -V. scale. Line -voltage potentials of from tion between about
than '; of the total scale), the inaccuracy does
105 to 125 V. tall in nicely on the 140 -V. scale.
exceed even 0.7!% at any point. Therefore.
Plate supply potentials run in the neighborhood not the
foregoing method of expressing meter
of 250 to 300 V.; the 350 -V. range is a logical if
were used, the manufacturer of this
one to measure them on, etc. The scales on a accuracy
would have to state that his
particular
typical modern multi -range meter used in u set meter was meter
1s(ó inaccurate. Obviously such n
analyzer are illustrated in Fig. A. Notice the high inaccuracy
rating would be detrimental to
various scales for the different ranges.
its sale. It would also be most unfair, because
actually, over practically the upper 60% of its
INHERENT ACCURACY VALUES OF
scale (the very part that would be used moat)
no indicated reading would be in error by more
SERVICING METERS
over the next lower 20 %, of
It is common practice for instrument manu- than 0.7%, and even would
all be under 6t:/
facturers to make good -grade permanent -magnet the scale. the errors
Part IV, concluding this series, will discuss all
movable-coil type D.C. meters (of the types used
the "Don'ts" in connection with the proper
in Radio Service work) with an inherent
equipment. A few
accuracy to within 2% of full -scale value (for handling of test meters and
your reaction to this artiels.
any range). This does not mean that the in- comments concerning
by the author. and
accuracy will necessarily be as large as this all so far, would be appreciated
over the s -ale-it merely means that the in- by the editors of Radio- Craft.
is also author
of
this
vital
article
The author
accuracy will not exceed this value.
of "Radio Physics Course." "Modern Radio Servgrade
of
meters
-type
good
rectifier
A.C.
Most
icing." and "Radio Field Service Data"-all of
Tre usually accurate to within only 5% on their
them valuable contributions to the field of literaA.C. ranges, due to variations in the resistance
ture for the practicing radio Service Mutt.
of the rectifier. temperature. humidity. etc. When
be
exmay
they
measurements,
used for D.C.
pected to read accurate to within 2% of fullscale value. It must be mentioned here that
inherent accuracies as high as this should not
Trains in the far south of Argentina (correbe expected in very low- priced meters of shoddy
to Canada's far Northwest in climate)
construction. in meters which have been abused, sponding equipped
with radio to keep them in
will
be
or in meters subjected to abnormal temperature
touch with divisional headquarters.
or humidity conditions.
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16 NEW TRANSMITTERS
5 WATTS TO 1000 WATTS
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for details. Mention make and model
number of your old instrument.

PRECISION APPARATUS CORP.

(871 EAST NEW YORK AVE.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.
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RECENT APPLICATIONS
OF THE "ELECTRIC EYE"

(Continued from page 349)
the reaction is complete (or half complete) after the fluids have been mixed may
1
be found, provided that the reaction, even at
for
veneers.
s.
Ursted top speeds of flow. is not too fast to be measured.
circular RC!
Milliken Method. G. A. Millikan has constructed a micro-apparatus (Fig. 3C) on the
WM. A.1 NOMAS CO.321 CAROLINE ST., NEENAN.WISCONSIN
same principle. Ile uses the differential photocell already described. This method, more than
any other, has advanced our knowledge of rapid
chemical processes. For instance, we know now
Ib'A In- _itutes offer an ,tcns:re
-e of high how quickly our blood pigment combines with
tandard embracing all phases of Radio. Practioxygen
or with the poisonous carbon monoxide:
cal training with modern equipment at New
York and Chlcage schools. Also apeelallred
Under the conditions of these experiments the
courses mil Home Study l'ourses under "No
combination of the blood pigment with oxygen
obligation" plan. Catalog Dept. RT37.
is half- complete within 1/100 -second, whereas
RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
the reaction with carbon monoxide takes someA Radio C'nrporation of Americo Service
what longer. It is clear that only such reactions
75 Varlet( St.. New York
1154 Merchandise Mart. Chicago
can be studied by means of the photometer which
involve color changes.
If colorless fluids are studied, the photometer
is replaced by a sensitive thermopile which will
pick up temperature changes of as little as
Tou can build thug
1/1,000 -deg.
Centigrade. Since every reaction is
Trailer with ordinary
accompanied by smaller or larger temperature
stele Nally from our
sae
constructional
changes, this extends the range of the method
sheds
arge sized blueprints.
to practically every fast process worthy of inFinest dh.;snw'trailer us existence. sleeps 4. Toilet. ab...r. Etto. Light. rte.
vestigation.
Bate 75; of the coat by building it fools -a. anal 25c for DI.N
sheet. uiu.u.ti.ne and detaih.
A Recording Reaction Meter. Recently an
Chicago, IR.
TM PLAN SHOP, 910 Palmolive Bldg.
apparatus has been developed by Stern and
DuBois which may cover the gap between the
range of the very fast reactions suitable for
study with the flow method and the range of
,0
much slower changes which may conveniently
be followed by the classical methods of chemistry.
DEAL DIRECT...r
AC.jC:deleto
This is the principle:
l'rmrhalr mode C:AII -war..
,eiea^^''
b.ia model.: am.nset,
One reaction partner is placed in the absorpLi
tion cell (Fig. 3D) which is put in the path of
hatrpeatradios;
i
ty r.dieo.i
send
NEW
monochromatic
light before it strikes the photo3p
98 i Iñ ( Ì.rd for
cell (vacuum or gas- filled caesium cell). The
photoelectric current is amplified by an electron
OOLDENTONE RADIO CO.
UP DEPT.B12. DEARBORN.
MICHIGAN
tube circuit (Fig. 4) and measured by a string
galvanometer. Its deflections are recorded on a
strip of photographic paper. Every 25th of a
second a pin on an electrically- driven wheel,
RADIO IN. IT S ENTIRETY!
t.
controlled by a tuning fork, sweeps across the
pare
..r... to :.dean err sea I.
slit of the camera and makes a time mark on the
..d..-- con,nlett tee...a. b. taeg of n..
film.
.
abue
.sal, linens, radio receivers.
.
or.
dress. part. .pole and
The reaction is started by injecting the second
der. .nipped Node a.. re..hed.
reaction partner by means of a spring gun
(Fig. 3E) into the spat' ary fluid. Mixing is
COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE
complete in about 1 /100 -.second. A color change
due to a chemical reaction affects the light
BURSTEIN APPLEBEE CO. KANSAS CITY` MO.
falling on the photocell and is consequently recorded on the film. The photocell is calibrated
with the aid of the rotating sector indicated in
Fig. 3D. Some typical records obtained with this
FREE POST CARDS MAY BE
method are shown in Fig. 5. The upper curve
HAD UPON WRITING TO
represents a straight mixing process (a dye was
injected into water) and the lower curve a reTHE PUBLISHERS
These post cards make it easy to answer ad- action of a blood pigment with peroxide in the
vertisements which appear in Radio-Craft, with- course of a catalysis. By varying the speed of
out cutting valuable data which you may wish film transport a wide range of reaction rates
to save. So send fur a supply of free post cards may be covered.
and use them in answering all Radio-Craft
In concluding this brief survey it may be said
advertisers.
that we can expect from the photoelectric cell
an ever increasing usefulness in its service to
mankind.
O.
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"SNOW STATIC" BEING
BEATEN BY "FLYING

LABORATORY"
"E.

'
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`

HELM-in

lagonepKg

(Continued front page 34S)
the receiver is caused by the random variation of
the discharge flow rather than the total discharge.
Whenever the discharge from the steel point
or antenna exceeded a certain rather broad maximum, the characteristic snow static sounds were
heard in the radio set.
A series of points (LR, in one of the photos)
were installed on the plane to learn the distribution of this discharge. These were arranged on
the nose, tail, each wing, behind the exhaust
outlet, behind the propeller, and at 4 points
along the plane belly. The points were connected
in a number of group arrangements to vacuumtube electrometers. The electrometers were in
turn connected to paper recorders. Recordings
were made in a variety of cloud formations over
a period of S weeks. It is of interest to note that
at a speed of ISO miles an hour the variation in
charge on the plane is so rapid that automatic recording devices are the only means by which a
useable record can be obtained. (Be sure to read
Part III, next month.)
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Here's a convenient, pocket -size radio test
instrument
but one that is made to the
same standards of accuracy and dependability as the larger. WESTON instruments.
Nothing has been sacrificed to achieve this
small size. The ranges provided, too, are
complete for radio servicing:
Voltage Ranges: AC and DC- 0.7.5; 0.15;

...

0.150; 0.750

Current Ranges: DC only 0-7á and 0.75
milliamperes
Resistance Ranges: 5000 -500,000 ohms full
scale; 35-3500 ohms center scale
Size: 5 t$ "x 33/4"x 3 ia"
Model 697 is a most convenient tester to
carry on service calls
a cinch to handle
on the bench or around the shop ... yet it is
extremely low-priced for a sturdy, dependable WESTON instrument. Model 697 and
other pocket -size WESrore testers should be
included in every serviceman's kit. Be sure
you have full information. Return the coupon today.

...

WE S TPN

inrfrumen&

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
599

Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.

Send complete

I.

information pn Pocket Sise Testers.

Name
Address

City

State_

for
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"DEPEND ON DEPENDABLE"

greater ACCURACY
wider TESTING RANGE
lower

DEPENDABLE

COST

AC -DC

Each of first 10
divisions reads 1'20 ohm
Low current drain
Used on A.C. and D.C.
A.C.
25 and 63 cycle
voltages as accurate at
20,000 cycles as at 60
No frequency,
cycles
wave form or temperatur,
Linear
error in rectifier
2000 ohms per volt
A.C. voltage scale
5 D.C. current scales include microamps. amps.
A.C. and D.C. volts-0-5-50-500-1000. D.C. micro amps-0.500 D.C. Milliamps-0 -5 -50 -500. D.C.

-

-

9 -100- 7500 -75,000. 7,500,000.
0.5. Ohms
amps
Power level in decibels from -9 to +40.
s,
or, P,bhc IV Mr
tr to Dept. C. for catalog.
.

Write for particulars on new de luxe tube
tester Model 31.1

For the 3rd part, "filtering," it is necessary
to remove the pulsations from the rectified D.C.
so that the radio tube plate may be supplied with
an unchanging D.C. This is accomplished by
an arrangement of iron -core coils (known as
chokes), and condensers of high capacity (which
In this case. are electrolytic condensers). The
choke coil freely allows steady current to pass
through it, but offers opposition to current in
which changes (pulsations) are taking place.
The high capacity condensers. meanwhile, are
charging with every increase in current, and
discharging with every decrease in current, with
the result that the condensers store the charge
when it tends to be excessive, and deliver their
charge to the line when it tends to drop to zero.
This, in effect, is a stabilizing action and also
tends to keep the current from varying. Thus.
by using a combination of choke coil and its
associated condensers. we impede the pulsations
of current with the choke coil and deliver
these pulsations to u condenser which smooths
the pulsations by its storage action. Such a combination is therefore known as a "filter section".
(In our arrangement, since the rectifier feeds
directly into It condenser, we have what is known
as a condenser -input filter.) Thus, by passing
the pulsating D.C. through 2 filter sections (as
shown by the 2 choke coils present), we obtain
a practically pure D.C. output. which is pic-
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VOW)

THIS electrical outfit is especially d esigned for
designs permanently or materials
such as Leather, Wood, Cork, Bakelit e, etc.
Pyro
-electric pencil in any 110 volt AC
Plug the
DC outlet and it is ready to be used. Plug
furnished.
and cord
By the use of the Pantagraph included in the
outfit, any design may be reproduced either in
original. reduced or enlarged form.
Outfit consists of : one Pyro -electric Pencil: one
Pantagraph; three hardwood plaques; one bottle
of Varnish; one Brush ; one tracing tip and fourpage instruction sheet
Size of box : 1217s x B!-_. inches.
Outfit will he forwarded by Express Collect if
not aubScient postage included with your order.
ctburning

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
558

W.

Dept.

Washington Blvd.,

Chicago, III.

RC-1237,

Your()$ pO00µ0Lt1
-Sow

coos

desired up to the junction of Rl and Pl,
which would then include about 2/3 of the total
voltage (or usually. under ordinary loads). about
250 V. Thus with the use of the 2 "B +" binding
posts. we may use both the full voltage (usually,
under ordinary load), about 375 V. directly from
the "It +Hi" (High) binding post, and the
variable voltage from the "It+ Var." (Variable)
binding post, which may be used at the same
time to give from zero to about 250 V.. by turning the dial -knob of Pl.
To see what types of current are present in
different parts of the circuit. we will use a
testing system. The most direct method would
be to use a device known as an oscilloscope. which
can make the 3 types of current directly visible
in the form of characteristic curves shown in Fig.
1. Sections B. C. and D. However, since such a
cathode -ray oscilloscope, while extremely useful,
is yet a bit too advanced and relatively expensive

a.,.

as is

Plus many other exclusive features.

Our Amazingly Loo Prices. Free Trial
Offer, and Usual Five Year Guarantee
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New York, N. Y.
37 -47 West 20th St.,
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Size of tini:
s 18!5 Inches

12'5

To make our power supply suitable for the
many purposes of various experiment. we provide a means of varying the "B" voltage over
a wide range. This is done by an arrangement
of ressistors, forming a voltage divider.
Resistor Rl is connected in series with potentiometer Pl. and the combination is connected
across the output terminals (marked "B +Hi ",
and "B -", in Fig'. 2E). In this way the full
voltage is impressed on the combination and a
slight current (known as the bleeder current)
flows through it, exerting a steadying effect on
the system.
The moving arm of potentiometer Pl can then
be varied to include as much of the full voltage

tel.
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(Continued front page 3.43)
This is accomplished in the type BO rectifying
tube, which has the property of allowing current
to pass through it in only one direction.
This tube has a filament which is heated by another low -voltage secondary winding (that makes
3 secondary windings in all) supplying it with
5 V. A.C.. and it also contains 2 platee. If only
1 plate were present. it would be called a halfwave rectifier and would allow only the positive
half of the A.C. cycle to pass through. suppressing the other half. Since the type 80 tube contains 2 plates. it is called a full-wave rectifier.
and these plates are so connected that each half
of the cycle is allowed to pass through in the
same direction. thus giving the type of direct
current shown in Fig. IC where the amount of
current varies rapidly. but does not at any time
fall below the zero line. This "unidirectional"
(1- direction) output therefore is a surging or
pulsating D.C.
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for use here, we will instead use an indirect
method for obtaining the results needed for this
Experiment, in an inexpensive manner.
This is accomplished by causing the current
simultaneously to give visual effects on a neon
tube and audible effects on a loudspeaker. By
utilizing the property of the neon tube, which
lights on only one plate with D.C., and lights on
both plates with A.C. we can visually determine
whether A.C. or D.C. is present ; and by listening
to the loudspeaker, we can tell whether the current is varying or constant by the presence of
any audible hum. since any changing current.
whether A.C. or D.C., will cause a hum; while
pure D.C. will not give any perceptible hum.
This tenting system. shown in Fig. 2, Sections
A. B and C. is arranged so that no more than
2/3 of the total voltage is ever impressed on the

-

neon tube loudspeaker combination to avoid
any possible damage to the test equipment because of excessive voltage.
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OBJECT: To construct and study a power
supply operated from the alternating current
line socket.
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
(1A) Construction-The layout of parts is
shown in assembled form in a top view in Fig.
B and in a bottom view in Fig. C. Here it will
be found very practical to use a chassis which
has the large openings already punched in it
for P.T., S. and the binding post strip. All other
parts are easily mounted by drilling small holes.
As a matter of convenience, the 3 electrolytic

condensers, Cl, C2, and C3, placed side by side.
are first attached to a soldering lug strip at
each end and the 2 lug strips are then easily
mounted with screws. The precaution of connecting condenser lead, marked +, to the positive side of the circuit must be observed here.
And the ever-present precaution that, when working with a metal chassis. no exposed connections
touch the chassis also applies here. As to those
connections which are intended to be grounded
( which in this case means only the connecting
to the chassis), all of these chassis connections
should be electrically bonded, that is, connected
together at a common point.
The wiring is shown in symbol form in Fig.
1E. NOTE: Do not complete the wiring of points
D, E and "B +Hi" (shown as dash lines in the

schematic diagram), as they will be used for
test purposes later. Instead attach a length of
wire ending in a spring -clip to point E, as shown
in Fig. lE and leave points D and "B+Hi"
unconnected. These points will be permanently
connected later as we proceed with the testing.
For the same reason, bring out an extra wire
from point P and another wire from point F
of the tube socket, and make a temporary connection of 2 extra wires (preferably of different
colors) to the 2 temporarily unused connections
on the binding post strip. These extra wires
will also be taken care of. as we pro.ecd with
the testing, so that they will not appear in
the completed unit.
When the wiring is ready for testing. then,
there should be 1 testing wire, ending in a spring
clip labeled E and 2 temporary testing terminals.
labeled I' and F. These binding post strip terminals are best labeled immediately by pasting
narrow strips of gummed labels beneath them
and properly marking the strips.
(ell) Method of (Handling high Voltage- Before
the power plug is inserted into the line socket,
it is imperative that we have a definite method
for going about our tests without incurring any
shock. This method is simple and safe and culls
for remembering just 2 rules. namely:
Rule I. Turn off the power before touching
any part of the power supply IN EVERY CASE!
Rule 2. With the power off, try to make rrnu,ection WITH ONE HAND, keeping the other hand
free from any contact with the power supply
whatsoever!
Note that the condensers retain their charge for
a short time. even after the power is turned off,
until the charge leaks off through the "resistance
load ". To simply correct this condition, touch the
bare ends of a short len:rth of wire, held by the
insulation. to the "B+ V" and "B -" posts, after
the power is turned off. thus completely removing any charge that may be stored in the high capacity condensers.
(2) Testing the Current Delivered by the Power
Transformer- Referring to the testing system.
Fig. 2, it will be seen that we are using Ow
full resistance of 111 and PI as the load. The
lower end of this full resistance is already connected to "B -" internally, and far the other end

(Continued on following page)
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MILLION

we use the clip attached to point E (which is
the upper end) and attach this to whatever point
in the circuit we wish to test. The neon tube
and loudspeaker are connected in series, and the

TUBE

TESTER

74

ends of this combination are connected to B --"
Ill "B+ Var." (variable) posts, with the
,triable arm set at maximum (100 on the dial

FEATURES
Emission
Metal Tubes
Shorts Hot

but

reading).
For testing the current from the power transformer, the clip from point E is clipped on to
temporary terminal P (coming from the I' of
the tube socket), thus placing our testing system
the high -voltage secondary of the
across
power transformer.
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Turn the power on with the switch. As the 80
tube heats up. results should be evident from the
neon tube and from the loudspeaker. Obtain the
results called for in the Table of Data, namely,
the lighting of one or both plates of the neon
lamp to indicate whether the current is A.C. or
D.C.: and the amount of hum from the loudspeaker. observing whether loud, soft or negligible.
Also make a mental note of the pitch of the hum.
Turn the power off, and use the discharging
wire to remove any possible condenser charge
by holding the wire by the insulation and touching its bared ends to the "B -" and 'B +Var."
binding posts. Although there will probably be
no sign of any charge (since the high -capacity
condensers are still unconnected) it is beat to
do this, as a matter of habit, every time the
power is turned off.
(3) Testing the Current from the Rectifier
With the power off. remove the spring clip E
from temporary screw terminal P, and clip it
on to temporary screw terminal F (coming from
the F of the tube socket). Turn on the power,
and again note, for recording in the Table of
Data. the lighting of the neon lamp and the
sound from the loudspeaker. Also try to compare
the pitch of the sound with the remembered
pitch in the preceding test. Most ears should be
able to determine by remembering whether this
pitch is higher or lower, since the frequency of
one will be twice the other.
Turn off the power and again "short" terminal
"B -" to "B +Var. ".
(4) Testing the Current from the Filter -At
this point, the permanent connections are made.
Remove, by clipping off, the extra wires from
the P and F terminals of the tube socket. Remove
the clip E and make a permanent connection
between E and the point marked "B+ Hi", which

Over
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is then connected to the "Bi -Hi" binding post
on the strip. This takes care of the temporary
connections. Finally, connect all the negative
sides of Cl. C2 and CO. together to the common

BOOT(

FREE

=-T#fY/ :pf/.

"13 -".

Every Radio Man Can Use
It to Advantage!

With this arrangement, the testing system
which is still connected to the "13 -" and
"Bt Var." binding posts, is now across part of
the output from the filter.
Turn the power on, and note again the lighting of the neon bulb and the hum from the
loudspeaker. Record in the Table of Data.
(5) Varying the Voltage-Leaving all connections as they are, turn the knob of Pl slowly
back from its maximum position. observing the
effect on the neon lamp. The point on the dial
where the neon lamp extinguishes is approximately 70 V. It will thus be seen that the voltage
control can be made to vary the voltage from
0 to a maximum of about 150 V. in this case
( with the load of the neon tube and loud speaker
combination). The full voltage available from
the "B-4-Hi" binding post is nut tested here. as
this will be done in a later Experiment using
meters. Generally speaking, it can be considered
to be from about 450 V. at no load current, to
about 250 V. at a full load of 80 milliamperes
(or ma.).
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THE

Editors of RADIO -CRAFT have prepared
a special book for you. The new book -1937
RADIO REFERENCE ANNUAL -is not for sale.
but available only to subscribers. both new and
old, with a Seven Months' Subscription to
RADIO-CRAFT. The price of this Special Offer
is only One Dollar IE1.00) -and as an additional
saving the book is mailed to you postpaid as well
as is the magazine each month.
Carefully outlined below is the contents of this
new book; it contains information which every
radio man needs. The book contains 64 pages,
size 6 x 9, and is replete with illustrations.
Read these Interesting Chapter Headings of
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This power supply is a device for converting the
current from the 110-volt A.C. line into currents
suitable for the operation of the vacuum tube.
It supplies "A" current for the heaters at 6.3
V. A.C., and also, after rectification and filtering,
supplies "B" current for the plate at about 450
V., practically pure D.C.

QUESTIONS*
1. To supply A.C. voltage for the heaters or
"A" supply. the original 110 V. A.C. must be:
( rectified
filtered stepped-down.)
2. To change A.C. to pulsating D.C. the current
must be: (rectified; filtered; stepped -down.)
3. To smooth away the pulsations into pure
D.C., the current must be: (rectified; filtered,
stepped-down).
4. Pulsating D.C. differs from A.C. because:
(it does not change; it never reverses its direction; it causes no hum).
5. The original output of any rectifier is (A.C. ;
pulsating D.C.: pure D.C.).
Answers to these questions appear on Pg. 380.
School Radio Clubs are invited to write to the
editors concerning the use of these Experiments
by club groups.
;

;

CORNELL - DUBILIER
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
VI South
Plainfield,
Jersey

V

New

SERVICEMEN

LIST OF PARTS
One United Transformer Co. power transformer,
type UHI, 600 V. at 50 ma., 6.3 V. at 2 A.,
and 5 V. at 2 A., P.T. (Note: If it is desired to
have 2.5 V. available for heater supply in addition to 6.3 V., use type UH2.) ;
Two United Transformer Co. filter chokes, type
PC6. 12 hy. at 60 ma., Ch.l, Ch.2 ;

Get This New Self Selling
WIRE ASSORTMENT
DISPLAY

Three Solar ultra- compact electrolytic condensers,
type LG5 -8. 8 mf., 450 V. (working), Cl, C2,

sacra

aorun

C3.

One Solar tubular paper condenser. type S -0267.
I mL, 400 V., C4;
One 4 -prong socket, sub -panel, S;
One fixed resistor. type J, 10,000 ohms, 12 W.,

Rl;
One power potentiometer, type P,
12 W., PI;

20,000 ohms.

One power switch, labeled on -off, moving arm
insulated. Sw.;
One fuse and mount, automobile type. 2 A., F;
One line cord and plug;
One bakelite panel, 3 x 31¡ x
One dial plate, type 1179, 2 ins., 0 -100 (325
deg.), and pointer knob, type 575;
One binding post strip. 6 -screw connections;
One metal chassis, punched for power supply.
6 x 9

x 2!;4

It's a sensation!
Birnbach leads

again with this
self -selling display. Attractive
metal spools, including P u s hback, Hookup,
Colored R u bber Leadin, Fix-

ture, Lamp

Wire, etc., to
sell at 39c.

r,'

ins.;

Accessories
One Raytheon type 80 tube;
One neon bulb. 2 W., and hase socket. N;
Mine dynamic loudspeaker. preferably permanent- magnet type, mounted in wooden cabinet.
type 5BMCT. LS;
Names of manufacturers will he supplied upon
receipt of a stamped and self- addressed envelope.
$Denotes part used in previous experiments.

RE: "BUSINESS PROBLEMS OF THE
SERVICE MAN"
Due to unforeseen circumstances this department by Jack Grand does not appear in
this ¡December) issue: however you will find
it. es "The Case of Mr. Degam," in January
itadio- Croft.

its' -1"J"
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MAGNATE WIRE ASSORTMENT
metal spools. Even sizes from 14 to 40, inhales.
Double Cotton, Plan Enamel. Double Silk. To resell at
25e each.
On

FREE Multicolored

DISPLAY

One display given with each initial order for 100 spools.
Display made of reinforced steel. mahogany crackle finish
teeth attractive 3 -color display. Your jobber can supply
you, tr wr.le to us direct. Dept. S -8.

les HUDSON

Sr.
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THESE 4 FAMOUS RADIO BOOKS

(Continued front page

NEW TUBE AND

These
ILUJIO PaN S'. Help your arcs
good foundation towards the study of radio. You'll be amazed at the
books give you
wealth of Information contained In them. They are especially written for beginners but are
useful review and reference books for all.
to a radio education fur the price of lac per hook.

HOW TO BUILD FOUR
DOERLE SHORT -WAVE
SETS
Due to s special arrangement with the publisher.
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
we present in this book
complete details for building the Doerle sea, also
excellent power pack
If
plan to electrify
any of the sets.
Contain.
EVERYTHING
that has ever been printed
on these famous receivers.
Thew are the famous seta
that appeared in SHORT
WAVE CRAFT: A 2-Tube
Receiver that Reaches the
32,300 Mlle Mark" by
Walter C. Doerle, A 3Tube 'Signal Gripper,' "
by Walter C. (Merle,
'The Doerle

ellad 2 te

of

FOR BEGINNERS
This book gives the beginner a
in electricity and

explained
Electric rcuits
Includes Ohm'ss law,
waves,
alternating

-ub seta.
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ators. A.C. Instruments. housewiringasystems. electrical ppli.
electric lamps.

itemsare
a
some

of the practical
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bow to light a lamp by Induction; making a simple electric
horn: demagnetizing a watch;
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ST POPULAR
MOST
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Has 42
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of

for long -wave

receivers. for

(The Turner Co.)
DUE TO rear pickup being greatly reduced.
feedback effects have been considerably
minimized. in this new directional crystal microphone for ham use. Output level is -55 db.
Shockproof interior float. inside the case.

1
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amenous
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Adapted to A. C.

The Doerle
openllon,
'Signal Gripper'

rd. Naar--

3 -Tube

Electrified." and, -The
Doerle Goes Rand Spread. " Has 30 illus.
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receivers.
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and for all-wave re
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ers. The book Is Various
in
typesmof`aerials for the
Leur`- tranxspmitti
explained.
station
are
so
them. Has OB illustra tions.
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10c postpaid

Remember that each book has 32 pages
and contains over 15,000 words. Each
book has from 30 to 66 fine illustrations.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST 10c
VALUE IN RADIO BOOKS EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.

100 postpaid trata "..
RC-12.31

Please send Immediately POSTPAID the books checked:
10e
D No. h-How to Build 4 Doerle Short Wave Sets...
D No. 2 -How to Make the Most Popular AllWave
........- ...10e
1- and 2 -Tube Receivers
10e
O No. 3- Alternating Current for Beginners....... 10c
O No. 4-All About Aerials
10e
book
Is
e: the price of each
I am enclosing
FREE circular listing 48 new 10e publicaO Send

If you do not think that these books are
worth the money asked for them, return
them within 24 hours and your money
will be instantly refunded.
Send for our FREE circular listing
48 new 10c Publications

Name -

Address

State

Ci_

w.s. Coin

or U. S. Stamps acceptable.) Seek. are Sent

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
99AHudson St.,New York, N. Y.

Vest Pocket Adding Machine

/`

urdy Steel Construction. Lifetime
Pocket Companion. Adds. Subtracts,
Mwtiplies, Divides. Capacity. 000. al machine- ¢uarantee-i
uov.ots.
name n° address. We
years.
On delivery. pay
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Free
.50 satisfied. Thousands
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COO.. 21 West Broadway. New York. H. Y.
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PATENTS -TRADE MARKSby
AU

males

submitted

given personal
members of the firm.

attention

Form "Evidencs of Conception and
instructions
"How fo Establish Your Rights"-Free

LANCASTER. ALLWINE & ROMMEL
PATENT LAW OFFICES

436 Bowen Bldg.

Washington, D. C.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements in this section are inserted at t:
cost of twelve cents per word for each insertion
name. initials and address each count as one word.
Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by a ecognized advertising
are accepted
'
agenry. Not less than tenwords
Advertising for the .Ian.. 1935, issue should be
received not later tlmIt Saturday. Nov. 0. 1937.
DOGS

TERRIFIES: ALSO BULL PUPS. SHIP ANYWHERE.
Bob Tenn. Dallas. Texas.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

HUNDREDS OF NEW, UNUSUAL, HARD-TO-GET
Send
replacement
electrical
ésaleaalogAuolAre409South Moyne
fnfreeWl
Ave., l'hiragu.
RADIO

STEEL AND ALUMINUM CHASSIS. PANELS.

fort estimate.) R.

;

DIRECTIONAL CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE (1503)

FOR BEGINNERS

WAVE
ALL
r TUBE RECEIVERS

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
SSA Hodson Street, New York, N. Y.

brsuitable
oadcast

:3521

SET TESTER IS

HERE IS a comprehensive multi-tester having
30 ranges and functions. AU types of tubes
may be tested, with separate function and
component tests, under R.M.A. conditions. Meter
is 2.000 ohms /volt type. Free-reference selection
of any tube terminals, individually, for filament
tests. Hot leakage, open and short tests of all
elements with neon indication up to 0.25 -meg.
includes hum test -the ultimate cathode -leakage
test-and noise test (for each element; standard
jack is provided for earphone or amplifier connection). Quick reference charts and a limited
number of controls speed tests. Both instrumentand meter -fuse protection. Spare voltage taps
and circuits provide against obsolescence. Meter
test of electrolytic condenser leakage: neon lamp
test for paper and mica condensers. Condenser
open and short test. Ranges: A.C. voltage,
0-5-25-125-500-1,250; D.C. voltage, 0-5-25- 125 -5001.250; ohms, 0 -100 and 0-25,000; megohms. 0 -2.5
and 0 -25: microamperes, 0-500; D.C. milliamperes, 0-5-25-250; D.C. amperes. 0 -2.5 and 0 -25
(permitting tests of s- ibrators of all types) ;
decibels, -15 to -i- 10.
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VERITABLE SERVICE SHOP (1502)
(Radio City Products Co.)
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How To Build A Four-in-Two
All -Wave Electric Set, by J.
there.
T. BernsleY. and
sr

ALL ABOUT AERIALS

ALTERNATING CURRENT

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST
POPULAR ALL WAVE 1- AND
2 -TUBE RECEIVERS

DECEMBER,

THE LATEST RADIO
EQUIPMENT

BRINGS YOU ANY ONE OF

Each book contains 32 pages, profusely illustrated with clear, self -explanatory diagrams. They
contain over 15,000 words of clear legible type. They are an education in themselves and lay the
groundwork for a complete study of radio and electricity.

for

Holes IOh, 070.

cab -

('amulos.l Ios" tneelet.

Calif.
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IMPROVED PLAYBACK NEEDLE
(I 504)
(Recoton Corp.)
DESIGNED for use on any material, including
acetate, this new playback needle is said to
result in a scratch level that is "lower than with
any other needle" without loss of the high frequencies. Record wear is reduced.

A.C.-D.C. METER (1505)
(Million Radio and Television Labs.)
20,000 ohms/volt (special high -torque
THIS
movement) meter has built -in test leads; and
switch control of the following ranges: 0 -3 -30300 -900 V.. A.C. and D.C.; 0 -60 -300 microamperes
D.C.; 0- 30-300 -600 ma., D.C.; 0- 10,000 ohms,
30 mess. (self- contained battery) ; direct -reading
db. power level scale.

NOISELESS POTENTIOMETERAT LAST! (1506)
(International Resistance Co.)
BY MEANS of a spiral spring wire, positive

and continuous electrical connection is obtained between the center terminal and the
volume adjustment arm. Thanks to this replacement of slide und friction with solid, positive
contact, there is no chance for noise to develop
at this point where most control noises originate.
This, together with the exclusive "knee action"
5 -finger element contact. is double assurance that
these new controls are exceptionally quiet, and
permanently su.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
EXPERIMENT 3 (see page 379)
1. To supply A.C. voltage for the heaters or
"A" supply, the original 110 V. A.C. must be:
(stepped -down).
2. To change A.C. to pulsating D.C. the current must be: (rectified).
3. To smooth away the pulsations into pure
D.C., the current must be: (filtered).
4. Pulsating D.C. differs from A.C. because:
(it never reverses its direction).
5. The original output of any rectifier is:
(pulsating D.C.).
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(CoutinHfd Jrnnt page 347)
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11) For the ideal recreation of recorded audio
signals, it is to be assumed that all deficiencies
of the recording system will be compensated -for
during reproduction. Obviously a wide range of
frequency control is required to neutralize all
frequencies attenuated or accentuated during recording and playback.
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Formulas and Recipes
FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
CONTENTS OF BOOK
1. Adhesives: Glues, Cements, Gums, Mucilages, Lubricants. 2. Cleansing: Stain Removers,
Paint Removers, Bleaches, Cleaning Fluids. 8.
Metal Craft: Coloring. Oxydizing, Plating, Repairing, Welding. Polishes, Alloys, Solders, Amalgams. 4. Paints: Colors, Stains, Varnishes, Enamels, Luminous Paint, Washable Paint ; PaintRemoving, Waterproofing. Fireproofing. 5. Glass Working: Cutting, Drilling, Boring, Bending,
Blowing, Etching, Engraving. Frosting. Silvering, etc. 6. Wood- craft: Fillers. Fireproofing,
Acid- proofing, Waterproofing: Furniture Polishes,
Finishes, etc. 7. Inks: Recipes, Eradicators. Ink
Stain Removers; Special Inks: Colored. Indelible,
Sympathetic, Invisible. Hectograph. N. Photography: Developers, Emulsions, Fixers, Sensitizing,
Toning, Printing, Photographic Paper, Blueprint Paper. 9. Antidotes for Poisons, Remedies
for Burns and Scalds. Disinfectants, First -Aid in
Accidents. Emergency Remedies. Home Remedies.
10. Preparation, Manipulation, Handling. Mixing,
Measuring, Weighing. Filtering. Straining Solutions: List of Technical Substances: Emulsifying;
Use of Hydrometer. Use of Thermometer; Tables
of Weights and Measures, Decimal System, Use-

ful Tables.

Price 5OC

i Ertl \IFÀ\

Postpaid
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W. WASHINGTON
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INTRODUCING
"AUDIO- SPECTRUM
CONTROL"

Wÿ,i

NO REASON

1937

(2) Assuming for a moment that present
recording systems are ideal. the frequency response characteristics of microphones, speakers
and other accessories still contribute frequency
distortion.
(3) Further extension of our supposition that
all auxiliary components have attained an ideal
state. of perfection. the problem of studio
acoustics will still affect the frequency response
of our ideal system.
(4) Even if all studios were standardized
acoustically, the physiological reaction of Individual listeners will not be alike. In fact. the
response characteristics of each ear of an individual listener will sometimes vary enough to
offset all efforts exerted in the design of a flat frequency- response audio system.
(5) On top of all this, when one realizes that
the response characteristic of the average ear
is far from a straight line in nature I maximum
sensitivity lies between 1,000 and 5,000 cycles),
it becomes readily apparent that some flexible
method of controlling the frequency response
characteristics of our reproducing system is not
only desirable but a practical nece -city particularly if pleasing reproduction is desired for
all types of signal amplification under any local
acoustic condition.
Therefore, a desirable method of control
should provide for the accentuation of a series
of predetermined audio bands each of sufficient
width so that additively they cover the entire
audio range. As each band width would require
a separate control, the spectrum should be
divided into a minimum number of bands.
For simplicity of manipulation, a » loafer control should be incorporated so as to avoid the
necessity of resetting all band controls for each
different volume level. In operation the master
volume control should have the .same effect as
equally increasing or decreasing all band controls.

N

Chassis Cradle
PREVENTS DAMAGE HOLDS CHASSIS
IN ANY POSITION
Only $4.85 at your distributor
Holds any make or model radio
chassis in desired position for testing, aligning, repairing, replacing
parts, etc. Clamps hold chassis in
vise -like grip. Prevents danger of
accidental damage to coil assemblies, tubes, etc. Allows both hands
free for work. Puts repair jobs on a
production basis. Is very desirable
for displaying radio chassis. Made
of steel-cadmium plated. Order today through your distributor.

ACRO TOOL & DIE WORKS
1401 Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

C)

WIDE-RANGE THRESHOLD CONTROL
As complete suppression of any one band
would prove to be detrimental to quality repro-

duction a wide -range threshold control should
be incorporated so as to vary the minimum
accentuation of all band controls. This feature
is particularly desirable if any unit in the
audio system resonates at some fixed frequency.
Proper adjustment of the threshold control will
prevent undue overload distortion at a given
resonating frequency when the hand control
(in which the resonating frequency lies) is
turned to maximum.
As the ear response varies most at both extremes of the hearing range it was decided to
arbitrarily divide the audio band into the following 3 sub- ranges: (1) Low Frequency (16-250
cycles) ;
(2) Middle Frequency (250 -5,000
cycles) ; and (3) High Frequency (5.000-20,000
cycles). This empirical division need not be
followed, since any other ratio of division may be
utilized depending upon the type of compensation required for any given condition.

THE CIRCUIT IN A NUTSHELL
Essentially. the audio spectrum control circuit. as shown in heavy lines in Fig. 2A, splits
the input signal into I branches. The first 3
branches are fed through a "low -puss filter"
(for low -frequency accentuation), a "band-pass
filter" (for middle-frequency accentuation), and
a "high-pass filter" (for high-frequency accentuation), respectively. The remaining branch
passes through a wide -range control. T.V., for
controlling the operating threshold of all band

announces

a complete line of

TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS
OIL

- PAPER

and
MICA TYPES

Write for Complete Catalog
SOLAR MANUFACTURING CORP
599 -601 Broadway, New York, N. Y

$500,000 GENUINE

MAJESTIC.GRIGSBY GRUNOW

REFRIGERATOR a
RADIO PARTS.

)NITS
GUARAN-

FOR MODELS
PRIOR TO
1936

TEED 18

MONTHS.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

GENUINE MAJESTIC REFRIGERATOR B RADIO PARTS SERVICE
SEW W. DICKENS AVE CHICAGO, ILL
G a G

FOR TEST EQUIPMENT
BUY RCA

-

controls.
This type of circuit has the distinct advanRCA makes all types of test equiptage that it does not utilize "looser" circuits and
ment- including the popular
that it does not utilize resonating -type accen- Cathode Ray Oscillograph and Oscillator.
tuating circuits which have control over a Equipment is used in the RCA instrumentRCA Test
factories
limited and narrow audio band, Of course. the -by major set manufacturers and thousands
of serusual boominess, caused by the shock excitation vice engineers-proof that it's
good! Available at modof tuned resonating circuits, is absent. The erate cost. For full details write
to Parts Division,
ability of being able to add -to or accentuate RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, New Jersey.
(Continued on following page)
A service of the Radio Corporation of America.
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NEW

(Continued from preceding page)
any portion of the audio spectrum. and to maintain that accentuation flat within the selected
portion of the A.F. range. brings a new type of
fidelity control to the audio field.

TODAY

TOMORROW'S 11EÚ15:

VOLUME

7-

DESIGNING THE FILTERS
The general design follows conventional engineering practice. In order to attain a flat-line
response curve, when all filters are in the circuit. it is important that the slope of the cut-off
characteristic of the filters complement each
other. The following formulas are included only
for the technician who wishes to design his own
high -pass, low-pass, and band -pass filter, shown
in detail in Fig. 3. to cover any desired frequency range.
Lo -Pass Filter. The fundamental circuit of the
lo-pass filter is illustrated in Fig. 3A. The inductances are determined by the following
formula:

-
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Inasmuch as the circuit employed is of the
n type, the value of the inductance above calculated, should be divided by 2. The value of
the shunt condensers may be found from the
following formula:

GUIDE

C..-aFZ
= cut-off frequency
= capacity in farads
L = inductance in henrys
Z= the iterative That is,
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pedance of the filter
Hi -Pass Filter. The hi -pass filter follows the
same design principle and is similar to the
circuit shown in Figure 30. The condenser and
inductance values may be found front the following formulas:
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THE MIXER AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
It will be noted from the schematic circuit.
Fis. 2. that the mixer arrangement provides
for independently varying the level of the
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deferred payment plan.
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Hudson Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, Inc., 99 Hudson Sheet, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me descriptive literature on Volume

-

Band-Pass Filter. The circuit
band-pass filter is similar to
shown in Fig. 3C. Constants for
densers and inductances may
the following formulas:

COMPARE other service manuals
with the nets GERNSBACK OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
(Volume 7) as it is published today.
You'll find the GERNSBACK MANUAL, by far more complete in service
more up -to- the -minute
information
with present -day receiver diagrams
and published entirely differently than
in previous years.
Most important of many innovations
are the month-to -month installment
method of publishing Volume 7 -and
the deferred payment plan which makes
it convenient for every Service Man to
own radio's greatest of service manuals.
Write today for descriptive literature
which gives complete information about
Volume 7 of the OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL-and the plan
which tells how to pay -as- you -compile
your Manual. Mail the coupon belolyTODAY!
RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

-

=

various signals passing through their respective
filters. The unlimited degree of flexibility offered
by this type of audio spectrum control provides
for the addition or subtraction of frequencint
in any one or more cf the bands ta any r
cording or other program passing through the
amplifier.
The circuit of the amplifier also follows conventional high -fidelity design. it will be noted
that 2 microphones may be mixed with a phono
pickup. The 2- position input preamplifier utilizes two GJ7s which are in turn fed into the
6N7 mixer which supplies the band -pas:: system
with i:s signal energy. The two GN7a utiazed is
the output of the filter feed the 6F6 driver which
utilizes a parallel- resistance -feed plate circuit
to keep direct current from the primary of the
driver transformer. Inverse feedback is employed
in the output stage in a conventional manner
so as to reduce the output hum and distortion
caused by resonance effects in the speaker load
circuit.
(Continued on opposite page)
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NEW TUBES FOR THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER
(Continued from page 373)
the "supervisory control tube" shown in Fig. D
may be connected across the line and the 3rd
connection grounded, as shown in Fig. 2, to
serve as protection to equipment and operator
in the event of surges exceeding 300 V.
The device consists of 3 graphite electrodes
mounted in a gas -filled bulb. The tube may be
used in place of the more familiar overload relays
which require re- setting. The protector tube will

stand considerable overload, shunting the overload
to ground, without being damaged.
The capacity of this protector, as the characteristic data indicate, is 50 A. for 2 seconds.
Under these conditions the bulb has a life of
many severe discharges without change in char acteristi,s. It is recommended that a resistor of
60 ohms be placed in series with the tube to
prevent possible short-circuit of the supply source
through the tube when discharging any disturbance; also, fuse the line with 10 A. fuses
as shown in the diagram. Characteristics follow:
Breakdown voltage, 300 to 500 V.
Max. discharge 12 -sec. periods), 50 A.; (10min. periods), 7 A.
Typical operating line voltage, A.C., r.m.s.,
115 V.

Average arc drop. 20 to 30 V., D.C.
Max. short -circuit current at which tube will
clear at first current zero, at 230 V.. 10 A.;

at

115 V.. 15 A.

Pressure-lndicating Tube: Type WL -762. Experimenters who are already dabbling in vacuumtube work, or who plan to take up the study
either in a school lab. or at home. will be interested to know about the means, illustrated in
Fig. D. of obtaining indications of changes in
atmospheric pressure electronically.
The "pressure- indicating tube" consists essentially of a long platinum ribbon suitably mounted
inside of a glass bulb. The tube is connected by
means of the usual tubing to the vacuum system
in which measurements are desired and changes
in the heat conductivity between the filament
wire and the bulb to the atmosphere can be used
to obtain readings indicating the amount of gas
remaining in the exhaust system.
One circuit in which this tube, together with
a second, may be used to particular advantage
is shown in Fig. 3. The supply voltage (or current) must be kept absolutely constant. Meter
M is a 0 -10 ma. unit. Item li is a double -stack

dry-disc rectifier; meter V monitors the output
to obtain about 12 V. Meter M may be calibrated
to read atmospheric pressure directly (for instance, down to
micron).
The principle of operation of this tube is interesting. At atmospheric pressure there is a
definite rate of cooling of the heated filament by
1

the particles of air which carry the heat from
filament to the bulb. As the amount of air in
the tube is reduced the rate of conduction of heat
from the filament to the bulb decreases, resulting
in an increase in filament temperature. Hence
the resistance of the filament increases, causing
the current in the filament circuit to decrease.
The increase in resistance continues as the
vacuum conditions are improved or as the air
pressure and consequently the number of molecules of air are decreased. The same phenomenon
occurs if the tube is used in measuring pressure
conditions of gases other than air.
Base connections are shown in Fig. 1 ; the
operating current range is approx. 0 to 0.3-A.

ESSENTIAL

ULTRA-SHORTWAVE TUBE
U. -H.F. High -Mu and High -Vacuum Trans-

milting Triode; R.F. Amplifier, Oscillator and

Class B Modulator: Type 833. A minimum amount
of insulation within the tube, low internal lead
inductances, and a post terminal construction
which makes bases unnecessary, are features
that enable the new type 533 tube to develop
high power on 30 to 100 megacycles (10 meters
to 3 meters).
As a result of its construction, the 533 provides
high Plate efficiency at moderate voltages. For
example, it is capable of giving in broadcast
service a carrier output of 635 W. at 2,500 V.
on the plate, and with this carrier output, can
be modulated 1005. In other services, such as
police transmitters, diathermy apparatus, aviation transmitters, and experimental ultra -high
frequency transmitters (for experiments with
radio -controlled equipment, etc.), the 833 also

provides excellent efficiency,
Terminal connections are shown in Fig. I.
(Data courtesy RCA Radiotron.)
RECTIFIER TUBE

*Mercury-Vapor Rectifier; Type 2- RA -15. This
heavy -duty rectifier is designed to deliver very
high values of pulsating direct current ; it is
thus suitable on a bench "A" supply for testing
radio sets without resorting to a storage battery
for filament D.C. It also may be used to supply
D.C. for energizing field coils in high -grade P.A.
systems. Tube life is about 2,000 operating hours.

Model NKM
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TO ALL RADIO TECHNICIANS

Nokoil Multi -Test Speaker
Tests all AC and DC Radios.
Tests automobile radios withcut removing Speaker
Easily locates faulty speaker In a line of PA
u its
Cheeks approximately the impedance Into which
an amplifier Is designed to operate.
Handsome Steel Carrying case with soft Suede

finish

LIST
PRICE

$36.00

Write for complete desrriptien and name of our
nearest distributor. Wright DeCoster Distributors
are always anxious to cooperate.

WRIGHT- DECOSTER, Inc.
University Ave.,
St. Paul. Minnesota
Export Dept. -M. Simons & Son Co.. New York.
Cable Address: "Simnntriee."
canadun Reere,ent,t.es:
F. Kelly
wm'
S Pearson. Ltd Edmóton, Altaaeta,ie
2251

.

Characteristics follow:

Filament voltage.

2.5

;

current,

16

A.; heating

time, 2 to 3 mins.
D.C. average output, 15 A.; crest, 45 A.
Arc drop. 5 to S V.
Pick -up voltage, 8 to 11 V.
D.C. output voltage, 60 (max.) ; D.C. crest
inverse voltage, 200 V. (max.).
*Names of manufacturers will be supplied upon
receipt of a stamped and self -addressed envelope.

FACTORY TO YOU
NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS PORTABLE!

Fig.

Famous Remington
Noiseless Portable that
speaks In a whisper. only 10c a day, direct from
factory. Standard keyboard. Automatic ribbon

reverse. Variable line spacer and all the conveniences of the finest portable ever built. PLUS
the NOISELESS feature. Act now. Send coupon TODAY for details.
You don't RISK a Penny
We send you Remington Noiseless Portable for
to days' free trial. If not satisfied, send it back.
We pay all shipping charges.
FREE Typing Course and Carrying Case
You will receive FREE a complete simplified

home course in Touch Typing. Also FREE, a
handsome, sturdy carrying case. No obligation.
Mail coupon for full details-NOW

M

Remington Rand Inc., Dept. 189 -12
465 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Tell me without obligation, how to get a new Remington Noiseless Portable, plus Free Typing Course
and Carrying Case,

for

10c

a day. Send GPatalogue.

Name
Address

City

State
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The New 1938 Radolek Radio Profit
Guide attains complete showings if
Rado Repair Parts. Radio Recouvert.
Public Address Amplifiers, Seaters.
Micro hones. Text Instruments, Te-hnicel
Books. Special Tools. Leading Standard
Brands! Everything you need in the Ra
die Business all at Le west Prices. You
save money at Radolek!

Unit using ultra- violet photocell.

Every item
guaranteed.

INTRODUCING "A.S.C."
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you get from
Radolek is
It must be right or we
make It rirht. Standard merchandise
produced by leading Manufacturers with
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Radolek's guarantee added!

THE POWER SUPPLY

order to minimize any inductive hum
pick-up effects, between the power supply and
the band -pass filter units, a separate power pack
is utilized. It will be noted from a casual observation of the power supply circuit. Fig. 2B,
that a stabilized voltage supply system is employed in order to insure constant screen -grid
voltage to the beam -type power output tubes.
This feat4re eliminates screen -grid circuit distortion, and assures the full 32-watt output
with less than 2 "; total harmonic content. An
In

output of 40 watts is easily attained.
By following the same general design principles, a 60 -watt class AB amplifier may also
be constructed utilizing the same band -pass
filter circuit principles.
The author will be pleased to help any RadioCraft reader to own an amplifier of this type.
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THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

The man who enrolls for
an I.C.S. Radio Course
learns radio thoroughly,

completely, practically.
When he earns his diplo-

will KNOW radio.
We are not content
merely to teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how
to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work. We want
ma he

them to make good, to
make money, to be successful radio experts.

This, ns the author states, is an excellent survey of the vocational opportunities for boys in
the electrical field. Valuable information is given
as to the requirements, and the prospects as to
salaries, chances of promotion, etc., concerning
the following occupations: electrical engineers.
power station operators, electricians, electrical
draftsmen, battery men, motion picture operators. radio Service Men, ship radio operators.
broadcast radio operators, naval electricians.
army specialists, telegraphers, telephone men.
and electric welders. Although failing completely
to mention the possibilities in the important fields
of electronics and public address, and although
touching incompletely on the remaining phases
of radio, the book is strongly recommended to
every young man with leanings toward things
electrical, as the first real down -to -earth electrovocational book.
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De LUXE
SET TESTER

New
Modern Design
for Quick

Accurate Set
Testing
Model

Volt
A.C. Volts at 1,000 Ohms per Volt
Reads to 2000 Volts A.C. and D.C.
D.C. Volts at 25,000 Ohms per

1601

$45.33

in 6 Ranges.

In Metal

Resistance Measurements to 20

Megohms.
Condenser Tester to 30 Mfds.
50 Microamperes to 20 Amperes in
9 Ranges.
Free Point Tester

Incorporates Exclusive Plug -in
Type Copper Oxide Rectifier.
New Single Zero Adjustment for
Ohmmeter.
All A.C. Operated -No Batteries

Case

Triplett's new DeLuxe

Set Tester
incorporates the very latest features. Ultra high class and pro-

proved,

fessional appearance. Durable
etched panel -natural silver
background with sunken black
lettering. Control knobs and
other fittings are finished in red.
The exclusive plug -in type copper oxide rectifier is the ap-

most accurate

method

for rectification, with the newly
added advantage of easy replacement due to accidental damage
or overloading. Replaces as easily
as removing an ordinary fuse. In

leatherette

case,

shown,

as

$49.33.

Used.

Other De Luxe Items
TRIPLETT'S NEW
DE LUXE LINE OF

Model 1690 1lscill.sr..pe .
With 2 screen
Exclusive Triplett turret type tub':
mounting.
Sweep 15 to 20.000 Cycles
Complete with tubes and instructions . .
In metal
.

....

.

RADIO TESTERS

Case $47.00
Model 1630

Sets A

Case $45.00

"New High"
In Accuracy,

.

.

.

.

Outstanding Signal Generator for

extreme accuracy .
30 M.C. in six ranges

.

Zero leakage ....
K.C. to
Complete .... In Metal
....
100

...

Model 1631
Same as 1630 but in addition incorporates electronic frequency modulation
In Metal

....

Case $55.00

Appearance and

Practicability

Model 1670.
. Vibrator Tester
.
Completely
tests all vibrators under actual performance conditions
In Metal Case $24.00
All DeLuxe Testers in two ease styles: Sturdy metal
with black wrinkle finish. 14%." x 7r4' x 41,4 ", Leatherette covered case has removable cover and compartment
for accessories, size I r., -_' x 12" x 6° },, ".
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RCA

All The Way
duction. RCAengineering, NBC broadcast skill, Victor mastery of tone are
combined in every RCA product. This
complete radio and sound experience
RCA All the Way -means better quality -more for your money! Let the
RCA trademark be your buying guide!

RCA engineers have continuous practical experience in every branch of radio.
Through the National Broadcasting
Company, RCA creates and broadcasts

-

the majority of network programs.
Through Victor, RCA has the benefit
of 39 years' leadership in sound pro-

RCA Radio and Sound Products
Give You More for Your Money
For commercialsound equipment-BUY RCA!

-

For all types of commercial sound equipment
from tiny lapel microphones to giant sound systems
-your best bet is RCA.
FREE!Send today for
your copy of the
new 36 - page illustrated
sound catalog "Sound by
RCA" which contains pictures of RCA's varied types
of sound equipment and

complete information

about the entire line. This
catalog has been prepared

especially for you -and is
available without cost or
obligation. Send your request to your nearest RCA
Commercial Sound Dis-

"'°'"

...,.y......+

CO., NC..,

-...

RCA MANUFACTURING

tributor, or write direct to

For radio tubes -BUY RCA!
300,000,000 RCA radio tubes have been bought
by radio users -proof of RCA quality.
The world's finest radio tubes bear the RCA trademark. This
is proved by the fact that more RCA tubes have been sold
than any other kind. In every type of radio and sound equipment RCA tubes are used. Radio manufacturers buy millions
of these tubes each year for use in their instruments.
Why are RCA tubes used so extensively? There is only
one answer. They offer better quality, better performance.
Replace the weak tubes in your radio sec with new RCA
radio tubes. They give old radios new pep and power
bring listeners a new thrill.
For radio tubes, it pays to go RCA All the Way. First in
Metal -Foremost in Glass- Finest in Tone.

-
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For antenna systems -BUY RCA!

RCA.)

gic Wave Antenna System Reduces Noise
16 radios at one time.

-dperates up to

Camden, New Jersey.

the name and
price of this fine,
newRCA Antenna System.

395

is

Everyone can afford the new
RCA 395 Antenna System.
Comes completely assembled and soldered. Is easily installed.
Covers wide frequency range -140 to 23,000 kilocycles. Is
doublet type affording efficient pick -up. Stock No. 395.

-

Only

RCA presents the "Magic Key "erery Sunday.
2 to 3 P. M., E. S. T., on NBC Blue Nettrork.

$3.95

With this outstanding new antenna, noise is greatly reduced
on both standard and international short wave bands from
530 to 23,000 kilocycles. Easy installation is another of its
many fine features. Magic Wave Antenna, Stock No. 9812,
is completely assembled and soldered at the factory. Comes
to you complete, ready to install. List price $6.95.
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